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Abstract

Solid state chemistry of platinum group and noble metal oxides:
Implications for heterogeneous catalysis

by

Joshua A. Kurzman

The substitution of precious metal ions in oxide hosts represents an attractive
alternative to conventional metal-particle-on-oxide catalysts, potentially providing improvements in efficacy and lifetime while simultaneously reducing the
loading of these scarce and expensive elements. This dissertation addresses a
range of topics within a theme of understanding the solid state chemistry of
platinum group and noble metal ions, with implications for their role in heterogeneous catalysis.
To inform an understanding of the crystal chemistry of precious metalsubstituted oxides, we begin by examining stoichiometric complex oxide compounds of isoelectronic Au3+ and Pd2+ . La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 display exceptional resistance towards thermal dissociation and chemical reduction, serving as model compounds for understanding the crystal chemical conditions that
xii

stabilize these oxophobic elements in oxide environments. This understanding is
further borne out in a neutron powder diffraction study of La4 LiAuO8 – the first
such study of a stoichiometric (rather than lightly substituted) oxide compound
with gold.
Recent interest in platinum group metal- (PGM) substitution has been stimulated by findings that certain substituted complex oxides can reversibly extrude
and reincorporate the PGM in response to redox changes in the atmosphere to
which they are exposed. Of the PGM-substituted complex oxides studied, almost all have been perovskites. Here we present an investigation of Pd2+ /Pd0
redox cycling in a non-perovskite host, hexagonal YMnO3 -type YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 .
YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ is only modestly tolerant to removal and redistribution
of Pd2+ ; after only a few cycle cycles PdO is formed, rather than Pd2+ being
reintegrated into the host.
The final study presented here is a computational investigation of electronic
structural features in compounds spanning the range of formal oxidation states
adopted by gold in extended solids. Guided by the well-established importance
of the position at which the transition element d band is centered (relative to
the Fermi energy), we find an absence of any correlation between the charge
on or oxidation state of Au and the position of the Au 5d-band center. Instead
of correlating with the Au charge or oxidation state, the location of the d-band
xiii

center shows a strong dependence on the degree of its filling.
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Chapter 1
A review of precious metal oxide
chemistry, and its importance in
catalysis
The platinum group metals (PGMs) are widely employed as catalysts for
the mitigation of automotive exhaust pollutants. The low natural abundance
of PGMs and increasing demand from the expanding automotive sector necessitates strategies to improve the efficiency of PGM use. Conventional catalysts
typically consist of PGM nanoparticles dispersed on high surface area oxide supports (e.g. Al2 O3 , CeO2 ); however, high PGM loadings must be used to counter

1

sintering, ablation, and deactivation of the catalyst such that sufficient activity
is maintained over the operating lifetime. An appealing strategy for reducing
metal loading is the substitution of PGM ions into oxide hosts: the use of single atoms (ions) as catalytic active sites represents an atomically economical
alternative to nanoparticles, which contain a significant fraction of atoms in the
particle interiors that cannot participate directly in catalysis.
The works contained in this thesis address topics within a theme of developing an understanding for the role of precious metal ions in heterogeneous
catalysis. We have sought to further elucidate the crystal chemical conditions
that facilitate stabilization of the notoriously oxophobic precious metals in oxide environments, and explore complex oxide hosts amenable to reversible redox cycling of PGMs. The specific studies presented here include: a comparison
of quaternary oxide compounds containing the isoelectronic Pd2+ and Au3+ ions,
the first neutron diffraction study of a stoichiometric oxide of Au, an examination of Pd2+ /Pd0 redox cycling in a non-perovskite host, and a computational
examination of electronic structural features in gold compounds.
In light of the interest in PGM substituted oxide materials for catalysis, this
chapter reviews the oxide chemistry of platinum group metals, and noble metals.

2

1.1

Introduction

The ubiquity and importance of catalytic processes cannot be overemphasized. To place the enormity of the field in perspective: All biochemical
transformations are essentially catalyzed. More than 10 Nobel Prizes in Chemistry have been awarded for work pertaining to catalysis. In the U.S. alone, over
$1 trillion of the gross domestic product (GDP) and approximately 1/3 of the
material GDP is directly or indirectly linked with catalytic processing.[1]
Heterogeneous catalysts comprise in excess of 90% of the direct market for
catalytic materials, valued at more than $15 billion, of which roughly 40% is
devoted to the automotive sector.[2] Almost 78 million new cars were manufactured in 2010, a 26% increase from the slumping production of 2009,[3]
and recent projections estimate that automotive emissions control catalysts will
constitute a >$7 billion market by 2015.[4] Emissions treatment accounts for
more than half of the gross demand for palladium and platinum, and more than
80% of the demand for rhodium.[5] And while the production of automobiles
has risen steadily during the last decade in response to increased demand from
developing countries (i.e. China), the supply of PGMs has remained relatively
constant, resulting in the rapid escalation of PGM prices (Figure 1.1). Simultaneously, emissions regulations are becoming increasingly stringent to address
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Figure 1.1: Average price in dollars per troy ounce of the platinum group metals
(PGM) and gold between 2002 and 2011 (year to date average through September
2011). Note the log scale and exponential spurts. The drop in 2009 PGM prices for Rh,
Pd and Pt reflects the reduced demand for automobiles during the economic recession.
Data compiled from the US Geological Survey National Minerals Information Center,
available online at USGS.gov.
the environmental impacts of fossil fuel consumption, motivating research into
strategies to maximize the catalytic efficacy of PGMs while also moderating their
use.
Conversion of the toxic byproducts produced in the combustion of gasoline
and diesel fuels is accomplished by passing exhaust through an automobile’s

4

catalytic converter en route to the open atmosphere. The converter consists
of a macroporous ceramic monolith onto which PGMs are deposited as finely
dispersed particles supported on a high surface area oxide. In the case of gasoline engines, the primary pollutants are carbon monoxide (CO), residual (unburned) hydrocarbons (HC), and oxidized nitrogen species (typically denoted
NOx , though primarily NO). Removal of these gasses requires the concurrent
oxidation of CO to CO2 and HC to CO2 and H2 O, and reduction of NOx to N2 in a
process referred to as three-way-catalysis. Gasoline engines operate in a narrow
window near the stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio where the catalytic transformation of these undesirable byproducts is maximized. Diesel engines on the other
hand operate under air-rich conditions, which facilitates conversion of the fuel
to total combustion products, minimizing the amount of CO produced. However,
the highly oxidizing nature of the diesel exhaust stream introduces challenges
in the efficient conversion of NOx . Diesel engines also require the removal of
particulate matter (soot), which is prone to accumulation as a consequence of
burning longer-chain hydrocarbons.
Although PGMs are among the best catalysts for reactions relevant to auto
pollution control (and certainly the most widely employed), other materials
are well-known to be active in their conversion. For example, the activity of
bulk oxides in CO oxidation and NOx reduction has been recognized since the

5

1970’s.[6–14] These reactions have been extensively studied in both laboratory
settings and under realistic operating conditions. Detailed discussions of the
historical and mechanistic underpinnings of exhaust pollution control catalysts
can be found in a number of excellent articles and reviews. The oxidation of CO
and hydrocarbons over noble metal catalysts has been reviewed by Yao, reference 15, and Royer and Duprez recently reviewed CO oxidation over transition
metal oxides, reference 16. Soot oxidation has been reviewed by Stanmore et
al., reference 17, and Neeft et al. have reported an extensive screening of soot
oxidation catalysts, references 18, 19. A variety of informative reviews have
been written on the topic of NOx reduction, references 20–26.
While the catalytic activity of PGMs has traditionally been attributed to zerovalent metals (nanoparticles), evidence that enhancements in activity may be
achieved over PGM ions dates back to some of the early studies of bulk oxide
materials for auto pollution catalysis.[14] In recent years, the fascination with
PGM-substituted oxides has increased substantially. For example, researchers at
Daihatsu Motor Co. found that PGM-substituted perovskites can provide comparable activity to conventional supported metal catalysts at significantly reduced
PGM loadings, and with longer operating lifetimes.[27] Interest in PGM oxides thus stems from the potential to improve both the activity and longevity of
platinum group catalysts. In this regard, an understanding of the oxide crystal
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chemistry of the platinum group can contribute to an understanding of important problems in the catalytic chemistry of precious metals.

1.2

Oxide crystal chemistry of the platinum group

Although elements of the platinum group are among the most electronegative metals, rendering them rather oxophobic – in keeping with their well known
resistance to oxidation – they nonetheless display rich oxide crystal chemistry.
In a sense, it is the reluctance of PGMs to bond strongly with small molecular species, such as oxygen, that enables them to be excellent catalysts. High
turnover frequencies are predicated on a catalyst not binding adsorbates too
strongly or too weakly. Instead, intermediate adsorption strengths are desired
so that chemisorbed species are present in high coverages and are also reactive.
In this respect, the catalytic behavior of the platinum group metals can be linked
with their simple (binary) oxide chemistry: Tanaka and Tamaru showed that the
initial chemisorption enthalpies of molecules on metal surfaces are correlated
with the formation enthalpies of a given metal’s most stable simple oxide.[28]
Metals that form exceptionally stable oxide compounds, for example titanium,
thus bind adsorbates far too strongly to be of catalytic utility. Those that form
only marginally stable oxides, such as platinum, offer the desired intermediate
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adsorption strengths. The nobility of bulk gold can be understood in this manner: gold is unique in being the only transition metal that does not form a binary
compound with oxygen that is stable at ambient conditions.[29]
In contrast to gold, the metals of the platinum group all form stable, welldefined, crystalline simple oxides. In fact, their oxides have sufficiently negative
(favorable) formation energies [30–32] that most can be prepared directly by
oxidation of the metals. For example, when heated in air, polycrystalline palladium metal begins to take up oxygen at about 200 ◦ C, while ruthenium begins
to oxidize at just 120 ◦ C.[33] The stabilities of the simple PGM oxides are also
reflected in the temperatures at which they dissociate (evolve oxygen): in air,
PdO is stable to about 800 ◦ C, Rh2 O3 is stable to 1100 ◦ C, and RuO2 is stable
to 1200 ◦ C.[33, 34] In general, the dissociation temperatures of PGM oxides
decrease from group 8 to group 10, and also decrease in going from the 5th
period (4d) to the 6th period (5d). The exception is osmium, for which the
thermally most stable crystalline form is OsO2 , which dissociates at lower temperature than both IrO2 (1000 ◦ C) and PtO2 (650 ◦ C).[35, 36] OsO2 cannot be
prepared from metallic osmium due to the facile formation of OsO4 , which is
highly toxic and volatile. The volatility and toxicity of osmium obviate its utility in heterogeneous catalysis, though OsO4 is a widely used oxidant in organic
synthesis. While the dissociation temperatures of RuO2 and IrO2 are higher than
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Table 1.1: Groups 8−11 of the periodic table and some characteristics of the 4d and
5d elements. (1) Melting point of the metal. (2) Dissociation temperature of the
most stable simple oxide at 1 atm in air (∼ 0.2 atm O2 ). (3) Pauling electronegativity.
(4) Most stable binary compound with oxygen, and (5) corresponding crystal field
configuration. Ag coordination in Ag2 O is linear (d10 ). ∗ Dissociation of Au2 O3 occurs
readily at and even below room temperature.
(1) m.p.
(2) Tdiss

e− config. (5)

(4)

Group 8

Group 9

Fe

2250 ◦ C
1200 ◦ C

Group 10

Co

2.20

1966 ◦ C
1100 ◦ C

Ru

2.28

1552 ◦ C
800 ◦ C

2443 ◦ C

2.20

1000 ◦ C
Os

PdO

2.20

962 ◦ C
300 ◦ C

2.28
Pt

PtO2

d10

Ag2 O
1063 ◦ C

2.54

∗

650 ◦ C

t52g e0g

1.93
Ag

e4g a21g b22g b01g

1772 ◦ C

Ir
IrO2

Cu

Pd
t62g e0g

Rh2 O3

Group 11

Ni

Rh
t42g e0g

RuO2

EN (3)

Au
t62g e0g

Au2 O3 e4g a21g b22g b01g

the oxides of group 10, both Ru and Ir are susceptible to volatilization (sublimation), and they have historically been excluded as automotive exhaust catalyst
candidates.[37]
The equilibrium between the bulk platinum group oxides and their metallic states is strongly dependent on oxygen partial pressure and temperature. In
Figure 1.2, the crystal structures of the simple platinum group oxides are shown
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with their thermodynamic pressure–temperature equilibrium ranges,[38] along
with those of the group 11 coinage metal oxides Ag2 O and Au2 O3 . As the oxygen partial pressure is reduced, PGM ions in binary compounds with oxygen
are quite susceptible to reduction to the metals. This is particularly true of the
group 10 elements Pd and Pt, and even more-so for the oxides of Ag and Au,
the latter of which is not stable at room temperature.[29] Many of the investigations of precious metal crystal chemistry have therefore involved preparations
at elevated oxygen pressures.
In contrast to most of their 3d transition metal congeners, which, except for
Ni, display flexibility in the oxidation states they adopt and readily form two or
more binary compounds with oxygen, the precious metals are generally more
confined by oxidation state preferences and display somewhat less structural diversity in the simple oxides they form. Among the PGMs with a preference for, or
ability to adopt the tetravalent state, the M O2 rutile structure-type is quite common. Rutile is the only stable structure for simple oxides of ruthenium (d4 ) and
iridium (d5 ). β-PtO2 (d6 ) crystallizes in the CaCl2 structure, an orthorhombically distorted variant of rutile.[39–42] Rhodium is typically trivalent (d6 ) and
adopts the Al2 O3 corundum structure below 750 ◦ C, though high temperature
and/or high pressure polymorphs of Rh2 O3 are also well known,[43, 44] and
rutile RhO2 can be prepared at high pressure.[39, 40] For palladium, the 2+
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Figure 1.2: Crystal structures of precious metal binary compounds with oxygen, and
their thermodynamic stabilities with respect to dissociation as a function of temperature and oxygen partial pressure. In pressure-temperatures regions above each line
equilibrium favors the respective oxide phases, while dissociation to the metallic state
occurs in pressure-temperature regions below each line. The stability of the oxides is
significantly reduced as one moves across a period, for example from Ru to Pd, and
is also reduced moving down a group (e.g. Pd to Pt). Data adapted from Peuckert,
J. Phys. Chem. 1985, reference 38.
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oxidation state (d8 ) is by far the most common – favoring square-planar coordination over the octahedral sites that are pervasive for the other PGMs – and
PdO is its only truly stable simple oxide, though some exotic binary compounds
with oxygen have been reported under unusual conditions.[45, 46] The existence of the isostrucutral and isoelectronic monoxide of platinum, PtO, has been
questioned in the literature.[39, 47, 48] Similarly, the binary compound Pt3 O4
has been a topic of contention,[39, 49–51] though a variety of ternary phases
that display the Pt3 O4 topology are known.[52, 53] It is important to stress that
the tendency to be fully reduced to the metallic state is so strong for the precious metals that oxides of lower valence are effectively never observed upon
dissociation of bulk materials at ambient pressure.
A typical preference of the 5d platinum metals for higher oxidation states
than those adopted by their 4d neighbors is a consequence of strong relativistic
effects experienced by the heavier elements, which lead to a pronounced stabilization of the 6s orbital and subsequent destabilization of the 5d (and 6p1/2 )
orbitals.[54, 55] The contractions experienced by the 6s shells of platinum and
gold are amongst the largest of all the elements, decreasing their spatial dispersion by more than 15% relative to their theoretical size in the absence of a
relativistic contraction.[55] Stabilization of the 6s orbitals give Pt and Au electron affinities uncharacteristic of transition metals, comparable to that of iodine,
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and these noble metals display fascinating solid state anion chemistry.[56–58]
While higher (and lower) oxides of some of the 4d precious metal elements
can be prepared, these tend to be less stable than compounds in which their
preferred oxidation states are adopted. Silver is an excellent example: crystal structures of Ag6 O2 ,[59] AgO,[60, 61] Ag2 O3 ,[62] and Ag3 O4 [63] are all
known, none of which are stable much above room temperature at atmospheric
pressure. Ag2 O, for comparison, dissociates around 300 ◦ C.[35, 64]

Complex PGM oxides
The stability of PGM ions in oxide environments can be dramatically enhanced by the presence of other cations, and in this respect, it is the complex
oxide chemistry of the platinum group that is especially fascinating. To understand the origin of such stabilization it is necessary to consider the conditions
that promote covalent interactions between PGM ions and oxygen. These conditions would arise in a structure where oxygen is otherwise only weakly bound to
the other cations. To illustrate the generality of this concept, it is instructive to
first consider some examples that do not involve the platinum group. Demazeau
and co-workers have described a variety of phases in which various 3d transition
metals are stabilized in unusually high oxidation states that cannot be accessed
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Figure 1.3: Energy diagram for the stabilization of PGM ions in oxide environments.
Highly electropositive counter-cations destabilize the oxygen p states, promoting increased orbital overlap with PGM d states.
in binary compounds with oxygen: The double perovskite La2 LiFeO6 contains
the Fe5+ cation.[65] Perovskite LaCuO3 contains the Cu3+ cation, as does the
compound La4 LiCuO8 ,[66] and the isostructural SrLa3 LiCoO8 compound contains the Co4+ cation.[67] All of these uncommon oxidation states are stabilized
through the covalent M–O interactions that arise when highly electropositive
counter-cations are present to drive electron donation from O to the more electronegative transition metals – in other words, an inductive effect.[68]
The majority of the mixed metal oxides with PGMs therefore contain electropositive alkali, alkaline earth, or rare earth elements as counter-cations. The
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schematic energy diagram shown in Figure 1.3 illustrates the role of countercations in stabilizing PGM ions: Electropositive cations promote increased orbital overlap between oxygen and the electronegative platinum group metals by
destabilizing the O-p states. Some of the structure types in which unusual oxidation states of the 3d metals are encountered are also amenable to hosting platinum group metals in unusual oxidation states. For instance, the Ru5+ and Ir5+
cations are present in perovskites La2 LiMO6 (M = Ru, Ir),[69, 70] Rh4+ is found
in La2 MRhO6 (M = Mg, Zn),[71] and the Sr3 ARhO6 (A = Li, Na) compounds
contain the Rh5+ cation.[72] As we will later discuss, the presence of highly electropositive counter-cations can also increase the temperatures at which thermal
dissociation and chemical reduction occur by more than 500 ◦ C relative to the
respective binary PGM compounds with oxygen.
Owing in part to the higher thermal stabilities of RuO2 , Rh2 O3 and IrO2 ,
which enable them to remain oxidized at higher temperatures than PdO and
PtO2 , the preparation of complex oxides containing Ru, Rh or Ir by conventional
solid state synthesis tends to be more easily accomplished than for compounds
of Pd or Pt. Indeed, it is interesting to note that out of the aforementioned examples of compounds containing the Fe5+ , Co4+ , and Cu3+ cations, La4 LiCuO8
is the only phase that has been prepared at ambient pressure. In contrast, the
Ru5+ , Rh4+ , Rh5+ , and Ir5+ compounds can all be prepared at ambient pressure.
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Sr3 ARhO6 is distinct in that it was prepared by the use of a molten alkali hydroxide flux. Exploitation of the highly oxidizing nature of the alkali ions represents
an important preparatory route that has resulted in the discovery of numerous
other ternary and quaternary PGM oxides, many of which have been reported
by zur Loye and co-workers.[73]
In general, the sheer number of complex oxides containing Ru, Rh or Ir outweighs those of Pd, and to a slightly lesser extent those of Pt. A somewhat
increased prevalence of Pt oxides, in comparison to Pd, can be attributed to
octahedral coordination being more accessible to the Pt4+ cation (d6 ); the diverse complex oxide chemistry of Ru, Rh, and Ir, can similarly be rationalized as
arising in part from their preference for octahedral coordination.
There are far too many complex oxides of the platinum group known to
exhaustively review them all here. The oxide chemistry of platinum group
and noble metals has, however, been reviewed comprehensively by MüllerBuschbaum, where many compounds outside the scope of the present discussion
are addressed.[74–81] Here, we point out some of the well-known structural
families in which PGM ions are accommodated.
The crystal structures of common ternary phases that can be prepared with
metals of the platinum group are shown in the top portion of Figure 1.4, includ-
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Figure 1.4: Crystal structures of common oxide structural families in which PGM ions
are encountered, with representative lists of compositions that occur in the respective
structures (top). Clockwise from the top left: perovskite, pyrochlore, spinel, and
delafossite. Compositions marked with an asterisk (∗ ) are high pressure phases. On
the bottom, crystal structures of select polymorphs in the BaM O3 (M = Ru, Rh, Ir)
series are shown, and the post-perovskite structure of CaIrO3 .
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ing perovskite, pyrochlore, spinel, and delafossite, along with representative
lists of the compositions that adopt the respective structures. Platinum group
pyrochlores have been known for many years and studied extensively.[82–87]
Ruthenium, rhodium, and iridium pyrochlores can readily be prepared at atmospheric pressure, whereas the phases of platinum often require elevated oxygen
pressures, and the few pyrochlores of palladium that can be formed must be
prepared at very high pressures (ca. 65 kbar).[84] Rhodium is the only PGM
that can be incorporated at ambient pressure into the spinel structure, though
a small number of high-pressure inverse spinels containing Pd and Pt have also
been reported.[88, 89] The delafossites containing Pd and Pt in linear 2-fold
coordination with oxygen, first identified by Shannon and co-workers,[35] are
particularly noteworthy in being the only oxides in which the d9 Pd1+ and Pt1+
cations are stabilized.
Perovskite is perhaps the most compositionally diverse structural family in
all of solid state inorganic chemistry, and it is thus not surprising – given their
propensity for octahedral coordination – that a variety of PGM-containing perovskites are known. Conventional ternary ABO3 perovskite phases typified by
corner-connected octahedra are encountered in compounds of the alkaline-earth
metals with Ru, and of the trivalent lanthanides with Rh. Iridium and palladium only adopt the archetypal perovskite structure in 1:1 ternary compounds
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prepared at high pressure.[90–92] In fact, there is only one known ternary perovskite of palladium, prepared under high partial pressures of O2 , LaPdO3 (containing the exceptionally rare Pd3+ ion).[91] There are no ternary perovskites
containing platinum, though the structural archetype is preserved in quaternary
A2 BB 0 O6 double perovskites of Pt.[93–95] The Ba2 LnPtO6 (Ln = Ce4+ , Pr4+ )
phases are particularly noteworthy in that the Ln4+ and Pt4+ cations are ordered. Cations of the same oxidation state are typically disordered across the
perovskite B site: the ordering that occurs in these compounds is driven by the
inductive stabilization of PtO6 octahedra surrounded by LnO6 octahedra.
Prevalent in perovskite derivatives of Ru, Rh, Ir and Pt are motifs in which
some of the octahedral edges or faces are shared, as found in compositions
such as BaM O3 (M = Ru, Rh, Ir),[90, 96–98] and as may be present in the
structure of BaPtO3 .[99] In the bottom portion of Figure 1.4 the ambient pressure polymorphs of BaRuO3 and BaIrO3 are shown with one of the polymorphs
of BaRhO3 , which is a high pressure phase. The post-perovskite structure of
CaIrO3 is also depicted, containing layers of octahedra that share two edges. A
large degree of polytypism is displayed among these and similar compositions.
The occurrence of phases containing face-sharing PGM polyhedra is believed to
arise from the tendency for metals with unpaired d electrons (Ru4+ , Rh4+ , Ir4+ )
to participate in metal-metal bonding, and a variety of fascinating transport and
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magnetic phenomena are observed in these systems.[100–102]

Stability of complex PGM oxides
The influence of the other cations in stabilizing mixed oxides containing PGM
ions is illustrated by considering phase behavior towards thermal dissociation
and chemical reduction. In compounds that do not contain any highly electropositive counter cations to stabilize PGM–O bonding, thermal dissociation
occurs at temperatures comparable to the dissociation temperatures of the constituent metal’s binary compound with oxygen. The delafossites of Pd provide
nice examples of this: Recalling that when heated in air, PdO is rapidly reduced
around 800 ◦ C, it is unsurprising that PdRhO2 similarly decomposes at 800 ◦ C.
PdCrO2 and PdCoO2 , on the other hand, are weakly stabilized by the somewhat
electropositive Cr and Co ions that occupy the layers of edge-sharing octahedra,
and undergo thermal decomposition at 925 ◦ C and 900 ◦ C, respectively.[35]
When highly electropositive cations are present to promote PGM–O bonding,
the stabilization can be much more pronounced. Jacob et al. reported an extensive study of thermodynamic properties in the Ln–Pd–O system,[103] in which
three phases are known. Monoclinic La4 PdO7 (space group C2/m #12), triclinic
Ln4 PdO7 (Ln 6= Ln, space group P 1̄ #2) and tetragonal Ln2 Pd2 O5 (space group
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P 42 /m #84) are equilibrium compounds, while tetragonal Ln2 PdO4 (space
group I4/mmm #139) is a metastable phase for which there are no reports
of single-phase preparations. In Figure 1.5 the crystal structures of the three
phases, their decomposition reactions, and calculated dissociation temperatures
across the lanthanide series are shown. Ln4 PdO7 and Ln2 PdO4 form with the
trivalent lanthanides up to Gd, while the Ln2 Pd2 O5 series can be prepared up
to Er. Though upon initial inspection there appears to be little structural analogy between the three compounds – Ln4 PdO7 contains corner-sharing chains
of PdO4 square planes, Ln2 Pd2 O5 consists of 1D-tunnels, and Ln2 PdO4 has 2D
sheets – these are in fact the n = 1, 2 and 4 members of a Ln2n Pd2 O3n+2 series that can be built up from an intergrowth of CsCl-type LaO cubes and PdO4
planes, as elucidated by Attfield and Férey.[104]
In general, the thermal dissociation temperature decreases as the atomic
number of the lanthanide cation increases. This is consistent with an expectation that across the series, for a given compound, the most electropositive
(lighter) lanthanides should provide the highest stability. As the lighter rare
earths are also larger cations, cation-cation repulsion is also minimized in these
phases. Given the critical role of the lanthanide cations in stabilizing Pd–O bonding, we might also qualitatively predict that between the different phases the
stability would trend as a function of the Ln/Pd ratio, with the more lanthanide-
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Figure 1.5: Crystal structures, calculated dissociation temperatures (in air), and corresponding dissociation reactions for compounds in the Ln3+ –Pd–O series. Data
adapted from Jacob et al., Calphad 2002, reference 103.
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rich compositions being the most stable. Were it not for the metastability of
Ln2 PdO4 this might be so. For example, CaIrO3 decomposes to Ir metal and
Ca2 IrO4 at 1135 ◦ C, which decomposes to Ir metal and Ca4 IrO6 at 1170 ◦ C, which
dissociates at 1240 ◦ C.[36] Similarly, the platinum bronze CaPt3 O4 transforms
to CaPt2 O4 and then Ca4 PtO6 at 700 ◦ C and 950 ◦ C, respectively.[53] Instead,
Ln2 Pd2 O5 is found to be more stable than Ln2 PdO4 , which decomposes into a
mixture of Ln2 Pd2 O5 and Ln4 PdO7 . La4 PdO7 , the most stable compound in the
series, does not begin to dissociate until almost 1250 ◦ C, an increase of more
than 400 ◦ C relative to PdO. That the stabilization of Pd in the Ln2 PdO4 structure is rather marginal is evidenced by dissociation temperatures comparable to
PdCoO2 for Ln = La, Pr, and Nd.
The stability trends can also be rationalized on a structural basis. While
the approximate coordination environment of the lanthanide cations is cubic
in all three compounds, the LnO polyhedra in Ln4 PdO7 share 3 faces and are
actually distorted 7-coordinate, whereas only a single face is shared by the LnO
polyhedra in Ln2 PdO4 and Ln2 Pd2 O5 . The anomalous increase in the stability
of Ln2 PdO4 in moving to Ln = Sm, Eu, and Gd has been suggested to arise from
decreased repulsion between the smaller Ln3+ cations, which are presumably
somewhat underbonded so the PdO4 connectivity can be preserved. A similar
preservation of the PdO4 connectivity is necessary in Ln2 Pd2 O5 , and this may
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account for the comparable stabilities of all three gadolinium phases. In the
Ln2 Pd2 O5 series, the stability drops off rapidly as the size of the Ln cation is
further reduced, arising from repulsion between PdO4 groups on opposite faces
of the tubes, and Er2 Pd2 O5 is barely more stable towards thermal dissociation
than PdO.
In a reducing atmosphere, such as dilute H2 , the stability of binary PGM
oxides is exceptionally low. PdO and Rh2 O3 , for example, are reduced to the
metallic state below 100 ◦ C and by 120 ◦ C, respectively.[34, 105] The reduction
behavior of delafossite and perovskite oxides of Rh was studied by Carreiro et al.
by thermalgravimetric analysis in 15% H2 .[106] Whereas CuRhO2 can be fully
reduced at 140 ◦ C – barely more resistant to reduction than Rh2 O3 – LaRhO3 and
YRhO3 are stable to almost 400 ◦ C. The reduction chemistry of perovskite and
perovskite-related ruthenates and iridates, ARuO3 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) and AIrO3 (A
= Sr, Ba), has been reported by Wiley and Poeppelmeier.[107] Improvements
comparable to Rh perovskites were observed for those of Ru, with reduction
temperatures of about 400 ◦ C, whereas the oxides of iridium are only stable to
about 200 ◦ C.
A prime example of the pronounced enhancement in the stability of PGM
ions imparted by electropositive counter-cations is the reduction behavior observed in the CuAl1−x Rhx O2 and CuCr1−x Rhx O2 solid solutions. As previously
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Figure 1.6: Thermogravimetric analysis of CuAl1−x Rhx O2 , collected in H2 , demonstrates a dramatic improvement in the stabilization of Rh ions towards chemical reduction. As the the Al content is increased across the solid solution series, Rh is
increasingly surrounded by electropositive Al3+ counter-cations. Data, collected at a
ramp rate of 20 ◦ C min−1 , was adapted from Kuhn et al., J. Less Common Met. 1988,
reference 108.
noted, CuRhO2 is rapidly reduced above 140 ◦ C. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for the CuAl1−x Rhx O2 solid solution series, collected in pure H2 , is
shown in Figure 1.6. The gradual replacement of Rh by Al shifts the reduction temperature by almost 500 ◦ C.[108] CuAl0.87 Rh0.13 O2 is only slightly less
resistant to being reduced than CuAlO2 . Similar behavior was observed for
CuCr1−x Rhx O2 .[109]
An important feature to point out about the TGA curves is that reduction to
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the metallic state occurs in a single step. Intermediate anion deficient compositions containing PGM ions in lower oxidation states are rarely observed. As
discussed by Wiley and Poeppelmeier,[107] the scarcity of PGM oxides that undergo step-wise reduction via lower valent states is likely to be associated with
the strict coordination number preferences of the platinum group ions. The 3d
transition metals that commonly occur in octahedral coordination can readily
adapt to the removal of oxygen by adopting 5- and 4-fold environments, but
Ru, Rh and Ir do not occur in any coordination other than octahedral. Though
high pressure phases containing octahedral Pd3+ and Pd4+ are known, these oxides undergo structurally deleterious decomposition to Pd2+ compounds, rather
than accommodating oxygen deficiency.[89, 91] Conversely, although Pt2+ does
commonly reside in square planar coordination environments, complex oxides
of Pt2+ tend to decompose via more electropositive-counter-cation-rich compositions containing octahedral Pt4+ , which are then reduced fully to metallic
Pt.[53] Similarly, LaRuO3 decomposes at 900 ◦ C to Ru4+ compounds.[110, 111]

Catalytic studies of bulk PGM oxides
Generally speaking, catalytic studies of exhaust pollutant reactions over well
defined – stoichiometric ternary or quaternary – PGM oxides are relatively few.
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Given the ease in preparing complex oxides of Rh and Ru, relative to compounds
of Pd and Pt, perovskites such as LaRhO3 and SrRuO3 were among the first
investigated.[112] The principle focus on complex ruthenates stemmed from a
desire to stabilize Ru against volatilization, as SrRuO3 showed potential as a
NOx reduction catalyst and was significantly less expensive than Rh. Improvements in the stabilization of Ru came at a cost, however, and compounds such
as LaNi1−x Rux O3 and BaMn1−x Rux O3 were found to be less active than SrRuO3
and much more selective for the production of undesired NH3 .[113]
Indications that PGM ions might offer intrinsically higher activity than metallic species (nanoparticles) in CO oxidation were noted in some of the first catalytic studies of bulk complex oxides. Many of the perovskites studied in the
early 1970’s were prepared as single crystals grown in platinum crucibles.[7]
Given what we have discussed about electropositive cations promoting the
oxidation and stabilization of precious metals, it is not surprising that small
amounts of platinum were found to be present on these LaMnO3 - and LaCoO3 based samples.[114] The influence of platinum in dilute amounts on the catalytic activity of the bulk oxides of interest was noted to be quite significant,
with as little as 200 ppm Pt substantially improving their tolerance to sulfur
poisoning,[11] but the nature of contaminant Pt was not immediately clear.
X-ray photoelectron studies of Pt-containing La0.7 Pb0.3 MnO3 , reported by re-
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searchers at Bell Laboratories, revealed the presence of Pt4+ , and motivated the
comparison of a bulk oxide containing Pt4+ ions with a conventional supported
metal.[14] The specific activity of BaPtO3 was found to be higher than Pt supported on Al2 O3 . Although assumptions about the concentration of surface exposed Pt influence the estimated turnover rates, a high intrinsic activity inherent
to Pt4+ ions was noted. Additionally, the activity of Pt4+ ions in La0.7 Pb0.3 MnO3
appeared to be superior to Pt4+ in BaPtO3 .
More recently, a couple of catalytic studies on bulk oxides containing the
Pd2+ and Pt2+ ions have been reported. La4 PdO7 , selected because of its exceptional stability, was found to display very low three-way activity under simulated
gasoline exhaust conditions in its as-prepared form. The material was found to
activate, however, upon reduction to a multiphase mixture of Pd nanoparticles
supported on La2 O3 . Interestingly, Andersson et al. observed that La4 PdO7 could
be reformed by heating the reduced sample at 900 ◦ C in air for relatively short
durations (ca. 1 h), suggesting that regeneration of the bulk oxide phase might
offer a mechanism for reactivating catalysts that had degraded with aging.[115]
The same group has also reported the reversibility of dissociation and reoxidation in Nd4 PdO7 .[116]
The three-way activity of the Pt2+ oxides Nd2 BaPtO5 and Eu2 BaPtO5 were
studied by Hietikko et al. under simulated gasoline and diesel emissions.[117]
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Despite Pt4+ characteristically being the more stable oxidation state of Pt, these
Pt2+ compounds are exceptionally resistant to thermal dissociation, which occurs at about 1250 ◦ C. Under simulated gasoline exhaust conditions the asprepared platinum compounds were found to be more active than their aged
counterparts in which Pt2+ had been reduced to metallic Pt. Though the disparity was much less pronounced, this is in stark contrast to the behavior observed
for La4 PdO7 .
Despite a paucity of catalytic studies on well-defined complex oxides of the
platinum group, the potential importance of PGM ions has been well recognized,
and is reflected in the studies of oxides containing dilute amounts of PGMs,
which enjoy much better representation in the literature.

1.3

PGM-substituted oxides for catalysis

Oxides that present labile oxygen species have long been appreciated as important materials in the catalytic transformation of auto exhaust pollutants.[9,
118] Ceria-based materials, which display high oxygen storage and exchange
capacities due to the facile reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+ and corresponding loss of
oxygen, are a critical component of catalytic converters and have been the subject of intense investigation.[119–126] Oxygen storage materials facilitate oxi-
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dation reactions (CO and HC conversion) under reducing conditions, and reduction reactions (NOx ) under oxidizing conditions. Oxygen non-stoichiometry can
also significantly alter the activity of a catalyst. For example, pre-reducing the
double perovskites Ba2 FeNbO6 and Ba2 CoWO6 lowers the light-off temperature
in CO oxidation under stoichiometric CO:O2 conditions by 50−100 ◦ C relative
to the as-prepared materials with full oxygen stoichiometry.[8] As we have just
discussed, however, stoichiometric oxides of the platinum group do not readily
entertain the removal of oxygen without reduction to the metallic state. Substituting PGM ions in dilute amounts into oxide hosts provides a class of materials
that can thus display properties distinctly not accessible in well-defined oxide
compounds of the platinum group.
Hegde and co-workers have contributed an extensive body of work addressing the catalytic activity of simple oxides substituted with Pd2+ , Pt2+ , Rh3+ , and
Ru4+ cations.[130–133] Much of this work has focused on CeO2 as a host. Concurrent substitution by early transition metals[127, 129, 134] or main group
metals[128, 135] has been shown to be an effective route towards increasing
the OSC and activity of ceria-based catalysts, both of which are promoted by
the substitution of PGM ions such as Pd2+ . CO oxidation light-off curves for
CeO2 , Pd-free Fe-substituted ceria, PdO, and a variety of Pd-substituted ceria
compounds are shown in Figure 1.7 as examples of the dramatic increases in
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Figure 1.7: CO oxidation light-off curves under stoichiometric CO:O2 conditions
(1%:1%, inert balance) for ceria, a variety of substituted ceria catalysts, and PdO.
The activity of CeO2 is significantly promoted by the substitution of Pd2+ , and can be
further promoted by concurrent substitution by other transition metal or main group
elements. Data adapted from Gupta et al., Chem. Mater. 2009,[127, 128] and Baidya
et al., Dalton Trans. 2009.[129]
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activity observed in this family of materials.
Recent computational work within density functional theory has offered new
insight into the role of PGM ions in improving the oxygen storage capacity (OSC)
of ceria. Scanlon et al. found that the most favorable coordination environment
of Pd and Pt ions, studied in the bulk of a 2 × 2 × 2 CeO2 supercell, involves
a large displacement off the Ce lattice site (ca. 1.2 Å) that enables square planar coordination to prevail.[136] Vacancy formation energies for removal of
the undercoordinated oxide anions that result from the substitution and corresponding distortion are significantly reduced relative to the energy required to
remove oxygen from pure CeO2 . The study also suggests a reason for platinum’s
experimentally observed preference for the 2+ oxidation state when substituted
in ceria. A distortion that would allow Pt4+ to reside in an octahedral site, which
requires the removal of two rather than just one charge-compensating oxygen
vacancy, would be difficult to achieve without imposing large lattice strains.
PGM substitutions are frequently aliovalent, requiring the formation of
charge-compensating oxygen vacancies. In this regard, perovskites are appealing hosts for PGM ions because of their well-known robustness toward point
defects. The mobility of oxide ions are associated with oxygen vacancies – oxygen deficient perovskites are well known to be excellent oxide ion conductors
[137–139] – and as we have alluded, the removal of oxygen can profoundly
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impact the catalytic activity of oxide materials. In Pd-substituted BaCeO3 , it has
recently been shown that under CO-rich conditions a mechanism mediated by
the host governs the reaction kinetics.[140]
A variety of complex oxides are known that accommodate the substitution of PGM ions, but only a few have been shown to display what has been
dubbed “intelligent” behavior. Tanaka and co-workers found that perovskite
LaFe0.57 Co0.38 Pd0.05 O3 can reversibly extrude and reincorporate palladium in response to redox fluctuations characteristic of an automotive exhaust stream.[27]
It was suggested that under reducing conditions PGM ions migrate out of the
host and form metallic nanoparticles, and that under oxidizing conditions the
metallic nanoparticles are oxidized and re-enter the host as fully dispersed
ions. This concerted egress/ingress behavior has been proposed as a mechanism for suppressing the sintering of nanoparticles under operating conditions
in a catalytic converter. Sintering of the active phase is a primary mechanism
for deactivation in conventional supported catalysts, and ablation of the sintered PGM particles from the oxide support results in metal pollution. Of the
complex oxides reported to display this auto-regenerative action, almost all are
perovskites.[27, 141–145]
In Figure 1.8, the catalytic efficiency of LaFe0.57 Co0.38 Pd0.05 O3 is compared
with conventional Pd/Al2 O3 before and after aging at the cross-over point –
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near the stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio where conversion of CO, hydrocarbons, and NOx emissions is maximized. The substituted material retains its
activity throughout the many hours of operation, while the conventional supported metal catalyst gradually deactivates. As illustrated in the accompanying
schematic, the intelligent catalyst has been suggested to reversibly extrude and
reincorporate the active metal, while the conventional catalyst suffers from sintering and grain growth.
Redox cycling of precious metal substituents has very recently been reported using atomic resolution electron microscopy to assess the mobility of
Pd in LaFe0.95 Pd0.05 O3−δ films.[146] While egress/ingress behavior of Pd was
observed, the mobility of Pd atoms between extruded particles and the host lattice was found to be lower than previously believed. Instead, as illustrated in
the cartoons on the bottom of Figure 1.8, the microscopy study points to the
increased wettability of PGM particles on the surface of complex oxides that
are amenable to stabilizing PGM ions as a mechanism for countering particle
agglomeration.
Factors in the crystal chemistry of complex oxide hosts for PGMs that facilitate or impede the reversibility of extrusion and reincorporation have yet to be
fully elucidated. However, another recently reported finding is suggestive that
oxygen deficiency is of vital importance. Motivated by an interest in new meth34

Figure 1.8: Conversion efficiency of Pd-substituted perovskite catalyst versus a conventional alumina-supported Pd-metal catalyst during aging; graph reproduced with
permission from Nishihata et al., Nature, reference 27, c 2002 Nature Publishing.
As illustrated by the adjacent schematic, the increased longevity of the substituted
catalyst has been suggested to arise from reversible extrusion and reincorporation of
the active PGM, whereas the supported metal catalyst is susceptible to sintering and
deactivation. The schematic on the bottom illustrates a different mechanism by which
the substituted catalyst may retain its activity, as implicated in a recent study: the
interaction of PGM nanoparticles on the surface of complex oxides that effectively
stabilize PGM ions appears to be very distinct from the interaction with simple oxides
such as CeO2 and Al2 O3 , despite CeO2 being amenable to PGM-substitution. Pd
nanoparticles wet the surface of LaFeO3 , but affix loosely on CeO2 (see supporting
information of reference 146).
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ods for collecting and recycling precious metals, Daté et al. found that when perovskite La0.7 Sr0.2 Ba0.1 ScO2.8 (LSBS) is heated in the vicinity of platinum group
metals, PGM ions are adsorbed into the perovskite.[147] The incorporation of
PGM ions occurs regardless of whether the metals are contacting or simply near
the oxide phase.[147, 148] This interesting result is displayed in Figure 1.9. The
panels on the left show the white LSBS powder before heating in the presence
of platinum mesh (a) and Ru/Al2 O3 (c), and the corresponding samples after
heating in air at 1525 ◦ C (panels b and d, respectively) are shown on the right.
The observed changes in the color of the LSBS powder is striking.
Crystalline binary oxides of Pt and Ru are not stable at this temperature,
but the vapor pressures of their volatile oxides are much higher than of the
corresponding metals, suggesting that it is vaporized PGM oxides that react
with the perovskite. Nonetheless, there must be a significant driving force for
Pt and Ru to be incorporated and stabilized within the host. Certainly the
electropositive cations comprising the perovskite provide one important requisite. But what is perhaps the most notable finding, in the context of PGM
redox cycling, is that this behavior appears to be unique to oxygen deficient
phases. The sub-stoichiometric perovskites SrZr0.9 Y0.1 O2.95 , LaSc0.95 Zn0.05 O2.975 ,
and La0.9 Ca0.1 AlO2.95 all incorporate PGM ions when heated in the presence of
the metals. LaScO3 , however, does not.
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Figure 1.9: Uptake of PGMs by perovskite La0.7 Sr0.2 Ba0.1 ScO2.8 (LSBS). Panels (a)
and (b), before and after heating in the presence of platinum mesh. Panels (c) and
(d), before and after heating in the presence of Ru/Al2 O3 . Samples were heated in
air at 1525 ◦ C for 10 h. A variety of other oxygen deficient perovskites comprised of
highly electropositive cations demonstrate similar uptake ability, while stoichiometric
LaScO3 , does not. Reproduced with permission from Daté et al., ChemPhysChem,
reference 147, c 2011 Wiley-VCH.
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Overview
The research presented in this thesis has informed many of the concepts
discussed in this introductory chapter. In Chapters 2 and 3, the crystal chemical criteria for stabilizing precious metal ions in oxide compounds is examined
through studies of the complex oxides La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 . These materials are unusually resistant to thermal dissociation and reduction, making them
well suited as model compounds for probing catalysis by isolated and immobilized Au3+ and Pd2+ ions (Chapter 2). Chapter 4 presents an investigation of reversible Pd2+ /Pd0 redox cycling in a non-perovskite host, YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ ,
a material that shows only a modest degree of reversibility.
Although no mention has yet been made, a topic central to this work is
establishing an understanding of the electronic structural features inherent to
precious metal ions and how they are implicated in catalysis. The final study,
Chapter 5, examines trends in the energetics of d states in extended Au compounds, encompassing a wide range of Au formal oxidation states and chemical
environments. This work highlights important discontinuities between the electronic structural features that are implicated in catalysis, and the charge on Au.
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Chapter 2
La4LiAuO8 and La2BaPdO5: A
comparison of two highly stable d8
square-planar oxides
La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 , two previously known oxides, are presented as
model compounds for examining the role of isolated and immobilized Au3+ and
Pd2+ ions in heterogeneous catalysis. The exceptional stability displayed by
these compounds, as verified by thermogravimetric analysis in different gaseous
atmospheres, can be attributed to the presence of covalent Au–O and Pd–O in1

Substantial portions of this chapter have been reproduced with permission from J. A. Kurzman, X. Ouyang, W. B. Im, J. Li, J. Hu, S. L. Scott, and R. Seshadri, Inorg. Chem. 49 (2010)
4670–4680, reference 149 c 2010 American Chemical Society.
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teractions revealed in maximum entropy method (MEM) analysis of synchrotron
X-ray diffraction data. This suggests a criterion for stabilizing these highly oxophobic transition metals in oxide environments. Catalytic testing of the two
compounds as heterogeneous catalysts in the oxidation of CO to CO2 are also
presented. La2 BaPdO5 appears to be an effective catalyst for CO oxidation, despite the low surface area of the oxide being used. La4 LiAuO8 on the other hand,
is much less effective at catalyzing CO oxidation. Differences in the reactivities
of the two compounds are discussed with respect to differences in their density
functional electronic structures.

2.1

Introduction

There is increasing evidence pointing to the importance of noble metal ions,
particularly Pd2+ , Pt2+ , and Pt4+ in heterogeneous catalysis,[129, 131, 133,
135, 150–153] and that too in systems where it has been long believed that
the catalysis took place on zero-valent metals (nanoparticles). In the case of
Au, although it is now well established that nanoparticulate gold is catalytically active,[154, 155] the precise identity of the active species, and the possibility of multiple active sites working in synergy, remains an area of active
investigation.[156] Ascertaining which gold species are active – whether zero-
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valent nanoparticles or charged Au ions – has been particularly challenging,
and is a crucial component of being able to understand the underlying mechanisms in heterogeneous catalysis by gold. Results in the literature are somewhat
conflicting.[157–167] The choice of support is clearly intimately tied to the catalytic activity of nanoparticulate gold, but the plethora of interactions that can
occur between gold and the support present significant difficulties in modeling
such systems.[160] Considering the minute amounts of ionic Au in many of the
catalytic systems investigated, untangling the identity of the active species is an
ongoing problem. In the light of these observations, we thought it of interest
to prepare and carefully characterize two well-defined oxide compounds containing the ions Au3+ and Pd2+ , and given their similar electronic propensities
(square-planar d8 ), to compare their reactivities in the light of their electronic
structures. We develop this theme in the following.
Au is a unique metal in that it does not readily form a well-defined binary
compound with oxygen. Typical of a heavy metal however, Au does admit of
soft interactions, and is naturally found in a bound state in the telluride mineral
calaverite AuTe2 . The paucity of known oxoaurates is unsurprising given the
oxophobic nature of gold, which is the most electronegative of metals. A few
dozen mixed-metal oxides containing gold have, however, been prepared, and
many of these are included in the review by Müller-Buschbaum.[74] To make
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oxygen reactive toward gold, it helps to create the necessary conditions for covalent oxygen–gold interactions, as discussed in the introduction of this thesis
(section 1.2). The majority of the known mixed metal oxides with gold therefore
contain relatively large and electropositive alkali, alkaline earth, or rare earth
ions as the other metal ion. Many of the known oxide compounds with gold
cations require high pressure synthesis; only a few of the oxides presented in
the literature can be prepared at atmospheric pressure in air, and of these, very
few are stable under ambient conditions.
First reported by Abbattista et al.,[168] the compound La2 Li1/2 Au1/2 O4 was
originally believed to adopt the ordered K2 NiF4 Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) structure, with slabs of corner-shared, octahedral Li+ and Au3+ . Single crystal X-ray
diffraction studies[169] revealed that the structure is actually based on a superstructure of Nd2 CuO4 , with square planar coordination around lithium and gold,
and the two cations arranging themselves in a 2D rock-salt structure depicted in
Figure 2.1.
La4 LiAuO8 can alternately be described as possessing slabs of cornerconnected squares of LiO4 and AuO4 , separated by fluorite-type bilayers of La
and O (Figure 2.1). A study of polycrystalline samples in the rare-earth series Ln2 Li1/2 Au1/2 O4 (Ln = La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd) included a Mössbauer study
of Au in Nd2 Li1/2 Au1/2 O4 to definitively assign the oxidation state of gold as
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Figure 2.1: (a) Crystal structure of La4 LiAuO8 . Isolated square planes of AuO4 are depicted. These are separated by LiO4 , which corner share with one-another in the plane.
The planes are separated by layers of La and O. Green spheres are Li, gold spheres
are Au, orange are O, and dark grey are La. (b) Crystal structure of La2 BaPdO5 .
The isolated square planes of PdO4 are depicted. Blue spheres are Pd, light grey
spheres are Ba, orange are O, and dark grey are La. Reproduced with permission from
reference 149 c 2010, American Chemical Society.
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Au3+ .[170] In the same study, 7 Li-NMR of the La compound was also performed,
and indicated the presence of two Li environments, possibly arising from antisite disorder between Li and Au in the sheets.[170] Rietveld refinements in the
originally proposed, incorrect K2 NiF4 structure were appreciably improved by
modeling Au/Li site disorder.[168] Disorder was not included in the modeling
in the single crystal study.[169] A first-principles study of the electronic structure was reported by Mattheiss,[171] where it was shown that metallic behavior
is predicted for the K2 NiF4 -type structure (T -type) with octahedral coordination
around Au and Li, while a band gap is present in the Nd2 CuO4 (T 0 -type) structure where Au and Li are square planar. A band gap would be consistent with
the reported yellow color of the material.
La2 BaPdO5 , reported originally by Taniguchi et al.,[172] is isostructural with
Y2 BaPdO5 [173] and contains isolated PdO4 square planes (Figure 2.1). A series
of closely related platinates, Ln2 BaPtO5 (Ln = Nd, Eu, Sm Gd), were considered
for application in 3-way automotive emissions catalysis (oxidation of CO and
hydrocarbons, and reduction of NOx species)[117] (section 1.2). Mechanisms
proposed for the oxidation of CO by Pd2+ typically involve the participation of
lattice oxide vacancies.[151] La2 BaPdO5 offers a fully stoichiometric compound,
and should act as a good model for elucidating the activity of square planar
Pd2+ ions in the solid state, with the activity being delineated from simply one
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of mobilizing the transport of oxide ions.
Here we report the preparation and characterization of polycrystalline
La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 , oxides that contain isolated AuO4 and PdO4 square
planes, respectively. We present them as model compounds for examining the
role of (isoelectronic square planar) Au3+ and Pd2+ in heterogeneous catalysis.
The structure, stability, surface characteristics, and electronic structure of these
compounds are emphasized, investigated with techniques including synchrotron
X-ray scattering, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, thermogravimetric analysis
under different gaseous atmospheres, and density functional calculations of the
electronic structures. Thermogravimetric analysis suggests the compounds are
remarkably stable towards thermal decomposition and even reduction. The activity of the two compounds as heterogeneous catalysts has been tested in the
oxidation of CO to CO2 . La2 BaPdO5 seems to effectively catalyze the conversion
of CO to CO2 , while La4 LiAuO8 is not at all effective at catalyzing this transformation. The differences in the reactivities of the two compounds are discussed
with respect to differences in their density functional electronic structures.
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2.2

Experimental Details

La4 LiAuO8 was prepared from stoichiometric mixtures of La(OH)3 (Aldrich,
99.9 %) and Au powder (Cerac, 99.95 %), thoroughly ground with a 50 % molar excess of LiOH·H2 O (Aldrich, ≥ 98 %) in an agate mortar. Mixtures were
pelletized and heated on silver foil in air or in flowing O2 at 750 ◦ C for 30 h
with two intermittent grindings. The sample used in the synchrotron scattering
studies was prepared entirely in air. Pale, yellow-gold powders were obtained.
Evolution of the target phase was monitored between heating cycles (Phillips
X0 PERT MPD, CuKα radiation). Samples treated in flowing O2 did not have
the gold tint of samples synthesized entirely in air, appearing a bright but still
pale yellow. Excess lithium was removed from samples by washing in deionized
water and drying at 150 ◦ C. A fully reduced sample was prepared by heating
La4 LiAuO8 in flowing 5 %-H2 (N2 balance) at 600 ◦ C for 5 h. A larger 2 g batch
prepared for 6 Li-NMR showed a significant amount of La2 O3 and fcc-Au metal
after 30 h of heating, ≈ 10 % La2 O3 and 1 % Au(0) by weight from quantitative
Rietveld analysis of XRD data, and was treated for an additional 20 h (10 h ×
2) in flowing O2 . The additional heating did not lead to entirely phase pure
product, but did yield a sample of comparable purity to the smaller batches that
were prepared, with La2 O3 and Au0 present in less than 4 % by weight.
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La2 BaPdO5 was prepared using the method described by Taniguchi et
al.[172] Stoichiometric mixtures of La2 O3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.99 %), BaCO3 (Johnson and Matthey Specialty Products), and PdO (Cerac, 99.95 %) were ground in
an agate mortar and calcined in air for 10 h at 800 ◦ C in a zirconia crucible. The
mixture was reground and pelletized, and to avoid contact with the crucible the
pellet was heated on a bed of powder of the component mixture (“containerless”
reactions) at 900 ◦ C in air for 10 h. The color of the sample changed from brown
to beige after heating at 900 ◦ C. After regrinding, the mixture was pressed into
a pellet and heated containerless at 1100 ◦ C for 10 h in flowing O2 . This was
repeated three times to obtain phase-pure yellow La2 BaPdO5 . A reduced sample
was prepared by heating La2 BaPdO5 in flowing 5 %-H2 (N2 balance) at 750 ◦ C
for 10 h.
Sample purity and the products of reduction were studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD) data acquired on a Philips X0 PERT diffractometer with CuKα radiation. Thermogravimetic analysis (TGA) was performed on a Cahn TG-2141,
monitored in different atmospheres between room temperature and 950 ◦ C
for La4 LiAuO8 , and between RT and 1000 ◦ C (5 % H2 ) or 1100 ◦ C (N2 ) for
La2 BaPdO5 , with a ramp rate of 5 ◦ C/min, and 2 h dwell time at the maximum
temperature.
Synchrotron X-ray scattering data were collected at room temperature in
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transmission mode on beamline 11-ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory) with an X-ray energy near 90 keV, with samples
contained in Kapton tubes. The experimental set-up has been described by
Chupas et al.[174] Scattering data for La4 LiAuO8 were collected with an image plate system (MAR345) at sample-to detector distances of ≈ 970 mm for Rietveld analysis, and ≈ 230 mm for PDF analysis. Scattering data for La2 BaPdO5
were collected on an amorphous silicon detector plate (GE) at a sample-todetector distance of ≈ 650 mm. The image plate data were processed using
the program FIT2D.[175] A single exposure was collected for Rietveld analysis. Data for PDF analysis were collected using three exposures and averaged.
The PDF, G(r) = 4πr[ρ(r) − ρ0 ], [176, 177] was extracted with the program
PDFGetX2,[178] using a maximum momentum transfer of Q = 20 Å−1 . Bulk cubic CeO2 was used as a calibration standard, and yielded an effective wavelength
of λ = 0.1370 Å, as well as instrument parameters for PDF analysis. The Rietveld
method[179] was used to refine lab and synchrotron X-ray data as implemented
by the XND Rietveld code[180] and synchrotron Rietveld data was also analyzed by MEM/Rietveld method with RIETAN-2000[181] and PRIMA[182] to
map the charge density in La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 . The unit cell depiction,
charge density isosurfaces and slices were visualized using VESTA.[183] Full
structure profile refinements with the PDF data were carried out in the program
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PDFFIT2 and PDFgui.[184] Bond valence analyses were carried out with the
Bond Valence Caculator.[185] For Au3+ , the bond valence parameter suggested
by Brown was used.[186]
X-ray photoelectron spectra were obtained on a Kratos Axis Ultra spectrometer with a monochromatic Al Kα source (E = 1486 eV). Samples were mounted
on a stainless steel sample holder using double-sided carbon tabs. The residual
pressure inside the analysis chamber was below 7.0 × 10−9 Torr. Survey spectra over a wide range of binding energies were acquired using an analyzer pass
energy of 80 eV. Higher-resolution spectra of Au 4f and Pd 3d levels were collected at a pass energy of 20 eV, with binding energies measured to a precision
of ± 0.2 eV. Binding energy corrections from sample charging effects were made
by calibrating to the C 1s electron peak at 285.0 eV. Mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian
functions were used to model the Au-4f7/2 / Au-4f5/2 and Pd-3d5/2 / Pd-3d3/2
doublets, constrained to an integrated area ratio of 0.75 (0.67), and to a peak
separation of 3.67 eV (5.26 eV).
6

Li-NMR experiments were carried out on a Bruker AVANCE 500MHz WB

spectrometer, operating at 73.6 MHz for 6 Li, with a Bruker 4 mm double resonance H/X MAS probe. Typical parameters used in the single pulse method are:
pulse length 3 µs (45◦ ), acquisition time 20.5 ms, spectral width 68 ppm, relaxation delay 5 s, magic angle spinning frequency 10 kHz, and the total number of
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scans were 28000 and 34000 for samples before and after washing, respectively.
The chemical shift was referenced to a 1 M solution of LiCl.
Diffuse reflectance UV/Vis spectra were recorded in the wavelength range
220 nm to 800 nm using a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrometer equipped with an
ISR-3100 integrating sphere. Samples were mixed with BaSO4 . The absorbance
spectrum was obtained by applying the Kubelka-Munk relation F (R) = (1 −
R2 )(2R)−1 .[187, 188]
The surface areas of reduced La4 LiAuO8 and reduced La2 BaPdO5 were measured on a Micromeritics TriStar 3000 BET Analyzer. N2 was used as the analysis
gas, and liquid N2 was used as the cryogen. Powder samples were dried and degassed by heating at 250 ◦ C for 3 h under flowing N2 before measurement. The
free space in the sample tubes were determined with He, which was assumed to
not adsorb. The surface areas of as-prepared La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 could
not be determined accurately by N2 sorption because they are below the detection limit of the BET method, but can be estimated as ≈ 1 m2 g−1 .
Catalytic experiments were carried out in a Hiden CATLAB fixed-bed tubular
quartz microreactor of dimensions 18 cm × 0.4 cm (inner diameter), located in a
tubular oven with temperature control between room temperature and 1100 ◦ C.
Catalyst samples (25 mg, 60 mesh) were diluted with cordierite (100 mg, 40/80
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mesh, NGK Honeyceram), loaded in the reactor to give a bed length ca. 1 cm,
and held in place at each end with quartz wool. The reactor was operated at
a total pressure of 1.0 atm, and the pressure drop (< 0.03 atm) was neglected.
The reaction temperature was monitored by a K-type thermocouple touching the
catalyst bed. Reactant and product compositions were monitored by an on-line
quadrupole mass spectrometer (HR-20, Hiden Analytical Ltd., UK). The oxidation of CO was studied as a temperature-programmed reaction, using pre-mixed
1000 ppm CO/9.5 % O2 /Ar balance (AccuAir), and a flow rate of 50 cm3 min−1 .
Conversion was monitored using the signal at m/e = 44 for CO2 , after baseline
correction with the feed gas (no catalyst) and calibration using a standard gas
mixture containing 1000 ppm CO2 .
Density functional electronic band structures were calculated using the linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method[189, 190] performed within the atomic
sphere approximation. Scalar-relativistic Kohn-Sham equations were solved
within the local-density approximation.[191] In addition, all relativistic effects
were taken into account except for the spin-orbit coupling. For La4 LiAuO8 , the
calculations were performed on 441 irreducible k points within the primitive
wedge of the Brillouin zone, while the calculations on La2 BaPdO5 employed
360 irreducible k points. The input crystal structures for the calculations were
obtained from the reported single crystal structure of La4 LiAuO8 ,[169] and from
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the synchrotron diffraction study reported here for La2 BaPdO5 . Crystal orbital
Hamiltonian populations (COHP) were calculated following the prescription of
Dronskowski and Blochl[192] as a means of extracting the strength of Au–O and
Pd–O interactions from the electronic structure calculations.

2.3

Results and Discussion

La4 LiAuO8
Preparation and structure Nearly phase-pure yellow La4 LiAuO8 samples
were obtained when a 50 % molar excess of LiOH·H2 O was used, following three
cycles of heating at 750 ◦ C for 10 h with intermediate grinding, with the samples contained in silver foil. No apparent corrosion of the silver foil was noted
after the reaction. The reactions were performed both in air and in flowing
O2 , and there is some evidence from X-ray diffraction and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) that heating in O2 results in slightly cleaner final product
distributions. However, in neither case were the samples completely phase pure.
The results of synchrotron X-ray Rietveld analysis performed on a sample
prepared in air are displayed in Figure 2.2. The use of a very short wavelength,
λ = 0.1370 Å, ensures a large scattering range and stable refinements of all pa-
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Figure 2.2: Rietveld refinement of synchrotron powder diffraction pattern collected
with a X-ray energy near 90 keV. The open circles are data, red line is the Rietveld
fit, the contribution from fcc-Au metal is shown, multiplied by 5, below the fit, and
trace at the bottom is the difference profile. Vertical lines at the top of the figure are
the expected peak positions for La4 LiAuO8 . Peak positions for La2 O3 , La(OH)3 , and
Au not shown. Reproduced with permission from reference 149 c 2010, American
Chemical Society.
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Table 2.1: La4 LiAuO8 : Space group Ammm (No. 65). The atom positions are: La1
(4i) at (0,0,z), La2 (4j) at (1/2,0,z), Li (2b) at (0,0,1/2) Au (2d) at (1/2,0,0), O1
(8o) at (x,y,0) and O2 (8m) at (x,1/4,1/4). δ refers to the extent of mixing between
Li and Au, when the composition is written La4 Li1−δ Auδ Au1−δ Liδ O8 . Isotropic atomic
displacement parameters (Ueq ) are given in units of Å2 . The single crystal results are
those of Pietzuch et al., reference 169.
Rietveld
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
V (Å3 )
La1, z
La1, Ueq
La2, z
La2, Ueq
Li/Au, δ
Li/Au, Ueq
O1, x
O1, y
O1, Ueq
O2, x
O2, Ueq

5.757(1)
5.762(1)
12.465(1)
413.5(1)
0.1489(1)
0.0062(3)
0.3499(1)
0.0062(3)
0.082(2)
0.010(1)
0.259(2)
0.253(2)
0.012(3)
0.265(2)
0.004(2)

PDF
5.742(2)
5.758(2)
12.446(2)
411.5(2)
0.1495(4)
0.0050(2)
0.3503(4)
0.0050(2)
0
0.0049(4)
0.261(6)
0.256(6)
0.021(4)
0.234(6)
0.018(3)

single crystal
5.768(< 1)
5.762(< 1)
12.466(1)
414.28(7)
0.14907(3)
0.0023(1)
0.35036(3)
0.0022(1)
0
0.0025(1)
0.2530(5)
0.2469(6)
0.0071(9)
0.2492(5)
0.0051(8)

rameters. The impurities in the final product were identified as La2 O3 , La(OH)3 ,
and fcc-Au, and quantitative phase analysis estimated all of these to be less than
4 wt.% with respect to the main phase. Crystal structure parameters obtained
from the Rietveld refinement are compared in Table 2.1 with values reported
from the single crystal structure determination of Pietzuch et al.[169]
It was necessary to introduce Li/Au antisite disorder in the Rietveld model
to obtain a satisfactory fit, refining the extent of site exchange, δ as defined by
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Table 2.2: Bond valence sums calculated from the cation-anion distances obtained
from the different structural analyses.

Au
Li
La1
La2
O1
O2

Rietveld

PDF

Single crystal

2.9
0.8
2.7
3.4
1.7
2.2

2.9
0.9
3.5
3.0
1.8
2.4

2.9
0.8
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0

writing the formula of the compound La4 Li1−δ Auδ Au1−δ Liδ O8 . At the end of the
refinement, δ was found to have the value 0.082(2), suggesting that approximately 8 % of the Li sites have Au atoms on them and vice-versa. The position
of O1 was strongly correlated with δ. Au–O and Li–O bond distances were significantly affected by the modeling of site exchange, but agreed well with the
published ordered structure once the model was relaxed. To obtain a stable refinement of the occupancy, the total amounts of Li and Au in the unit cell were
set to unity, and the thermal parameters of Li and Au were constrained to the
same refined value. The thermal parameters for La1 and La2 were similarly constrained. The introduction of site exchange notably improved refinement statistics, which converged at Rwp = 4.3 % and χ2 = 1.14. It is interesting that the
single crystal study of Pietzuch et al.[169] is reported to have been performed
on a fully ordered crystal with δ = 0.
Bond valence sums (BVS) extracted for all ions from the near-neighbor dis55

Figure 2.3: PDF refinement of La4 LiAuO8 from synchrotron X-ray total scattering
data collected with an X-ray energy of about 90 keV. The circles are data, orange line
is the fit to the bulk crystal crystal structure without antisite disorder, and blue trace
at the bottom is the difference profile.
tances obtained in the Rietveld refinement are displayed in Table 2.2. The BVS
values calculated from the single crystal structural data presented by Pietzuch
et al.[169] almost precisely match the expected valences, with the exception of
Au and Li which are both slightly underbonded. The discrepancies between expected bond valence sums for the different ions and the values obtained from
Rietveld analysis are a little larger.
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The structure obtained from Rietveld analysis was used as a starting model
in the analysis of the pair distribution function (PDF). However, all PDF refinements converged, within experimental error, to values of the site mixing δ = 0,
implying that the local structure is best described by an absence of Li/Au antisite disorder. The real-space refinement to the PDF using a fully ordered (δ = 0)
structural moel is shown in Figure 2.3. With regards to disorder, the local structure as obtained from the PDF analysis is therefore distinct from the average
structure obtained from Rietveld refinement which does suggest antisite disorder. Structural parameters obtained from the refinement of the PDF to 50 Å are
presented in Table 2.1, with BVS extracted from all the near-neighbor distances
presented in Table 2.2. The PDF analysis yields cation-anion distances which are
very similar to those obtained from the Rietveld analysis. Lattice parameters obtained from synchrotron PDF refinements typically show some differences with
those calculated in Rieveld refinements, owing to the effects of instrumental
broadening in the scattering data that are not removed before generation of the
PDF.[178]
The Maximum entropy method (MEM/Rietveld) was employed to determine
the charge density distribution in La4 LiAuO8 . The MEM offers many advantages
in extending the useful information obtainable from diffraction data, independent of a structural model. MEM yields the most probable distribution of the
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Figure 2.4: (a) MEM electron density displayed within the unit cell of La4 LiAuO8 . The
isosurface of the electron density is set to a value of 0.8 Å−3 . (b) Map of the electron
density projected on the (110) planes. Some contour lines are drawn for clarity, shown
on a linear scale, and color coded according to the bar on the right, ranging from
0.0 Å−3 to 3.0 Å−3 at intervals of 0.8 Å−3 . Note smearing in the electron density
between Au and O suggestive of covalent bonding. Reproduced with permission from
reference 149 c 2010, American Chemical Society.
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numerical quantities over the ensemble of voxels.[193–195] Because of the difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory Rietveld refinement with an ordered structure,
only the disordered model was considered in the MEM study. The 268 observed
structure factors derived from the Rietveld analysis and estimates of the structure factors for 16 additional reflections were used in the MEM analysis. The
analysis was performed with the unit cell divided into 64 × 64 × 128 voxels.
The weighted R factor based on the structure factors for the final MEM charge
density is 3.9 %.
Equicontour isosurfaces are shown in Figure 2.4(a), and a projection of the
electron density on the (110) plane of the structure in Figure 2.4(b). No residual
density was observed apical to lithium, even though Li is commonly sited in
the centers of distorted octahedra in Ruddlesden-Popper type perovskites. The
electron density between Au and O is indicative of the covalent character in the
Au–O bonding and this is distinctly not seen in the region between Li and O. We
return to this aspect of La4 LiAuO8 in the text that follows, and point to the role
that such covalency plays in stabilizing Au3+ in an oxide environment.
La4 LiAuO8 was the subject of a 7 Li-NMR study by Tresse et al.,[170] who
observed two peaks separated by 3.5 ppm that they assigned to two different Li environments. We performed 6 Li studies, as this nucleus has a much
smaller quadrupole moment, and compensated for its lower abundance by use
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Figure 2.5: 6 Li MAS NMR of La4 LiAuO8 before washing (bottom) and after washing
with water (top). The suppression of all minor resonances after washing supports the
presence of only one, isotropic, Li site.
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of a relatively high-field instrument and collection of a large number of transients (> 25000). The as-prepared La4 LiAuO8 sample showed four signals in the
6

Li MAS NMR spectrum: two narrow resonances at −3.70 ppm and 0.27 ppm

that integrated to relative populations of 69.5 % and 11 % respectively, and two
broad peaks at 0.55 ppm and 2.9 ppm that integrated to relative populations of
10.5 % and 9 %. However, washing the sample in DI water led to the disappearance of both broad resonances, and a dramatic decrease in the intensity of the
sharp signal at 0.27 ppm, Figure 2.5. We recall here that the samples are prepared with excess LiOH·H2 O. The title compound therefore possesses a single Li
environment with a resonance at −3.70 ppm.
From the XRD study, we expect that nearly 10 % of the Li are involved in
some sort of antisite disordering with Au. This suggests that some of the Li
might possess distinct chemical environments from others. It is clear, however,
that if the additional NMR resonances were due to a distinct anti-site Li environment, the ratio of peak areas would not be affected by washing the excess LiOH
used in preparation away from the sample. A single, isotropic, 6 Li signal suggests that the lithium environment is unaffected by the disorder in the average
structure. The defects in La4 LiAuO8 thus manifest in spite of the presence of coherent LiO4 /AuO4 planes. This is also the finding from the PDF studies, and it is
expected that the PDF is strongly weighted by the structural correlations within
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the LiO4 /AuO4 planes, and is less strongly weighted by correlations between the
planes, since these occur at longer vectors where there are contributions to the
G(r) from many more atom-atom pairs. All evidence of antisite disorder (δ 6= 0)
in the Rietveld analysis and in the MEM electron density, both of which are average techniques, are therefore suggested here as arising from faults in registry
between different LiO4 /AuO4 planes.

Thermogravimetric

analysis

La4 LiAuO8 is remarkably stable.

Considering

the

oxophobicity

of

gold,

The thermal stability of La4 LiAuO8 in air,

N2 , and 5 %-H2 /Ar was monitored by thermogravimetric analysis. The onset
of rapid weight loss was observed at 935 ◦ C in air, 785 ◦ C in N2 , and 480 ◦ C
in the reducing atmosphere of 5 %-H2 , as seen in Figure 2.6. Abbatista et
al. reported a decomposition temperature of 890 ◦ C in air, and identified the
phase LaLiO2 in products quenched from 900 ◦ C.[168] The weight loss of 2.7 %
observed here corresponds to the formation of metallic Au and either, 2La2 O3
+

1
Li O,
2 2

or 1.5La2 O3 + LiLaO2 . The smooth nature of the weight change

suggests that there are no intermediates formed before complete reduction to
fcc Au. Although only one small diffraction peak could be indexed to LiLaO2 ,
LaLiO2 is an expected decomposition product, as revealed in a thermochemical
study of La4 LiAuO8 .[196] The XRD of the sample decomposed in air showed
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Figure 2.6: (a) Thermogravimetric analysis of La4 LiAuO8 under different atmospheres.
The approximate decomposition onset temperatures are 935 ◦ C in air, 785 ◦ C in N2 ,
and 480 ◦ C in 5 % H2 /Ar. (b) X-ray Rietveld analysis of the products of reduction
showing complete conversion of La4 LiAuO8 to La2 O3 and fcc-Au, following TGA in
N2 .
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mostly La2 O3 and fcc-Au metal, though a small amount of La4 LiAuO8 remained.
Lanthanum hydroxide was also observed in some of the TGA products and in
the sample reduced in 5 %-H2 /N2 for catalysis studies. Samples appeared dark
brown immediately after decomposition, lightening to a maroon color over
time, possibly due to sintering of the initially formed small gold particles.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

The Au 4f XPS spectra for as-prepared

and reduced La4 LiAuO8 are shown in Figure 2.7. The spectrum of the asprepared sample reveals the presence of both Au3+ and Au0 species. The observed Au3+ 4f7/2 binding energy of 86.4 ± 0.2 eV in La4 LiAuO8 is slightly larger
than reported for Au2 O3 and Au(OH)3 , 85.9 eV.[197, 198] Peaks corresponding to Au0 were notably broader than the sharp peaks observed for bulk gold.
Such line broadening has been observed for nanoparticulate gold.[199] A peak
shift to higher binding energy occurs with a decrease in particle size, accompanied by substantial peak asymmetry on the higher energy side of the Au 4f
peaks.[199, 200] For example, Ono and Cuenya reported shifts of 0.3 ± 0.1 eV
and 0.9 ± 0.1 eV to binding energies relative to bulk gold for ∼5 nm and 1.5 nm
Au particles, respectively, supported on SiO2 .[200] The second gold phase corresponding to the Au0 species may be a decomposition product of La4 LiAuO8
rather than unreacted starting material. The ratio of integrated areas for Au3+
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Figure 2.7: Au 4f XPS spectra of (a) as-prepared La4 LiAuO8 , and (b) after reduction in
5 % H2 at 550 ◦ C for 10 h. Observed Au 4f7/2 binding energies: Au3+ = 86.4 ± 0.2 eV,
Au0 (bulk) = 83.8 ± 0.2 eV. In the as-prepared sample, small contributions at a higher
binding energy than observed for bulk gold are consistent with nanoparticulate Au.
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and Au0 in the 4f region quantifies the amount of Au0 on the grain surfaces to be
10 wt.%. This is larger than that calculated from the scale factors of the multiphase Rietveld fits, and again suggests that some La4 LiAuO8 decomposes on the
surface. An alternate explanation is that the Au particles are not homogeneously
distributed, and accumulate at or close to the surface of the powders. XPS of a
reduced sample, shown in panel (b) of Figure 2.7 indicates a single contribution
from metallic bulk Au (83.8 eV). No evidence for Au1+ is found either in the
as-prepared samples, or the ones studied after reduction.

La2 BaPdO5
Preparation and structure Phase-pure La2 BaPdO5 was prepared from stoichiometric mixtures of La2 O3 , BaCO3 , and PdO, in the method described by
Taniguchi et al.,[172] with calcination at 800 ◦ C and 900 ◦ C in air, followed by
repeated heating in O2 at 1100 ◦ C with intermittent grindings. The color of the
mixture changed from brown to beige after calcination at 900 ◦ C. After each
successive heating in O2 the color of the powder became increasingly yellow.
XRD confirmed the presence of small amounts of La2 O3 and BaCO3 remaining
until after the fourth heating, after which an X-ray pure product was obtained.
La2 BaPdO5 is isostructural to Y2 BaPdO5 ,[173] with isolated PdO4 square planes,
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Figure 2.8: Rietveld refinement of synchrotron powder diffraction pattern collected
with an X-ray energy near 90 keV. The open circles are data, red line is the Rietveld
fit, and trace at the bottom is the difference profile. Vertical lines at the top of
the figure indicate the expected peak positions. Reproduced with permission from
reference 149 c 2010, American Chemical Society.
bi-capped LaO8 prisms, and bi-capped BaO10 cubes.
The single-phase synchrotron X-ray Rietveld refinement for La2 BaPdO5 is
displayed in Figure 2.8, with crystal structure parameters obtained from the
refinement given in Table 2.3. The amorphous silicon detector used to collect
scattering data from La2 BaPdO5 is larger than the MAR image plate used with
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Table 2.3: La2 BaPdO5 : Space group P 4/mbm (No. 127). a = 6.8857(2) Å, c =
5.9274(3) Å, and V = 281.04(2) Å3 .
x

y

z

Ueq (Å2 )

BVS

0.17324(6)
0
0
0.3606(4)
0

x+1/2
0
1/2
x+1/2
0

1/2
0
0
0.2463(7)
1/2

0.0035(1)
0.0081(2)
0.0036(2)
0.006(1)
0.003(2)

3.2
1.7
1.6
1.9
1.9

atom
La
Ba
Pd
O1
O2

La4 LiAuO8 and provides a substantially wider angular range of data (2θmax =
22◦ ). Lattice parameters, atomic positions, and thermal parameters refined very
stably, converging with a weighted R factor of 3.0 % and χ2 = 1.07. BVS extracted from near-neighbor distances indicate slight underbonding to Pd and
Ba, with La slightly overbonded. This is consistent with valence sums calculated
for the structures reported for Ln2 BaPdO5 (Ln = Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho), which were
determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction (Pd: 1.6 to 1.7; Ba: 1.8 to 1.9; Ln:
2.9 to 3.1).[201] The large relative uncertainty in the thermal displacement factor for O2 reflects the difficulty in detecting oxygen with X-rays when present
among heavy atoms.
MEM/Rietveld was also employed to determine the charge density distribution in La2 BaPdO5 . Structure factors derived from 1719 observed reflections
in the Rietveld analysis and estimates for 86 additional structure factors were
used in the MEM analysis, with the unit cell divided into 64 × 64 × 64 voxels.
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Figure 2.9: (a) MEM electron density displayed within the unit cell of La2 BaPdO5 .
The isosurface of the electron density is set to a value of 0.8 Å−3 . Pd and O atoms are
shown for clarity. (b) Map of the electron density projected on the (220) planes. Some
contour lines are drawn for clarity, shown on a linear scale, and color coded according
to the bar on the right, ranging from 0.0 Å−3 to 3.0 Å−3 at intervals of 0.8 Å−3 . Note
smearing in the electron density between Pd and O suggestive of covalent bonding.
Reproduced with permission from reference 149 c 2010, American Chemical Society.
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The weighted R factor for the final MEM charge density is 2.6 %. Equicontour
isosurfaces and a map of the charge density in the (220) plane are shown in
Figure 2.9, panels a and b, respectively. The electron density between Pd and
O indicates covalent character in the Pd–O bond. The covalency is caused by
charge donation to oxygen by the highly electropositive La and Ba cations. As
with La4 LiAuO8 , the localized bonding observed in La2 BaPdO5 appears to be an
important factor contributing to the stabilization of Pd2+ in an oxide environment.

Thermogravimetric analysis The Pd2+ oxidation state is very effectively stabilized in La2 BaPdO5 . Whereas PdO decomposes in air at ca. 800 ◦ C,[202]
La2 BaPdO5 is stable to almost 1100 ◦ C in an inert atmosphere (N2 ) and decomposes rather slowly at this temperature, as shown by TGA in Figure 2.10.
The stability of La2 BaPdO5 towards reduction in 5 % H2 is more remarkable,
with the onset of decomposition not occurring until ca. 570 ◦ C. For comparison,
oxide-supported PdO is reduced below 100 ◦ C under these conditions.[105] The
localized Pd–O bonding observed in the MEM electron density determination
is believed to impart the unusual thermal stability and resistance to reduction
displayed by this compound.
A mass loss of 2.7 wt % corresponds to loss of one oxygen per formula unit in
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Figure 2.10: (a) Thermogravimetric analysis of La2 BaPdO5 in air, inert (N2 ), and
reducing atmospheres. The approximate onset temperatures for decomposition are
1090 ◦ C in N2 , and 570 ◦ C in 5 % H2 /N2 . In 5 % H2 , Pd is fully reduced by 700 ◦ C;
the second reduction step between 800−900 ◦ C is consistent with the loss of water
from a small amount of LaO(OH) in the sample. (b) X-ray Rietveld analysis of the
products of reduction showing conversion of La2 BaPdO5 to BaLa2 O4 , La2 O3 , and fcc
Pd, following heat treatment in 5 % H2 /Ar for 5 h at 700 ◦ C.
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connection with the reduction of Pd2+ . The products identified by XRD in freshly
reduced samples are Pd-metal, BaLa2 O4 , and La2 O3 (Figure 2.10). The formation of La2 O3 , present at approximately 10 mol% by quantitative analysis of the
powder diffraction pattern, is likely due to decomposition of BaLa2 O4 . The structure of BaLa2 O4 for Rietveld refinement was adopted from BaHo2 O4 ,[203] with
starting lattice parameters taken from Mitamura et al.[204] Lattice parameters
obtained in the refinement agree well with reported values. After four months
of storage, no BaLa2 O4 was observed by XRD, although it has been reported that
this compound is quite sensitive to moisture.[204]

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

The Pd 3d XPS spectra of as-prepared and

reduced La2 BaPdO5 are shown in Figure 2.11. The Pd-3d5/2 binding energy of
337.4 eV observed in the as-prepared sample is characteristic of Pd2+ , shifted to
higher binding energy than Pd2+ measured in a sample of PdO (336.8 eV), which
is consistent with Pd in La2 BaPdO5 being more ionic than in PdO.[129, 145] No
contribution from metallic Pd is detected. Quantification of the cation ratios in
the survey scan correspond well with the nominal stoichiometry, indicating a
slightly Ba-rich surface composition: Pd (19.2 %), Ba (22.3 %), La (58.5 %).
The XPS spectrum in the Pd 3d region of reduced La2 BaPdO5 (panel b) contains contributions from two Pd states, a signal from Pd0 at 334.8 eV, and a sig-
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Figure 2.11: Pd 3d XPS spectra of (a) as-prepared La2 BaPdO5 , and (b) after reduction
in 5 % H2 at 750 ◦ C for 10 h. Observed Pd 3d5/2 binding energy, Pd2+ = 337.4 ±0.2 eV,
Pd0 (bulk) = 334.8 ± 0.2 eV. In the reduced sample, the contribution at higher binding
energy than observed for bulk Pd is consistent with small, highly-stabilized, Pd clusters.
This signal remains even after heating for prolonged durations at 1000 ◦ C in 5 %-H2 .
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nal that has previously been suggested to originate from an oxidized Pd species
(Pdδ+ ) at 335.8 eV.[205] The contribution remained present even after reduction in 5 % H2 at 1000 ◦ C, indicating a highly stabilized state. It is likely that
this feature arises not from an oxidized state, but rather from small, highlystabilized, Pd nanoparticles. A shift to higher binding energies relative to bulk
Pd is well known to occur for small Pd particles.[206, 207] The ca. 1 eV shift
seen in 2.11(b) is consistent with sub-2 nm particles.[207] While it is clear from
the post-reduction XRD shown in Figure 2.10 that highly crystalline fcc-Pd is
present in the reduced sample, XPS suggests that a portion of the Pd remains as
small clusters.

Electronic structure and optical properties
Total densities of states (DOS), partial DOS of the Au 5d and Pd 4d states,
and Au–O and Pd–O crystal orbital Hamiltonian populations from LMTO calculations are shown in panels (a), (b), and (c) of Figure 2.12, respectively, with
the Fermi energy (EF ) referenced to the top of the valence band. The calculated
band gap within the local density approximation is just a little smaller than 2 eV
for La4 LiAuO8 , and about 2.4 eV for La2 BaPdO5 .
In La4 LiAuO8 , the Au 5d states form bonding combinations with the 2p states
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Figure 2.12: (a) LMTO-ASA densities of state for La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 , including projected Au and Pd d states. (b) Crystal orbital Hamiltonian population (COHP)
for a single AuO(1)4 square, and a single PdO(1)4 square. Most of the Au bonding
states are centered at −5.5 eV in La4 LiAuO8 , with antibonding states just below and
above the EF . The bonding states in La2 BaPdO5 are somewhat more dispersed and
not found so deeply below EF . The sharp antibonding feature at the conduction band
edge reflects the pseudo-molecular nature of the PdO4 squares. Reproduced with
permission from reference 149 c 2010, American Chemical Society.
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of O1, which neighbors Au, in the region centered at −5.5 eV. The filled Au d
states extend to around −3.5 eV. Between −3 eV and the valence band maximum, states are largely derived from O1 and O2 2p (projections not shown).
The empty states above the Fermi energy are once again Au 5d and, in a crystal
field picture, would correspond to empty dx2 −y2 orbitals. These states are antibonding with O 2p orbitals. Characteristic of the interaction of filled d levels
with filled p levels, there are also antibonding states just at the top of the valence band. The electronic structure is effectively that of a 16-electron square
planar complex.
The electronic structure of La4 LiAuO8 shares many similarities with isoelectronic La2 BaPdO5 ; the Pd model compound can also be considered essentially a
16-electron square planar compound. In La2 BaPdO5 , however, the filled d states
are more disperse and not as low in energy, and the empty d states are closer
to the valence band maximum. The significantly lower filled d states of Au3+ in
contrast to those in Pd2+ can be attributed in part to the higher positive charge
on the cation, and the relativistic effects that make Au the most electronegative
metal.
The band structure of La4 LiAuO8 is displayed in panel (a) of Figure 2.13.
The band gap arises from a direct transition at the R point of the Brillouin zone.
The bands with low dispersion centered at −5.5 eV have mostly Au 5d character,
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Figure 2.13: Energy band structures of (a) La4 LiAuO8 and (b) La2 BaPdO5 . Reproduced with permission from reference 149 c 2010, American Chemical Society.
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verified by constructing “fatbands” [190] (not shown here) which are a means
of decorating the different energy bands with widths indicative of specific orbital
contributions. The use of this technique also confirms that the band centered at
−4 eV has some Au 5d character, as do bands just at the top of the valence band
and at the bottom of the conduction band.
Figure 2.13(b) shows the band structure of La2 BaPdO5 . The band gap arises
from an indirect transition from the Z point to the R point of the Brillouin
zone. As indicated by the densities of states in La2 BaPdO5 , the bands between −5 eV and −3.5 eV and −2 eV and EF have significant Pd 4d character.
In La4 LiAuO8 , there is a substantial dispersion of the lowest lying conduction
band. In La2 BaPdO5 , however, the lowest energy conduction band is very flat.
This is expected considering the molecularity of the PdO4 units in La2 BaPdO5 ,
and accounts for the high population of states at the bottom of the conduction
band. The small dispersion of this band, corresponding to the Pd 4dx2 −y2 orbital,
should facilitate partial reduction of Pd2+ much more readily than the analogous
band in La4 LiAuO8 , which has a dispersion width on the order of 1.5 eV.
The UV-vis spectra of La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 , obtained from KubelkaMunk transformation of the diffuse reflectance spectra, are shown in Figure
2.14. The optical band gap of La4 LiAuO8 was determined by plotting [F (R)hν]2
against hν, and extrapolating the linear part of the absorption edge to zero. The
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measured band gap, 3.0 eV, is about 1.1 eV larger than suggested by the DFTLDA electronic structure. It is well known that density functional theory with
the usual approximations underestimates band gaps, particularly in compounds
which do not possess extended networks. Attempts to determine the optical
band gap of La2 BaPdO5 were hindered by the lack of a well-defined (linear)
absorbance edge feature in either of the conventional plots of [F (R)hν]1/2 or
[F (R)hν]1/3 against hν for indirect band gap materials. This is in keeping with
the band structure which indicates an indirect gap in La2 BaPdO5 .

Catalysis
The catalytic activity of as-prepared and fully reduced La4 LiAuO8 for CO
oxidation was studied in an O2 -rich stream. The temperature-programmed reactions show the expected S-shaped light-off profiles and a regular increase to
100 % conversion for both materials, Figure 2.15. Fully reduced La4 LiAuO8 ,
with T50 = 240 ◦ C, is considerably less active than highly-dispersed gold in supported catalysts,[208–210] but the activity is appreciable considering the very
low surface area of the reduced material (≈ 3 m2 g−1 ) and the large average
particle size of Au0 , 43 nm, estimated from Scherrer broadening.
The CO oxidation activity of as-prepared La4 LiAuO8 is much lower, with
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Figure 2.14: UV-vis spectra of La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 , obtained from KubelkaMunk transformation of the diffuse reflectance spectra. Reproduced with permission
from reference 149 c 2010, American Chemical Society.
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Figure 2.15: CO-oxidation lightoff curves for as-prepared and reduced La4 LiAuO8
and La2 BaPdO5 . Reproduced with permission from reference 149 c 2010, American
Chemical Society.
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T50 = 315 ◦ C. Since the as-prepared material does contain some Au0 on its
surface that may contribute to its activity, this result suggests that La4 LiAuO8
is rather inactive for CO oxidation. The mechanism for CO oxidation over
Au/CeO2 has been proposed to involve the ready formation of oxygen vacancies in the CeO2 support where O2 (g) can be activated.[211, 212] In this light,
Metiu and coworkers have argued for the role that gold ions play, as substituents
in titania [213] and ceria,[214] in activating neigboring oxygen and thereby
catalyzing oxidations. La4 LiAuO8 lacks redox-flexible cations other than Au3+ ,
which is difficult to reduce (as the TGA experiments described above show),
and the compound therefore supports few oxygen vacancies. We note that in
principle, Au3+ compounds could reduce to the intermediate 1+ state during
the catalytic process. In the TGA experiments, we noted that somewhat harsh
conditions (well above 400 ◦ C in 5%-H2 ) are required to reduce La4 LiAuO8 , and
in view of this, we do not believe that Au1+ species are involved in the catalysis.
The CO oxidation activity of as-prepared and reduced La2 BaPdO5 was studied under the same conditions. La2 BaPdO5 is much more active than as-prepared
La4 LiAuO8 for CO oxidation. The as-prepared La2 BaPdO5 shows high activity at
low temperature, with T50 = 123 ◦ C. XPS of La2 BaPdO5 after catalysis showed
no change from the as-prepared material, with no discernible contribution from
metallic Pd. Similarly, post-catalysis XRD showed single phase La2 BaPdO5 . Un-
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like reduced La4 LiAuO8 , reduced La2 BaPdO5 (≈ 5 m2 g−1 ) shows lower activity
than the as-prepared material for CO oxidation, with T50 = 170 ◦ C, although the
activity is still significant given the large average particle size of Pd0 , 53 nm. The
relatively high activity of the reduced sample is attributed to presence of small
Pd clusters suggested by XPS.
Recent studies of platinum group metal (PGM) substituted CeO2 indicate
that Pd-substituted materials offer significantly enhanced activity over Pt- or
Rh-substituted ceria.[133] It has been shown that an increase in the ionicity of
Pd2+ , determined from core level XPS binding energies, improves CO oxidation
activity.[129] A highly ionic Pd2+ environment was identified in Pd-substituted
BaCeO3 , and it was shown that the aliovalent substitution of Pd2+ for Ce4+
places the oxygen vacancy required for charge balance adjacent to Pd, leaving it
nearly square planar.[145] In the case of BaCe1−x Pdx O3−δ (δ = x), it was found
that increases in the Pd-substitution level and the corresponding number of vacancies lowered the light-off temperature for CO oxidation.[152] La2 BaPdO5
similarly contains a highly ionic Pd2+ environment with Pd in square planar coordination, but considering its stability toward reduction and the presumable
difficulty associated with labilizing lattice oxide in the compound, La2 BaPdO5
provides an excellent model for examining the mechanism associated with immobilized square planar Pd2+ ions that is distinct from one driven by the trans-
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port of oxide ions. An in-depth study of the activity of La2 BaPdO5 is under way.

2.4

Conclusions

The quaternary oxide of gold La4 LiAuO8 , and the quaternary oxide of palladium La2 BaPdO5 , are models for investigating the role of cationic metal ions
in catalysis, with crystallographically well-defined Au3+ O4 and Pd2+ O4 square
planes. La4 LiAuO8 can be prepared in air at modest temperatures, and stabilizes
the Au3+ oxidation state even above 450 ◦ C in 5 % H2 . La2 BaPdO5 stabilizes the
Pd2+ oxidation state to 550 ◦ C in 5 % H2 . The stability of these compounds is
attributed to the presence of covalent Au–O and Pd–O bonding as revealed in
MEM analysis; such bonding arises from the presence of the highly electropositive counter-cations. La2 BaPdO5 is an effective CO oxidation catalyst, and in
this, is perhaps the first example of an extended Pd2+ oxide with a distinct Pd2+
site (as opposed to small substitutions of Pd2+ on other cationic sites). It is
notable that the crystal structure does not suggest that the catalytic activity is
strongly linked to the mobilization of the oxide sub-lattice, although further investigation is called for. Despite the related crystal structure and the presence of
a square-planar d8 species, La4 LiAuO8 is not an effective catalyst for the reaction
studied here. The crucial difference between the two compounds is revealed
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in DFT electronic structure calculations – filled Au-d states are much deeper in
energy that the corresponding Pd-d states, and partial reduction of the metal
(for example, Au3+ to Au2+ ) is much harder than the corresponding reduction
of palladium due to the smaller population of states at the bottom of the conduction band, and the greater dispersion of the Au 5dx2 −y2 orbitals relative to
the Pd 4dx2 −y2 orbitals. This result, in light of the extensive recent work that has
emerged on supported gold particles as catalysts, would suggest that at least in
CO oxidation, isolated Au3+ ions may not play an important role.
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Chapter 3
Neutron diffraction study of
La4LiAuO8: Understanding Au3+ in
an oxide environment
Owing to gold’s oxophobicity, its oxide chemistry is rather limited. Elevated
oxygen pressures are usually required to prepare ternary and quaternary oxide compounds with gold ions. The Au3+ oxide, La4 LiAuO8 , is remarkable
both because it can be prepared at ambient pressure in air, and because of
its unusual stability toward thermal decomposition and reduction. The struc1

Substantial portions of this chapter have been reproduced with permission from: J. A. Kurzman, S. L. Moffitt, A. Llobet, and R. Seshadri, J. Solid State Chem. 184 (2011) 1439–1444,
reference 215 c 2011 Elsevier.
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ture of La4 LiAuO8 was established by Pietzuch et al. using single crystal X-ray
diffraction.[169] The compound adopts an ordered modification of the Nd2 CuO4
structure, containing two-dimensional sheets in which AuO4 square planes are
separated from one another by LiO4 square planes. In light of the meager X-ray
scattering factors of Li and O, relative to La and Au, we have used neutron powder diffraction to study La4 LiAuO8 , definitively confirming the structure. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first reported neutron diffraction study of any
stoichiometric oxide compound of gold. X−N maps, which make use of nuclear
positions obtained from Rietveld refinement of time-of-flight neutron diffraction
data and electron densities obtained from synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction
data, point to the highly covalent nature of the Au–O bonding in La4 LiAuO8 .
This is in good agreement with charge densities and Bader charges obtained
from density functional relaxation of the structure.

3.1

Introduction

The finding by Haruta and co-workers during the late 1980’s that nanoparticulate gold is highly active in CO oxidation at temperatures well-below 0 ◦ C
[216] has led to a burgeoning interest in gold catalysis research (Figure 3.1).
One of the principle challenges in auto-exhaust catalysis is the conversion of
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gaseous pollutants during the initial stages of engine operation – the so-called
“cold-start” period – when the largest proportion of harmful emissions are generated due to the low ambient temperature activity of the catalysts. There is
thus great interest in catalytic materials that can perform these conversions in
the vicinity of room temperature. Indeed, gold – traditionally regarded as one
of the most inert elements – displays rich and various catalysis chemistry, much
of which is still coming to light.
While the excitement about gold often seems to stem from Haruta’s work, in
a recent review of the pre-1980’s gold catalysis literature,[217] Bond points
out that the first report of CO oxidation by gold was actually published in
1925,[218] and catalytic action by gold was already noted in the 1820’s
when Dulong and Thenard observed that it catalyzed the decomposition of
ammonia.[219] The year 2011 represents a new era in heterogeneous gold
catalysis, during which the first commercially available gold-containing catalytic
converters have entered the market.[220]
In contrast to the catalytic chemistry of gold, its oxide crystal chemistry appears to have been effectively unknown until about 1960 when Hoppe published
a brief letter describing the alkali oxoaurates, AAuO2 , A4 Au2 O5 (A = K, Rb, Cs),
Na3 AuO3 , and Li5 AuO4 .[221] It was another decade until crystal structure refinements were reported for most of these ternary phases,[222] and almost ten
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Figure 3.1: Web of KnowledgeSM search results for the number of articles pertaining
to “gold and cataly∗ ” between 1900 and 2010. In 1987, Haruta and co-workers published findings on the CO-oxidation activity of nanoparticulate gold at sub-0 ◦ C.[216]
The subsequent explosion in publications addressing heterogeneous gold catalysis has
resulted in Haruta being often credited (albeit incorrectly) with discovering the CO
oxidation activity of gold.
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additional years before the crystal structure of the binary gold oxide, Au2 O3 ,
was determined.[223] Most of the Au oxide compounds were discovered in the
groups of Hoppe,[221, 222, 224–230], Müller-Buschbaum,[231–234] who has
published a review on the field,[74] and Jansen.[235–242] The quaternary oxide studied here, La4 LiAuO8 , was first prepared by Abbattista et al.,[168] and
the structure later determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction.[169]
The interesting debate on the theme of catalytically active gold species has
been with regard to the nature and oxidation state of supported gold clusters or
nanoparticles in reactions such as CO oxidation,[156, 159–163, 165, 243, 244]
water-gas-shift,[157, 245, 245–248] and 1,3-butadiene hydrogenation.[166,
167, 249] To address the possible catalytic role of Au3+ , we recently suggested La4 LiAuO8 as a model compound for heterogeneous catalysis by isolated
Au3+ ions.[149] The stability of La4 LiAuO8 was assessed by thermogravimetry
in air, N2 , and 5 % H2 atmospheres, with decomposition (reduction) occurring
at 935 ◦ C, 785 ◦ C, and 485 ◦ C, respectively. We have also studied the energetics of La4 LiAuO8 by high-temperature molten oxide solution calorimetry, and
found that the enthalpy of formation is significantly exothermic, with ∆Hf of
about −190 kJ mol−1 .[196] The other oxoaurates that have been reported to display similar thermal stability are: LaAuO3 (decomposes at 820 ◦ C in air),[241]
La4 Au2 O9 (decomposes at 791 ◦ C in Ar),[242] Ln4 Au2 O9 (Ln = Nd, Sm, Eu)
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(decompose at 700 ◦ C−800 ◦ C in Ar),[237] and Ln3 AuO6 (Ln = Sm, Eu, Gd)
(decompose at 700 ◦ C−900 ◦ C in Ar).[238] The electropositive counter-cations
destabilize the O 2p states (lower their energy), thereby making oxygen more
available to overlap with Au 5d orbitals. The stabilization of transition metals in unusually high oxidation states (which also applies to oxophobic elements) by electropositive counter-cations has been discussed by Etourneau et
al.,[68] and touched upon recently by Sleight.[250] Indeed, in our previous
study,[149] maximum-entropy electron density restoration of synchrotron Xray powder diffraction data of La4 LiAuO8 suggested covalent Au–O bonding,
whereas the Li–O interaction was seen to be almost completely ionic.
In light of the absence of neutron diffraction studies on stoichiometric oxide
compounds of gold, and to dispel any lingering skepticism that may arise from
the difficulty of locating oxygen and lithium by X-ray scattering, we present
studies of the structure of La4 LiAuO8 from simultaneous refinement of of timeof-flight (TOF) neutron and synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction data. In addition to presenting experimentally determined nuclear and electron densities of
La4 LiAuO8 , we compare our experimental findings with density functional calculations, including full structure relaxation and Bader charge analysis, demonstrating remarkable agreement between our previous [149] and present scattering studies, and theory.
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3.2

Experimental Details

The preparation of polycrystalline La4 LiAuO8 by solid-state reaction has
been described previously.[149, 168] Polycrystalline La4 LiAuO8 was prepared by
solid state reaction between La2 O3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.99 %, pre-heated overnight
at 850 ◦ C), Au metal powder (Cerac, 99.95 %), and a 50 % molar excess of
LiOH·H2 O (Cerac, ≥ 98 %), heated on silver foil in air at 750 ◦ C for a total
of 30 hours, with five intermittent re-grindings. The as-prepared sample was
washed repeatedly in DI H2 O to remove unreacted lithium species. Synchrotron
X-ray powder diffraction data was collected at room temperature with an X-ray
wavelength of 0.413981 Å at beamline 11-BM at the Advanced Photon Source,
Argonne National Laboratory. Time-of-flight (TOF) neutron powder diffraction data was collected at room temperature, with the sample held in a vanadium can, on the HIPD instrument at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The
same sample was used for X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments. Rietveld
refinements[179] were performed using the
the

XND

code.[180] Because

GSAS

GSAS / EXPGUI

suite,[251, 252] and

cannot accommodate multiple constraints of

the same parameter for a given atom – specifically the requirement that the Li
and Au occupancies be equal and that the sum of the site and anti-site occupancies be one – occupancies refined from the synchrotron X-ray data using the
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XND

code, δ = 0.10(1), were adopted and fixed in

GSAS

refinements. Allowing

the occupancy parameters for all of the atom positions to float, free from any
constraints, led to convergence within about 1 % of the nominal stoichiometry
La4 Li0.9 Au0.1 Au0.9 Li0.1 O8 for simultaneous refinement of both neutron and X-ray
data sets. Atomic displacement parameters (ADPs) were modeled isotropically
in all refinements, with Ueq for Au and Li constrained to the same value in refinement of the X-ray data. In refinements containing the neutron dataset, Ueq of Au
and Li were allowed distinct values. Attempts to refine the O ADPs anisotropically led to a small but negative (non-physical) value for U11 . A so-called “X−N”
(X minus N) map of the electron density distribution in the unit cell was constructed using

RIETAN - FP [253]

and

PRIMA [182]

by performing a maximum en-

tropy method (MEM) reconstruction to the synchrotron X-ray diffraction data
with nuclear positions fixed at those obtained from refinement of TOF neutron
diffraction data. MEM analysis was performed with the unit cell divided into
64 × 64 × 128 voxels. The application

VESTA

[183] was used to visualize elec-

tron and nuclear densities. Bond valence sums were calculated using the Bond
Valence Calculator.[185]
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3.3

Computational Details

First-principle density functional calculations were performed in the

VASP

package,[254, 255] which uses a plane-wave basis set to describe the valence
electrons. Interaction between the valence and core electrons was described
using the projector augmented wave (PAW) approach,[256] with cores of [Kr]
for lanthanum, [Xe] for gold, and [He] for oxygen. Exchange and correlation
were treated with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof[257] (PBE) functional within
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). A cutoff energy of 500 eV was
employed, and the Brillouin zone was sampled with 32 irreducible k-points using a 8 × 8 × 4 Monkhorst-Pack mesh. Structure relaxation was deemed to
have converged when the forces on all the ions were less than 0.01 eV Å−1 .
The atomic charges in the geometry optimized structure were determined using the Bader analysis program,[258–261] based on Bader’s theory of atoms in
molecules (AIM).[262]

3.4

Results and Discussion

La4 LiAuO8 was prepared in the presence of a 50 % molar excess of LiOH. We
confirmed previously by 6 Li NMR that washing effectively removes Li species not
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incorporated into the La4 LiAuO8 lattice.[149] Excess lithium hydroxide likely
serves as a flux in the reaction, primarily improving solid state diffusion and
perhaps also moderately promoting the oxidation of gold. While LiOH has the
greatest tendency to dissociate amongst the alkali hydroxides, it is also the least
effective at stabilizing dissolved peroxides and superoxides, in line with the inability of Li to stabilize peroxides and superoxides in the solid state. Thus,
oxidation of the Au0 starting material is likely to be primarily attributable to
the presence of La2 O3 . While the Ln4 LiAuO8 (Ln = Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd) phases
are known, only the lanthanum containing phase can be prepared at ambient
pressure.[170]
Data from the highest resolution TOF neutron detector bank and the synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction pattern, along with corresponding Rietveld
refinements from simultaneous refinement of both data sets, are shown in Figure 3.2. The synchrotron X-ray data set is divided at a d-spacing of 1.5 Å to
ease inspection of the fit quality. Structural parameters from simultaneous neutron and X-ray refinement, and refinement of both neutron and X-ray data sets
separately, are given in Table 3.1. In our previous study, we found that the
preparation of phase-pure La4 LiAuO8 powders is difficult to achieve.[149] Even
when vast excesses of La2 O3 and LiOH are used, a small amount of metallic Au
is always found to be present. Interestingly, the Au0 is not the bulk gold of the
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Figure 3.2: Rietveld fits from simultaneous refinement of time-of-flight neutron and
synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction data. (a) The highest resolution bank of timeof-flight neutron data. (b) Synchrotron X-ray data. The scale of the synchrotron
X-ray data is divided at a d-spacing of 1.5 Å to facilitate visual inspection of the fit.
Reproduced with permission from reference 215 c 2011, Elsevier.
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starting material, but rather nanocrystalline Au particles. Thus, despite thermogravimetric and calorimetric studies that show La4 LiAuO8 is a particularly
stable compound, the material may undergo some degree of surface decomposition. An alternate explanation is that a ternary phase between Li or La and
Au may compete with La4 LiAuO8 during the reaction, decomposing to leave behind nanoparticulate Au. Indeed, the sample studied here contained 1 % Au by
weight, in addition to another very minor impurity phase. The identity of the
other impurity could not be determined, but was not consistent with oxides, hydroxides, or carbonates of La or Li, nor could it be fit by any of the ternary oxides
of Li and La, La and Au, or Li and Au. Whereas the Au (111) reflection registered about 2400 counts, the strongest reflection from the unknown impurity
registered slightly over 1000 counts. Knowledge of the presence of this phase
is enabled by the exceptionally high flux and resolution of the 11-BM diffractometer. No indications of the phase are evident in the neutron data, nor in
our previous synchrotron X-ray study in which an area detector was used,[149]
which does not provide the angular resolution attainable at 11-BM.
The introduction of anti-site mixing between Li and Au, designated here as
δ when the chemical formula is written La4 Li1−δ Auδ Au1−δ Liδ O8 , significantly improved the visual agreement and statistical measures of the Rietveld fits. The
necessity to account for mixed site occupancy in the average structure (unit-
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Table 3.1: La4 LiAuO8 , space group Ammm (No. 65, setting 3). The atom positions
are: La1 (4i) at (0,0,z), La2 (4j) at (1/2,0,z), Li (2b) at (0,0,1/2), Au (2d) at
(1/2,0,0), O1 (8o) at (x,y,0) and O2 (8m) at (x,1/4,1/4). δ refers to the extent of site
mixing between Li and Au, when the composition is written La4 Li1−δ Auδ Au1−δ Liδ O8 .
Isotropic thermal displacement parameters, Ueq (Å2 ), have been multiplied by 100.
* denotes cases where δ had to be fixed, as explained in the methods section, and
thus no estimated error is given. Agreement statistics for simultaneous refinement of
neutron and synchrotron X-ray data: Rwp = 3.18 %, Rp = 3.33 %, χ2 = 4.92. BVS
denotes bond valence sum, calculated from nearest neighbor cation-anion distances.
BC denotes charge determined by Bader analysis, defined as the number of valence
electrons minus the calculated charge.

a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
V (Å3 )
La1, z
La1, Ueq
La1, BVS
La1, BC
La2, z
La2, Ueq
La2, BVS
La2, BC
Li/Au, δ
Li, Ueq
Li, BVS
Li, BC
Au, Ueq
Au, BVS
Au, BC
O1, x
O1, y
O1, Ueq
O1, BVS
O1, BC
O2, x
O2, Ueq
O2, BVS
O2, BC

N and X

Neutron

Synchrotron

DFT

5.76017(1)
5.75984(1)
12.46453(1)
413.544(1)
0.149133(22)
0.405(6)
3.17

5.7601(6)
5.7599(6)
12.4637(1)
413.521(4)
0.14903(8)
0.536(29)
3.18

5.76015(2)
5.75994(2)
12.46451(1)
413.546(1)
0.14924(3)
0.427(6)
3.08

5.7867
5.7863
12.5274
419.46
0.14971

0.350588(23)
0.412(6)
3.15

0.35137(8)
0.356(28)
3.11

0.35046(3)
0.441(7)
3.24

0.10*
0.13(7)
0.90

0.10*
3.1(9)
0.91

0.10(1)
0.337(6)
0.85

2.04
0.35029

2.04

0.90
0.290(6)
2.77

0.91(4)
2.75

0.337(6)
2.94

0.25129(26)
0.24870(26)
0.766(10)
1.77

0.25051(28)
0.24854(26)
0.819(10)
1.78

0.2548(5)
0.2469(5)
0.72(6)
1.80

0.24949(25)
0.559(11)
2.30

0.24894(26)
0.585(9)
2.28

0.2528(5)
0.38(5)
2.31

0.86
0.25073
0.24922

-1.17
0.24947

-1.31
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cell) model is likely due to stacking faults in the layered material. Our previous
6

Li NMR study indicated the presence of a single isotropic Li environment, sup-

ported by synchrotron X-ray pair distribution function (PDF) analysis in which
no evidence for interruptions in the Li–O–Au connectivities were detected.[149]
Although Li is effectively X-ray transparent, the large scattering amplitude of
Au enables very accurate site-mixing values to be obtained from Rietveld refinement; the absence of any defect-type Au–Au correlations in the real-space
PDF thus supports a model in which the LiO4 /AuO4 layers are pristine, suggesting that the anti-site disorder in the average structure model arises from either
faults in registry between some of the layers, or possibly from domain twinning.
It is important to comment on the rather large value of χ2 obtained for the
refinement (simultaneous neutron and X-ray) reported here. The largest contribution to the seemingly poor statistical agreement arises from difficulty in
describing the profile shapes, particularly in the synchrotron data. As discussed
by Toby,[263], large values of χ2 are apt to occur in refinement of high quality data where the standard uncertainties of the intensities are known to high
precision. Small discrepancies are thus of high statistical significance, and can
exacerbate statistical measures of fit quality. The visual agreement between
the observed and calculated intensities is very strong, however, and comparable
statistics were obtained in a LeBail fit to the data, suggesting that the statistical
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Figure 3.3: (left) Unit cell depiction of La4 LiAuO8 . La is rendered black, Li blue, Au
gold, and O orange. (middle) Observed nuclear scattering densities (Fobs ), shown at
an isosurface level of ± 0.3 fm Å−3 . (right) X–N electron density isosurfaces at 1 e Å−3 ,
determined by fixing the nuclear positions at those obtained from refinement of neutron
data, and then reconstructed by the MEM/Rietveld method using synchrotron X-ray
data. Reproduced with permission from reference 215 c 2011, Elsevier.
discrepancy arises not from any error in the model per se, but rather from other
aspects of the modeling. We note that while the lattice parameters of La4 LiAuO8
indicate a very minor orthorhombic distortion, it was impossible to obtain a
satisfactory LeBail fit in a tetragonal crystal system.
In Figure 3.3, a unit-cell depiction of La4 LiAuO8 is shown (left), along
with the nuclear scattering density isosurface reconstructed by Fourier mapping
of Fobs (middle), and electron density isosurface reconstructed from the syn-
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chrotron X-ray dataset by the MEM/Rietveld method using the nuclear positions
refined from TOF neutron data (X−N, right). The nuclear density isosurface is
shown at an absolute value of 0.3 fm Å−3 . Li has a negative coherent neutron
scattering length, and this is illustrated by the blue surface at the Li positions.
Electron density isosurfaces are shown at 1 e Å−3 . Inspection of the region between Au and O clearly reveals inter-atomic electron density, consistent with
covalent Au–O bonding and our previously published result.[149] Excess density on the Li site reflects Li/Au anti-site disorder.
Bond valence sums (BVS) calculated from nearest neighbor cation–anion distances are also given in Table 3.1. The parameters used to extract the Au3+ –O
valence contribution were those suggested by I. D. Brown, R0 = 1.89 and b =
0.37, available from the CCP14 website.[186] The bond valence parameters for
Au3+ –O suggested by Bresse and O’Keefe (R0 = 1.833, b = 0.37) [264] lead
to Au being significantly under-bonded (∼ 2.4). Not surprisingly, given the low
X-ray scattering amplitudes of Li and O, there are small differences in the Li–O
and Au–O bond distances between the X-ray and neutron refinements. Refinement of both neutron and X-ray data sets gave Li–O and Au–O distances of
2.047(2) Å and 2.026(2) Å, respectively, while from the X-ray data alone the Li–
O distance is slightly elongated to 2.069(3) Å and the Au–O distance contracted
to 2.004(3) Å. All of the bond valence sums are consistent with the expected ox-
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idation states of the respective ions, but O1 appears slightly under-bonded, and
O2 somewhat over-bonded. O1 lies in the LiO4 /AuO4 planes, and receives some
of its valence from four long La–O interactions (∼ 2.75 Å), while O2 is tetrahedrally coordinated by La at significantly shorter distances (∼ 2.39 Å), from
which all of its valence sum is derived. As the Au–O distance derived from
our neutron refinement should be more reliable than distances found in X-ray
diffraction experiments that informed previous estimates of bond valence parameters for Au3+ –O2− , we suggest a revised R0 value of 1.92. Implementing
this value only slightly raises the valence sum of O1, but it is likely that the R0
used for Li, 1.497,[185] is better suited to tetrahedral Li, which is much more
commonly encountered. However, we must also note that using the R0 value
of 1.92 to calculate bond valence sums for Au3+ –O2− distances determined by
X-ray diffraction leads to gold being significantly over-bonded. For example,
gold in Au2 O3 [223] would have a BVS of 3.3. Although it may simply reflect
the difficulty in accurately locating oxygen in the presence of heavier elements,
it does appear that Au–O distances determined by X-ray diffraction may be systematically under-estimated relative to the inter-atomic nuclear distances.
Full structure relaxation of La4 LiAuO8 was performed within the generalized
gradient approximation using the PBE functional for exchange and correlation,
and the structural parameters are given in Table 3.1. As is common for PBE,
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Figure 3.4: Electron density distribution on the (002) plane of La4 LiAuO8 . (left)
Experimentally determined from X–N reconstruction by the MEM/Rietveld method,
shown on a scale from 0 e Å−1 to 3 e Å−1 , with contours drawn from 1 e Å−1 to 3 e Å−1
at intervals of 1 e Å−1 . (right) Valence charge density from density functional structure relaxation, shown on a scale from 0 e Å−1 to 0.3 e Å−1 , with contours drawn
from 0.1 e Å−1 to 0.3 e Å−1 at 0.1 e Å−1 intervals. Reproduced with permission from
reference 215 c 2011, Elsevier.
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the lattice parameters are slightly overestimated. Forces on all the ions in the
relaxed structure are less than 0.01 eV Å−1 , and nothing suggests an inherent
instability of the square planar Li environment, despite this being somewhat uncommon. Bader charges were extracted from the relaxed structure to investigate
the bonding character of the different ions. Bader’s atoms-in-molecules method
provides a way to partition electron density between neighboring atoms, making divisions defined by the critical points of minimal density. Atoms with highly
ionic character possess bader charges comparable to their oxidation states, while
those that participate in more covalent interactions have depleted Bader charges
relative to the oxidation state of the ion. The charges reported in Table 3.1 were
determined by subtracting the calculated charge from the number of valence
electrons for each atom. Li, with a charge of 0.90, is clearly very ionic. On
the other hand, the calculated charge of Au is just 0.86, suggesting that gold
participates in highly covalent bonding with oxygen. Indeed, the charge on O1
(−1.17) is less than that on O2 (−1.31). The electron density distribution in the
(002) plane, cutting through a sheet of Li–O–Au connectivities, is compared in
Figure 3.4 for the X−N experimentally reconstructed density and the calculated
density. The calculated density is shown for the valence charges only, thus the
scales are different for the two representations. It is clear that the calculated
distribution fully supports the presence of covalent Au–O bonding in La4 LiAuO8 ,
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as observed experimentally.

3.5

Conclusions

The remarkably stable complex oxide compound of Au3+ , La4 LiAuO8 , has
been studied using a combination of time-of-flight neutron and synchrotron Xray powder diffraction. This is the first reported neutron diffraction study of
any pure (rather than lightly substituted) oxide compound of gold. Given the
very large atomic number differences between Au and O, neutron scattering is
required to draw reliable conclusions with regard to Au3+ –O distances. The
bonding characteristics, evaluated by maximum entropy reconstruction of the
electron densities with nuclear positions fixed at those obtained from refinement
of neutron diffraction data, indicate strong covalent bonding between Au and O.
This is supported by the use of density functional calculations and Bader charge
analysis. The strength of the Au3+ stabilization is related to the raising of O 2p
states by the highly electropositive La3+ and Li+ counter cations, which enables
improved orbital overlap between O 2p and Au 5d states.
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Chapter 4
Pd2+/Pd0 redox cycling in
hexagonal YMn0.5Fe0.5O3
The title compounds, YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.07) crystallizing in
the non-centrosymmetric YMnO3 structure, were prepared by a sol-gel process at
800 ◦ C and the structures refined from high resolution synchrotron X-ray powder
diffraction data. Their redox cycling behavior was monitored using synchrotron
X-ray diffraction and EXAFS studies. In contrast to previously studied complex
oxide hosts for PGMs, YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ is only modestly tolerant to cycling:
repeated redox cycling leads to the formation of PdO, which on the time-scale
1

Substantial portions of this chapter have been reproduced with permission from: J. A. Kurzman, J. Li, T. D. Schladt, C. R. Parra, X. Ouyang, R. Davis, J. T. Miller, S. L. Scott, and R. Seshadri,
Inorg. Chem. 50 (2011) 8073–8084, reference 265 c 2011, American Chemical Society.
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of the oxidation cycles, does not re-incorporate in the complex oxide lattice.
Both oxidized and reduced samples were tested for the oxidation of CO to CO2
under CO-lean conditions. YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ performs essentially as well as
previously studied YFe1−x Pdx O3−δ . The CO oxidation light-off characteristics of
the hexagonal hosts are very similar to finely dispersed PdO. Despite evidence
that Pd is almost fully dispersed as divalent ions in the host lattice, which is presumably accompanied by the concurrent creation of oxygen vacancies (2 Pd2+
: 1 VO2− ), the as-prepared hexagonal materials do not display any significant
improvement in catalytic activity as a function of Pd substitution level. This
suggests that the corner-connected trigonal bipyramids that characterize this
structural family do not enable the transport of oxygen through the bulk of the
lattice. The study casts light on factors in the solid state chemistry of precious
metal-substituted complex oxides that influence the efficacy of redox cycling of
the precious metal, and catalytic performance.

4.1

Introduction

While the activity of bulk oxides for reactions relevant to automotive exhaust
control has been recognized since the 1970’s,[7, 8, 12, 13] the finding by Tanaka
and co-workers that perovskite LaFe0.57 Co0.38 Pd0.05 O3 can reversibly extrude and
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reincorporate palladium in response to redox fluctuations characteristic of an
automotive exhaust stream[27] has greatly piqued the interest of researchers
into catalysis by substituted complex oxides. Precious metal-substituted complex oxides are interesting alternatives to more conventional metal nanoparticleon-oxide catalysts, offering comparable activities with increased lifetimes at significantly reduced metal loadings.[266] A number of complex oxide systems
are known to accommodate the substitution of platinum group metal (PGM)
ions,[267–272] but only a few have been shown to display so-called “intelligent” behavior, whereby PGM ions migrate out of the host forming metallic
nanoparticles under reducing conditions and re-enter the oxide lattice as fully
dispersed ions under oxidizing conditions.[27, 141–145, 153] The concerted
egress/ingress behavior has been suggested as the mechanism that suppresses
nanoparticle sintering under operating conditions in a catalytic converter.[27]
Sintering of the active phase is a primary mechanism for deactivation in conventional supported catalysts, and ablation of the sintered PGM particles from the
oxide results in metal pollution.
Hegde and co-workers have contributed an extensive body of work addressing the catalytic activity of simple oxide-based compounds substituted with PGM
ions.[127–135, 151, 273] Much of this work has focused on CeO2 as a host, and
the concurrent substitution of early transition metals or main group metals with
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PGM ions such as Pd2+ has been shown to be an effective route towards increasing the oxygen storage capacity and catalytic activity of ceria. Although it
has been suggested that PGM ions can be extruded and reincorporated into the
simple oxide hosts,[127, 135] the low levels of substitution typically explored
(ca. 1–2 mol %) are at the detection limits of phase identification by conventional laboratory powder diffraction, particularly given that very fine particles
are often produced upon reduction, and it is unclear whether the PGMs re-enter
the binary oxide-based hosts or oxidize to small PdO particles. In this regard, a
general strategy employed by us is the preparation of more heavily substituted
samples and the application of high-resolution synchrotron X-ray or neutron
diffraction studies for evaluating the structure and phase composition in crystalline PGM-substituted materials. To this end, our objective has not been the
preparation of high surface area materials optimized for catalysis.
Given that the platinum group and noble metals are the most oxophobic
transition elements, the selection and development of host lattices requires an
understanding of the factors that promote stabilization of PGM ions in oxide
environments. Our comparison of two quaternary oxides of Pd2+ and Au3+ ,
La2 BaPdO5 and La4 LiAuO8 , revealed that their exceptional thermal stability and
resistance to reduction can be attributed to strong covalent Pd–O and Au–O
bonding that is driven by the highly electropositive nature of the La3+ , Ba2+ ,
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and Li+ cations.[149] Indeed, all of the materials in which PGM-substitution
have been reported contain electropositive counter-cations. For example, even
the prototypical perovskite CaTiO3 can reversibly accommodate substitution by
Pt and Rh.[141, 143, 144] The only reported non-perovskite complex oxide
redox host for Pd2+ that displays egress/ingress behavior was described by the
Seshadri and Scott groups: metastable hexagonal YFe1−x Pdx O3−δ .[153]
Both YFeO3 and YMnO3 can be prepared as either perovskite or hexagonal variants (Figure 4.1); however, YFeO3 is reported to be metastable in the
hexagonal Be3 N2 -type P 63 /mmc structure,[274] while YMnO3 is metastable as
perovskite.[275] The preference of YMnO3 for the hexagonal structure, relative
to YFeO3 ’s preference for perovskite, likely arises from the desire of Mn3+ to
avoid a Jahn-Teller state by adopting trigonal bipyramidal coordination, which
is a non-degenerate electronic configuration for high spin d4 cations. Fe3+ is
also non-degenerate in the high-spin configuration for trigonal bipyramidal coordination, and Mn3+ and Fe3+ have identical Shannon-Prewit ionic radii in
5-fold coordination.[276, 277] The absence of a center of symmetry in roomtemperature YMnO3 (space group P 63 cm) yields a ferroelectric material, and
much work has addressed the magnetoelectric properties of YMnO3 .[278, 279]
Recently, it was found that dilute amounts of Mn3+ in the YIn1−x Mnx O3 solid solution produce brilliant blue colored powders, arising from a symmetry-allowed
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Figure 4.1: Unit cell depictions of YBO3 (a) perovskite, space group P nma, (b) the
Be3 N2 hexagonal structure adopted by metastable YFeO3 , space group P 63 /mmc and
(c) the room-temperature YMnO3 structure, space group P 63 cm. B-site rendered as
coordination polyhedra. Reproduced with permission from reference 265 c 2011,
American Chemical Society.
d–d transition, and shown that this can be extended more generally to trigonal
bipyramidal Mn3+ in other structure types as well.[280, 281]
In the present work, the preparation and characterization of Pd-substituted
YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 is described. All attempts to introduce Pd2+ into the end-member
YMnO3 were unsuccessful, which led us to consider a solid solution between
YFeO3 and YMnO3 as a host candidate. Phase evolution in amorphous sol-gel
precursors of YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 and Pd-substituted YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 , studied by insitu variable temperature X-ray powder diffraction, is presented and compared
with YMnO3 , providing insight into why Pd-substitution in YMnO3 could not be
achieved. Using synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spec-
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troscopy (XPS), and X-ray absorption spectroscopy, we show that Pd is dispersed
as Pd2+ ions in the as-prepared YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.07) materials.
In contrast to YFe1−x Pdx O3−δ , YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ tolerates only a modest degree of redox cycling, with repeated cycles leading to the formation of PdO. The
catalytic performance of YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3 for the oxidation of CO to CO2 under CO-lean conditions is nearly identical to that of YFe1−x Pdx O3−δ , both being
comparable to PdO/Al2 O3 . The factors that differentiate YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ
from perovskite-type host compounds are discussed, suggesting crystal chemical criteria for selecting other complex oxides that may offer improved efficacy
towards redox cycling of the precious metal substituent, and catalytic performance.

4.2

Experimental Details

Hexagonal YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 and YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ were prepared by a solgel method. In a typical preparation, 5 mmol Y(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O (Aldrich, 99.9 %)
was combined with 2.5 mmol Mn(NO3 )2 ·xH2 O (Aldrich, 98 %) and 2.5 mmol
of Fe(NO3 )3 ·9H2 O (Aldrich, 98+ %), and dissolved in 20 mL deionized water. 20 mmol citric acid, dissolved in 10 mL DI H2 O (2:1 citrate:nitrate ratio),
was added to the solution and the pH then neutralized with NH4 OH. For Pd-
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substituted samples, the appropriate molar amount of Pd(C2 H3 O2 )2 was dissolved in 2 mL reagent grade acetone and added drop-wise to the sol, after pH
adjustment, at 60 ◦ C. Ethylene glycol was added as an additional complexing
agent. The water was slowly evaporated at 75 ◦ C, leaving a homogeneous gel,
which was pyrolyzed at 350 ◦ C for 2 h to give a fine black amorphous powder.
The amorphous powders were ground thoroughly and heated at 800 ◦ C for 10 h
in zirconia crucibles to produce the black compounds.
Phase identification was performed with a Philips X’PERT diffractometer, and
in-situ variable temperature diffraction was collected on a Bruker D8 diffractometer with an Anton Parr hot-stage, using Cu-Kα radiation. For the in-situ
X-ray thermodiffraction studies, samples were heated quickly (1 ◦ C min−1 ) to
700 ◦ C, then at 10 ◦ C min−1 between 700 ◦ C and 1000 ◦ C. The samples were
held at each temperature for the duration of the collection times, 20 min. Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction patterns were measured in transmission mode
at room temperature on beamline 11-BM at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, with an X-ray wavelength of 0.412162 Å (about
30 keV). Samples were ground thoroughly in an agate mortar and packed in
KaptonTM tubes. Additional details about the 11-BM diffractometer can be
found at http://11bm.xor.aps.anl.gov/. Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction patterns are shown in Q-space (Å−1 ); Q = 4πsin(θ)/λ. Rietveld refinements
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were performed using the XND code.[180] Bond valence analysis made use of
the Bond Valence Calculator.[185]
X-ray photoelectron spectra were obtained on a Kratos Axis Ultra Spectrometer with a monochromatic Al-Kα source (E = 1486 eV). A charge neutralizer
was used, and the angle between the detector and X-ray source was 54.7◦ . Powdered samples were mounted on a stainless steel sample holder using doublesided carbon tabs. The residual pressure inside the analysis chamber was below
7 × 10−9 Torr. Survey spectra over wide ranges of binding energy were acquired
using an analyzer pass energy of 160 eV, and high resolution spectra of Mn 2p,
Fe 2p, Y 3d, and Pd 3d levels were acquired at a pass energy of 40 eV. Measured binding energies are accurate to ± 0.2 eV. Quantitative analysis was performed using photoionization cross-sections from Scofield.[282] Spectra were
calibrated to the C 1s peak from adventitious hydrocarbon, expected at a binding energy of 285.0 eV. For peak fitting of spin-orbit doublets in the high resolution scans of the Pd 3d levels, the peak area ratio of d3/2 to d5/2 was constrained
to 2/3.
Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements were made
in transmission mode using Ar-filled ionization chambers at beamline 10-BM
of the Materials Research Collaborative Access Team (MR-CAT) at the Advanced Photon Source located at Argonne National Laboratory. The spectrum
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of Pd foil was simultaneously collected for energy calibration to the Pd K edge
(24.350 keV). 75 mg sample was pressed into a 4 mm diameter pellet and placed
in a 6-position sample holder, which allows 6 samples to be treated under identical conditions. The sample holder was installed in a 30 cm × 2.5 cm cylindrical
quartz reactor with Cajon fittings and shut off valves, sealed by O-rings. The
0.5 mm × 0.5 mm X-ray beam passed through KaptonTM windows at each end
of the reactor and center of each sample for data acquisition. Spectra were
recorded under He atmosphere, and data was collected at room temperature
for the samples x = 0.05 as-prepared, x = 0.05 reduced ex-situ at 500 ◦ C in
5 % H2 , and x = 0.05 reoxidized ex-situ at 800 ◦ C in pure O2 . EXAFS data
were extracted using the IFEFFIT 1.2.10 software package,[283] and the curvefit parameters were obtained using standard procedures, i.e. least-squares fitting of the k 3 weighted magnitude and imaginary part of the Fourier transform
of EXAFS oscillations. Analysis of the data was performed using the Artemis
software,[284] and utilized single scattering paths generated by FEFF6. The
input models were constructed from the crystal structures of PdO,[285] fcc-Pd,
and the ordered intermetallic FePd.[286] EXAFS spectra were fit in range from
k = 2.0 Å−1 −10.0 Å−1 and R = 1.0 Å−3.5 Å. The first Pd–O single scattering
path in the PdO model was used to fit the 1st coordination shell in the spectra
of both the as-prepared and the reoxidized materials. The amplitude reduc-
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tion factor (S02 ) was found by fitting the Pd foil spectrum and held fixed in all
subsequent fits (S02 = 0.9). The energy-shift (∆E0 ), coordination number (N),
mean-squared displacement (σ 2 ), and the bond-length (R) were refined for the
Pd–O single scattering path for the spectra of both the as-prepared and the reoxidized samples. In the reoxidized sample, two longer Pd–Pd paths were used
to fit the 2nd coordination shell with each path having its own refined N value,
and σ 2 and R were constrained to have the same values in both paths. The
spectrum of the reduced sample was modeled using two scattering paths, Pd–Pd
and Pd–Fe. The value of ∆E0 was refined as a global parameter. The values of
N, σ 2 , and R were refined, with σ 2 constrained to the same value for both paths.
N2 sorption isotherms were measured on a Micromeritics TriStar 3000 instrument at liquid nitrogen temperature. Prior to measurement, powder samples
were degassed by heating overnight at 250 ◦ C under flowing nitrogen. Surface areas were determined by application of Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
theory,[287] and pore size distributions were calculated using the BarrettJoyner-Halenda (BJH) method.[288] Secondary electron field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a Sirion XL30 microscope.
SEM samples were mounted on aluminum stubs using double-sided conductive
carbon tapes. Carbon coating was applied to the samples prior to imaging.
Catalytic experiments were carried out in a Hiden CATLAB fixed-bed tubu116

lar quartz microreactor (18.50 cm × 0.48 cm i.d.), located in a tubular furnace
with temperature control between ambient temperature and 1100 ◦ C. The catalyst (50 mg) was loaded into the reactor to give a bed length of ca. 1.0 cm, held
in place with plugs of quartz wool. The temperature was monitored by a K-type
thermocouple touching the catalyst bed. The oxidation of CO was studied as
a temperature-programmed reaction, using a certified premixed 1000 ppm CO
/ 9.5 % O2 / Ar balance (Airgas, Inc.), at a flow rate of 50 mL min−1 . The operating pressure was 1 atm, and the pressure drop (< 0.03 atm) was neglected.
Product compositions were monitored with an online quadrupole mass spectrometer (HR-20, Hiden Analytical). The electron energy and emission current
were set to 70.0 eV and 250 µA, respectively. A secondary electron multiplier
(SEM) detector was used to monitor the MS signals at m/z = 44 (CO+
2 ) and 28
(CO+ ). The outlet concentration of CO2 (ppm) was calculated from the signal at
m/z = 44, using a premixed calibration gas containing 1000 ppm CO2 balanced
by N2 . Since CO and CO2 have a common ion at m/z = 28 (CO+ ), the CO signal
was corrected for the contribution from the ionization of CO2 . The outlet concentration of CO was calculated from the remaining signal at m/z = 28, using
a premixed calibration gas containing 1050 ppm CO balanced by He.
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4.3

Results

Preparation

and

bulk

structure

characterization

YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3

and

YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ were prepared by a citrate sol-gel method via an amorphous precursor obtained through pyrolysis of the gel. The gels were dried at
80 ◦ C and heated at 350 ◦ C for 2 h to remove the organic components, resulting
in porous spongelike black powders. The precursors were thoroughly ground
and heated in air at 800 ◦ C for 10 h to yield black powders with an average
crystalline correlation length (crystallite size) of 20 nm, estimated from Scherrer broadening. Adjustment of the sol pH to ∼ 7 was essential for producing a
single crystalline phase. In palladium-substituted samples, under acidic (pH =
1) and mildly acidic (pH = 4) conditions, a mixture of YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 and PdO is
obtained, with PdO clearly discernible in the powder X-ray diffraction patterns,
Figure 4.2. No evidence for the formation of PdO is evident in samples prepared
from a neutral (pH = 7) sol. Raising the pH of the solution facilitates deprotonation of the carboxylic acid groups in citric acid and favors complexation to
the metal ions. When the pH exceeds 7, some precipitation of metal hydroxides
occurs, preventing the formation of a homogeneous gel.
Variable temperature in-situ X-ray powder diffraction was used to monitor
the phase evolution of YMnO3 , YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 , and YMn0.5 Fe0.45 Pd0.05 O3 amor-
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Figure 4.2: Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ prepared from
different sol pH’s. The phase contributions for the sample prepared at pH = 1 are
shown on a log-scale. Despite the formation of PdO in samples prepared under acidic
conditions, no reflections from Y2 O3 are observed. Reproduced with permission from
reference 265 c 2011, American Chemical Society
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Figure 4.3: Variable temperature X-ray diffraction showing the phase evolution of
amorphous sol-gel precursors (pyrolyzed at 350 ◦ C) for YMnO3 (top), YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3
(middle), and YMn0.5 Fe0.45 Pd0.05 O3−δ (bottom). YMnO3 is not well crystalline until
1000 ◦ C, and only a small fraction of the hexagonal form is present. Substituting
some Fe for Mn lowers the temperature of crystallization, and further substituting
some Pd for Fe stabilizes the hexagonal form. Rietveld refinements are shown in color
for each sample, fit to the data collected after cooling to room temperature. Note
that prolonged heating above 800 ◦ C leads to phase separation of the mixed Mn-Fe
compounds. Orange asterisks denote the position of reflections from the platinum
hot-stage, evident in the middle and bottom panels. Reproduced with permission
from reference 265 c 2011, American Chemical Society
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phous sol-gel precursors, shown in Figure 4.3. YMnO3 is poorly crystalline until
1000 ◦ C, at which point the metastable perovskite phase dominates. All of our
attempts to introduce Pd into YMnO3 resulted in the formation of PdO, and
this appears to be due to the higher temperatures needed to form the manganite. The partial substitution of Fe for Mn lowers the crystallization temperature,
although a mixture of hexagonal P 63 cm and orthorhombic P nma perovskite
phases is present at 1000 ◦ C. In contrast, the Pd-substituted material displays
only the hexagonal phase, suggesting that Pd promotes its stabilization. Prolonged heating at temperatures above 800 ◦ C leads to phase separation of both
the unsubstituted and Pd-substituted mixed Fe and Mn materials.
Rietveld refinements of high resolution synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction
data collected on YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ samples (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.07) are displayed in
Figure 4.4. Size broadening effects are very pronounced in the observed diffraction profiles, and the patterns contain many overlapping reflections. Large diffuse scattering components are present in the background signals of all samples,
suggesting a significant degree of structural disorder. Structure and refinement
parameters are given in Table 4.1. Due to the lack of X-ray scattering contrast
between Mn and Fe, site occupancies were fixed at the nominal values. Pd was
assumed to occupy the trigonal bipyramidal B-site, however, allowing the Pd
occupancy to float led to unstable refinements, so its occupancy was also fixed
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at the nominal stoichiometric values. The possibility of Pd residing on a Y A-site
was also considered – despite this being very unlikely given the large (∼ 0.3 Å)
difference in the ionic radii of 7-coordinate Y3+ and 4-coordinate Pd2+ — but led
to both poor visual and statistical agreement relative to refinements in which Pd
was located on the B-site. Atomic displacement parameters (ADP) were modeled isotropically, with all four oxygen atoms in the asymmetric unit constrained
to have the same ADP value. The ADPs for the site-sharing Mn/Fe/Pd atoms
were also constrained to have the same value.
For comparison, stable refinement of the Pd occupancy was possible even
from lab (CuKα ) diffraction data for the YFe1−x Pdx O3 series.[153] The inability
to refine the Pd occupancy in YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ samples may be related to
the increased number of atomic positions needed to describe the YMnO3 structure, structural disorder, or could indicate that Pd does not reside precisely on
the B-site of the host, but is displaced as seen in BaCe1−x Pdx O3−δ .[145] Statistical measures of the refinements worsen with increasing substitution, in particular RBragg , which is close to 9 % for x = 0.07, although the visual agreement
between the calculated and observed intensities remains strong. With increasing
Pd content the B-site ADP steadily increases, which may arise from static disorder within the materials. The difficulty in locating oxygen with X-rays when
heavier elements are present is reflected in the chemically unreasonable bond
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valence sum of Y1, ≈ +4, due to two unreasonably short bonds between Y1 and
O1. We emphasize that the refinements reported here serve as evidence of the
phase compositions of the samples, but are not reliable models with respect to
the anion positions.
Large improvements in the refinement statistics and visual agreement were
made by introducing a preferred orientation correction, although this did not
influence the structural parameters. Without the correction, 00l reflections were
overestimated and h00 reflections underestimated. For the x = 0 sample, RBragg
was reduced from near 10 % to 5 % by applying the correction, and similar
improvements were found for the other samples. Considering the small sizes of
crystallites in the samples, it is unusual that a preferred orientation correction
had to be included in the refinements. Powder diffraction measurements on
the 11-BM diffractometer were performed in transmission mode with samples
contained in KaptonTM capillaries; given the layered nature of the hexagonal
structure, the procedure of packing the samples into the capillaries appears to
have produced a non-random assortment of crystallite orientations. Including
preferred orientation corrections also improved the fit quality to laboratory X-ray
diffraction data. Given the higher levels of noise in the lab X-ray data, however,
these effects were less pronounced.
Weak reflections from orthorhombic YFeO3 were apparent in the diffraction
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patterns for x = 0 and x = 0.02 samples, estimated at 3 mol% and 4 mol% respectively from quantitative phase analysis. Addition of the perovskite phase
made marginal improvements to the refinement statistics. The absence of the
perovskite phase in samples with higher Pd contents suggests that the parent
compound may be slightly Fe-deficient. Alternately, the stabilization of the
hexagonal structure by Pd may be stronger with increases in the Pd/Fe ratio.
Given that the substitution of Pd stabilizes the hexagonal forms of YFeO3 [153]
and YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 , it is unlikely that the perovskite in the x = 0.02 sample is
Pd-substituted. There is no evidence for the presence of a P 63 /mmc phase.
Refined structural parameters do not evolve smoothly across the series or
follow the Végard law. Since the substitution of Pd2+ for (Mn,Fe)3+ is not isovalent, and “YPdO3 ” does not exist, the Végard law is not expected to be followed.
While the cell volume changes very little with (nominal) Pd content (in contrast
to what would be expected for substitution of the larger Pd2+ (0.64 Å for CN
= 4) for Fe3+ (0.58 Å for CN = 5)) the a edge tends to expand while the c
edge contracts, although an increase in the c parameter was observed for x =
0.02. The c/a ratio across the series is plotted in the bottom panel of Figure 4.4,
showing a generally decreasing trend.
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Figure 4.4: Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction patterns of YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.07) and corresponding Rietveld refinements (top). Evolution of the c/a
lattice parameters ratio as a function of substitution level (bottom). Lines connecting
the points are drawn for clarity. Error bars, not shown, are comparable to the width of
the line connecting the data points. Reproduced with permission from reference 265
c 2011, American Chemical Society
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Table 4.1: Results of Rietveld refinements to synchrotron X-ray diffraction data on
YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ powders. The crystal structures are described in space group
P 63 cm (No. 185) with Y1 at 0, 0, z; Y2 at 31 , 23 , z, Mn/Fe/Pd at x, 0, z; O1 and O2
at x, 0, z; O3 at 0, 0, z, and O4 at 31 , 23 , z. Because all of the atoms in the asymmetric
unit of the P63 cm structure are on Wyckoff positions that have variable z parameters,
anchoring of the B-site at x, 0, 0.5000 was necessary to achieve convergence.
Parameters

x =0.00

x = 0.02

x = 0.05

x = 0.07

Rp (%)
wRp (%)
RBragg (%)
χ2
a (Å)
c (Å)
V (Å3 )
Y1, z
Y2, z
Mn/Fe/Pd, x
O1, x
O1, z
O2, x
O2, z
O3, z
O4, z
Y1, Uiso (Å2 )
Y2, Uiso (Å2 )
Mn/Fe/Pd, Uiso (Å2 )
O, Uiso (Å2 )

7.22
9.82
4.96
1.69
6.1458(1)
11.6154(4)
379.9(1)
0.2269(5)
0.2617(5)
0.3281(6)
0.2959(10)
0.3302(11)
0.6526(11)
0.1623(10)
0.0094(10)
0.4720(7)
0.0060(5)
0.0082(3)
0.0062(2)
0.0089(5)

7.86
10.68
6.04
1.70
6.1459(1)
11.6216(4)
380.2(1)
0.2266(5)
0.2622(5)
0.3267(6)
0.2921(11)
0.3287(10)
0.6549(13)
0.1613(9)
0.0053(10)
0.4687(7)
0.0075(6)
0.0084(3)
0.0080(2)
0.0081(6)

8.43
11.51
6.42
1.75
6.1476(1)
11.5959(4)
379.5(1)
0.22058(5)
0.2621(4)
0.3255(6)
0.2922(12)
0.3268(10)
0.6496(13)
0.1599(9)
-0.0026(8)
0.4669(6)
0.0092(6)
0.0065(3)
0.0096(3)
0.0092(7)

9.09
12.43
8.89
1.98
6.1558(1)
11.5756(5)
379.9(1)
0.2281(4)
0.2639(4)
0.3257(7)
0.2866(14)
0.3237(10)
0.6557(17)
0.1591(9)
-0.0059(10)
0.4704(7)
0.0131(7)
0.0056(3)
0.0146(4)
0.022(1)
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Table 4.2:
Surface atomic ratios of cations in as-prepared hexagonal
YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ . Surface compositions are uncorrected for differing escape
depths of photoelectrons from different elements.
Sample
x=0
x = 0.02
x = 0.05
x = 0.07

Y 3s (%)

Mn 2p3/2 (%)

Fe 2p3/2 (%)

Pd 3d5/2 (%)

Pd/Y (%)

75.0
73.8
73.3
71.2

11.2
10.4
11.3
11.5

13.8
14.2
10.8
11.0

0
1.6
4.6
6.3

2.1
6.3
8.8

Surface composition

The relative surface cation ratios quantified from XPS

survey scans of as-prepared samples in the YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ series are listed
in Table 4.2, and suggest a somewhat Y-enriched surface. Y-enriched surfaces observed in metastable hexagonal YFe1−x Pdx O3 [153] were explained on the basis
of the high surface free energy of Y2 O3 . Some evidence for a Y2 O3 impurity was
apparent from diffraction studies of the YFe1−x Pdx O3−δ series,[153] although it
is not observed for YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ . The total A-site to B-site cation ratios
range from 3.0−2.5 times the expected bulk values. However, because surface
compositions were not corrected for differing escape depths of photoelectrons
for different elements, the amounts of Y and Pd relative to Mn and Fe are likely
to be overestimated. The Mn/Fe ratios are in good agreement with the nominal stoichiometry of the samples. Pd/Y ratios also agree well but are slightly
higher than the nominal stoichiometry in the x = 0.05 and x = 0.07 samples,
suggesting a slightly Pd enriched surface.
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Redox Cycling: Bulk and Surface Characterization A series of reduction
and reoxidation treatments were performed on YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ samples
to evaluate the mobility of Pd and its change in state. Reduction was performed
in flowing 5 %-H2 /95 %-N2 , and oxidation in pure O2 at 800 ◦ C. When heated
in a reducing atmosphere above 200 ◦ C, Pd is extruded from the lattice as f ccPd0 metal, as evidenced by XRD and XPS. Partial reduction occurs up to 450 ◦ C,
with complete reduction at 500 ◦ C. At temperatures above 600 ◦ C in the reducing
atmosphere, the compounds were completely transformed to a mixture of the
composite oxides and elemental metals (not shown).
Surface areas were determined by N2 sorption measurements. The BET surface areas of the as-prepared, reduced, and reoxidized samples are plotted as a
function of substitution level in Figure 4.5a, along with the pore size distribution
[Figure 4.5(b)] for x = 0 as-prepared, and x = 0.05 as-prepared, reduced, and
reoxidized. The unsubstituted compound has a surface area around 22 m2 g−1 ,
while those of the Pd-containing samples range from 17–18 m2 g−1 . The surface
areas of the substituted materials increase upon reduction, consistent with an
increase in porosity observed by electron microscopy, Figure 4.5(c and d). Modest increases in the surface area of reoxidized samples were found for x = 0.02
and x = 0.05, though not in the x = 0.07 sample.
Synchrotron diffraction patterns for the following samples are shown in
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Figure 4.5: (a) BET surface area of as-prepared, reduced, and reoxidized samples. (b)
Pore size distribution of x = 0 and x = 0.05 as-prepared, reduced, and reoxidized. (c
and d) Representative scanning electron micrograph images of x = 0.07 as-prepared
(c), and after reduction (d). The scale bars correspond to 500 nm. Reproduced with
permission from reference 265 c 2011, American Chemical Society
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Figure 4.6: Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction patterns and corresponding Rietveld
refinements, plotted on a log scale, for x = 0.05 as-prepared, reduced, and reoxidized,
and x = 0.07 after three reduction/reoxidation cycles. The inset displays a region from
the diffraction pattern of the reduced sample where peak splitting is clearly evident.
Reproduced with permission from reference 265 c 2011, American Chemical Society
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Figure 4.6: x = 0.05 as-prepared, x = 0.05 reduced at 500 ◦ C for 5 h, x =
0.05 reoxidized for 10 h at 800 ◦ C, and a x = 0.07 sample after three reduction/reoxidation cycles. Visually, the agreement between the calculated and
observed intensities is more easily evaluated on a log scale, and the quality of
these fits are representative of the quality of other refinements reported here.
The Pd(111) reflection is the only peak associated with Pd that is not convoluted
with Bragg peaks from the host. The refined lattice parameter of 3.850(2) Å is
about 1 % smaller than that of elemental Pd bulk metal, a point that will be
further discussed with respect to X-ray absorption spectroscopy data collected
on the same x = 0.05 sample. Quantitative analysis of the phase fractions in
the reduced sample gives an estimate of the mol fraction of Pd to be 4.9 %, in
excellent agreement with the nominal stoichiometry of the as-prepared material. Quantitative analysis of the reduced x = 0.07 sample gives an estimate
of the Pd phase fraction at 6.6 %. The refined lattice parameter for Pd in the
reduced x = 0.07 sample is the same as that of the Pd in the reduced x =
0.05 sample within error. The particle size of the fcc Pd phase, estimated from
Scherrer broadening, is 10 nm in both samples. The strongest reflection of PdO
(101) occurs near 2.4 Å−1 , and a small amount of intensity is observed here in
all of the as-prepared materials, including the unsubstituted material. Only after
repeatedly reducing and reoxidizing a Pd-substituted sample does a reflection
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unambiguously consistent with PdO appear.
Significant changes in the diffraction profiles were apparent in the reduced
samples, with peak splitting observed in the x = 0.05 sample for the 110, 300,
304, 222, 334, and 41(2l) reflections. Such splitting can be seen at about
3.5 Å−1 in the reduced sample, shown in the inset of Figure 4.6. In the x =
0.07 sample, the 10(2l) and 2k6 reflections were dramatically weakened in intensity. The 302 and 312 reflections were observed to weaken for x = 0.05,
but not for x = 0.07. Diffraction profiles indistinguishable from those of the
as-prepared materials are restored upon reoxidation.
Similar changes in the unit cell volume were found for both unsubstituted
and Pd-substituted samples, increasing upon reduction by 1 % and contracting
back to the same volume as the as-prepared samples when reoxidized. Both the
a and c lattice constants of YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 and YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ were found
to increase, although to a larger degree in the ab plane. YFe1−x Pdx O3−δ , also
showed a volume increase upon reduction, but while the ab plane was found to
expand, the c axis contracted. The lattice expansion can be explained by increasing cation-cation repulsion associated with the loss of lattice O, and also by the
increase in ionic radii that accompanies the reduction of Mn3+ and/or Fe3+ to
Mn2+ and Fe2+ . It is important to point out, however, that the radius increases
would be rather large – the Shannon-Prewit radii for 4- and 5-coordinate Mn2+
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are 0.66 Å and 0.75 Å, respectively, representing 47 % and 116 % volume expansions. An ionic radius value has not been reported for trigonal bipyramidal
Fe2+ . Despite the slightly smaller size expected for Fe cations relative to Mn due
to increased effective nuclear charge, 5-coordinate Fe2+ is still likely to be significantly larger than tetrahedral and square planar Fe2+ , 0.63 Å and 0.64 Å, respectively, which are approximately 30 % more voluminous than 5-coordinate Fe3+ .
The nearly identical radii of high spin Mn3+ and Fe3+ are presumably due to an
expansion associated with population of the dz2 orbital in Fe3+ , counter-acting
the contraction that accompanies the larger effective nuclear charge. Thus, the
modest observed volume expansion suggests that the host may tolerate only a
small degree of reduction to Fe2+ or Mn2+ . It is interesting to note that high
spin Fe2+ is Jahn-Teller active in trigonal bipyramidal coordination, while Mn2+
(isoelectronic with Fe3+ , high spin d5 ) is not. The origin of the peak-splitting
observed in diffraction profiles of reduced samples could, in this light, be associated with a lattice distortion due to the presence of some Fe2+ species.
High resolution XPS of the Mn and Fe 2p levels in the as-prepared, reduced,
and re-oxidized samples are shown in Figure 4.7. The spectra are broad due
to the complicated multiplet splitting patterns that arise from spin-orbit coupling between core holes and unpaired valence electrons.[289–292] The data is
not of sufficient quality to unambiguously deconvolute the component multiplet
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Figure 4.7: High resolution XPS of the Mn 2p and Fe 2p regions in x = 0.05 asprepared, x = 0.05 reduced at 500 ◦ C, and x = 0.05 reoxidized at 800 ◦ C. Reproduced
with permission from reference 265 c 2011, American Chemical Society
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signals, but the maxima, located at 641.9 eV for Mn 2p3/2 and 710.9 eV for Fe
2p3/2 , are consistent with values reported for Mn3+ and Fe3+ .[289, 293–295]
The satellite observed in the Fe XP spectra at 718.9 eV is a diagnostic signature
of Fe3+ .[296] There are subtle changes in the line-shapes observed for the reduced sample, with the Mn 2p signal becoming somewhat sharper, while the Fe
2p signal is slightly broadened. The maxima, however, remain centered at the
same values as the as-prepared samples. Energy differences between Mn 2p3/2
signals for Mn2+ , Mn3+ and Mn4+ are known to be rather small and difficult
to deconvolute amongst the many multiplet contributions,[294, 295] making it
difficult to definitively determine whether the spectrum of the reduced sample
contains a contribution from Mn2+ . In contrast, resolution of Fe2+ from Fe3+ is
typically more tractable due to the large shift of the satellite feature from ca.
+8 eV relative to the 2p3/2 maxima in Fe3+ to ca. +6 eV in Fe2+ .[296] No discernible shift or weakening of the satellite feature is observed in the Fe 2p region
of the reduced sample, suggesting the presence of only Fe3+ , though the slight
broadening of the 2p3/2 feature to the low binding energy side may implicate a
small amount of Fe2+ . The Mn and Fe 2p signals of the reoxidized samples are
also consistent with the as-prepared materials, with the exception that the Mn
2p1/2 signal appears to be slightly shifted and broadened to the high binding energy side. Further investigation is required to determine whether the oxidation
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Figure 4.8: High resolution XPS of the Pd 3d region in YMn0.5 Fe0.43 Pd0.07 O3−δ asprepared, reduced at 450 ◦ C, and reoxidized. The x = 0.07 composition is shown
here rather than x = 0.05 because of the improved signal-to-noise ratios from the
more heavily substituted phases. Up to 450 ◦ C Pd2+ is only partially reduced to Pd0 .
Reproduced with permission from reference 265 c 2011, American Chemical Society
states of Mn and Fe are changing during reduction and reoxidation.
High resolution XPS of the Pd 3d region for YMn0.5 Fe0.43 Pd0.07 O3 as-prepared,
reduced at 450 ◦ C, and reoxidized, are shown in Figure 4.8. The Pd 3d5/2 binding energy of 337.3 eV in the as-prepared and reoxidized samples is consistent
with those reported for Pd-substituted YFeO3 , and indicate a slightly more ionic
environment than Pd2+ in PdO, located at 336.9 eV in a commercial sample of
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bulk PdO. The presence of Pd2+ in the reduced phase is interpreted to result
from incomplete reduction. Exposure to air during the process of transferring
the reduced sample to the XPS chamber could also result in partial oxidation
of the surface of Pd0 . Spectra for the x = 0.07 samples are shown here, rather
than x = 0.05, because of the improved signal-to-noise ratios in the more heavily substituted phases. Complete reduction to Pd0 at 500 ◦ C is confirmed by
the X-ray absorption studies described below, and supported by the quantitative
phase analysis of synchrotron X-ray diffraction data.
Pd K-edge X-ray absorption spectra were recorded ex-situ for x = 0.05 asprepared, reduced at 500 ◦ C, and reoxidized. XANES spectra are shown in Figure 4.9(a) with PdO and Pd foil standards for comparison. The XANES edge
position and shape of the as-prepared and reoxidized materials are nearly identical to the shape found for PdO, showing a subtle shoulder on the low-energy
side of the edge arising from weak transitions from the 1s to 5p non-bonding
states.[297] The similar shapes of the absorption edge in as-prepared and reoxidized YMn0.5 Fe0.45 Pd0.05 O3−δ compared to the spectrum of PdO suggest that
Pd is present as symmetric four-coordinate square planar Pd species in each of
these materials. The absorption edge of the reduced sample is shifted to lower
energy, consistent with the reduction of Pd2+ to Pd0 , though the shape of the
features beyond the edge are distinct from Pd foil.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Pd K-edge XANES, and (b) FT-EXAFS spectra, of x = 0.05 asprepared, reduced at 500 ◦ C, and reoxidized at 800 ◦ C, compared with PdO and Pd
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the scattering phase shift. Reproduced with permission from reference 265 c 2011,
American Chemical Society
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Fourier transformed k 3 -weighted EXAFS spectra for the x = 0.05 samples,
PdO, and Pd foil, are shown in Figure 4.9(b), and R-space fits to the total magnitude appear in Figure 4.9(c). Fit parameters are listed in Table 4.3. The first
coordination shell of the as-prepared and reoxidized samples is best fit by Pd
surrounded by four O, although the average coordination number of 4.5 that
would be expected from the removal of one lattice O for every two substituted
Pd atoms is within the error of the fit. Attempts to fit the data with a model
based on the YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 host with Pd residing on the B-site were inconsistent with the observed data due to the absence of the large expected contributions at high R from longer scattering paths to Y and Mn/Fe. If Pd were present
as PdO in the as-prepared sample, evidence of Pd–Pd correlations should be
observed, as is the case for the reoxidized material. The absence of any welldefined higher-order coordination shell features indicates significant static local
disorder around Pd, or a distribution of coordination sites. In calculations based
on the host, the weakness of the longer scattering path contributions could only
be accounted for by allowing unphysical large values of σ 2 . The relatively small
differences between Pd–O bond lengths in a model based on the B-site of the
host led to highly correlated parameters; if the differences in the bond distances
are smaller than the resolution of a dataset, it is not meaningful to fit them as
separate paths. Thus, we chose to model the as-prepared material based on PdO,
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Table 4.3: Optimized parameters obtained by EXAFS analysis at the Pd K-edge.
(S02 = 0.9)
Sample

path

N

R (Å)

σ 2 (Å2 )

∆E0 (eV)

x = 0.05 as-prepared
x = 0.05 reduced

Pd–O
Pd–Pd
Pd–Fe
Pd–O
Pd–Pd(1)
Pd–Pd(2)

4.1(5)
5.8(9)
1.7(4)
3.7(3)
1.3(7)
2.6(12)

2.019(8)
2.67(1)
2.61(1)
2.012(5)
3.023(9)
3.412(9)

0.003(1)
0.009(1)
0.009(1)
0.002(1)
0.007(3)
0.007(3)

8.4(14)
0.20(1)

x = 0.05 reoxidized

7.6(11)

with a single Pd–O scattering path. Presumably, were Pd2+ incorporated on a
well-defined site in the host lattice, some evidence of higher order correlations
would be evident in the EXAFS data.
It is clear from the XANES and FT-EXAFS data that the reduced sample is
different than bulk Pd, containing a prominent scattering feature at lower R.
This is best modeled as an alloy of Pd and Fe or Mn, the 3d metals being
difficult to distinguish due to their similar X-ray scattering factors. A Pd–Fe
alloy may be more likely, since Pd and Fe are well-known to form bimetallic nanoparticles,[298–300] while reports of nanoparticulate alloys between Pd
and Mn are relatively scarce,[301] although we have no direct evidence in favor
of either. We chose to model the Pd containing phase in the reduced material
as a Pd–Fe phase, but modeling the alloy as a Pd–Mn phase would not influence
the refined parameters.
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Alloying between Pd and smaller Fe or Mn atoms may explain the small
observed decrease in the lattice parameter of the fcc phase in reduced samples
(ca. 1 %) relative to pure Pd metal. The refined Pd–Fe coordination number
is 1.7(4) at a bond distance of 2.61 Å, and the Pd–Pd coordination number is
5.8(9) at 2.67 Å. The fit parameters indicate the formation of Pd-rich bimetallic
nanoparticles. The combined first shell average coordination numbers for the
alloy phase are significantly less than what would be expected for 10 nm fcc
crystallites – for which the average coordination number would be nearly 12
given the small fraction of atoms at the surface – suggesting the presence of
particles smaller than the size estimated from Scherrer broadening. Because
Bragg scattering is proportional to the scattering volume of particles, diffraction
is insensitive to small particles in the presence of larger particles. EXAFS, on the
other hand, is a number-averaged technique, yielding information about all of
the species of the probed element present in the ensemble.

Catalytic oxidation of CO

The ability of YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ to catalyze CO

oxidation was evaluated in a feed of 1000 ppm CO in excess O2 (10 %, N2 balance), to mimic the oxidizing conditions in the exhaust gas of lean-burn diesel
engines. Light-off profiles, which track the conversion of CO to CO2 as a function
of temperature, are shown in Figure 4.10(a) for the fresh catalysts containing
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Figure 4.10: Light-off profiles for CO oxidation (1000 ppm CO in 10 % O2 ) over: (a)
fresh YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ with different levels of Pd-substitution (x = 0, 0.02,
0.05, and 0.07). (b) fresh and re-used YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ , with x = 0.02 and
0.05. (c) as-prepared (fresh), reduced, and reoxidized YMn0.5 Fe0.45 Pd0.05 O3−δ , and
fresh YFe0.95 Pd0.05 O3 , denoted as YFePd. Reproduced with permission from reference
265 c 2011, American Chemical Society
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x = 0, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.07. The Pd-free material gives a gradual, irregularlyshaped, light-off curve reaching 50 % conversion (T50 ) at ca. 215 ◦ C. In contrast,
the profiles for the Pd-containing samples have a more conventional shape, with
sharply increasing conversion above 50 %, reflecting CO desorption necessary
for O2 activation. This behavior is characteristic of the CO-inhibition that is
usually observed for metallic catalysts and caused by strong CO-adsorption on
the active sites that prevents O2 activation. The presence of just 2 at % Pdsubstitution on the Fe-site reduces T50 to 150 ◦ C, however, further incorporation
of Pd results in little improvement: catalysts containing 5 at % and 7 at % Pd
have comparable activities, with T50 ca. 140 ◦ C. Synchrotron X-ray diffraction
patterns collected after catalysis showed no changes from the as-prepared samples.
When the fresh catalysts are re-used, the second light-off profiles are slightly
different, Figure 4.10(b). Although the T50 values are similar, activity is suppressed at low temperature in the re-used catalysts, and increases slightly faster
above T50 than for the fresh catalysts. These observations suggest that CO inhibition of the used catalyst is more severe, due to structural changes induced during
the first experiment. Presumably, Pd2+ ions are extruded from the YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3
lattice under reaction conditions, then reduced by CO to form Pd0 crystallites,
or a PdFe alloy, as suggested by EXAFS.
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The activity of YMn0.5 Fe0.45 Pd0.05 O3−δ in CO oxidation is very similar to that
of YFe0.95 Pd0.05 O3−δ , Figure 4.10(c). Also shown in Figure 4.10(c) is the effect of
redox cycling; the light-off curve of as-prepared (fresh) YMn0.5 Fe0.45 Pd0.05 O3−δ
is compared to those recorded after the material was reduced, and after it was
subsequently reoxidized. Reduction causes T50 to decrease to 110 ◦ C, and it
did not increase upon reoxidation of the catalyst. The improved activity of the
reduced sample may be associated with its increased surface area, which persists in the reoxidized material. It is also possible that the extruded Pd is not
completely reincorporated into the mixed oxide lattice upon reoxidation, and is
rapidly reduced under reaction conditions.

4.4

Discussion

Preparation and Pd substitution Samal et al. reported preparation of the
YMn1−x Fex O3 solid solution by a sol-gel process similar to the one employed
in the present work.[302] The YMnO3 structure was observed up to x = 0.3,
with a mixture of YMnO3 and orthorhombic perovskite for the x = 0.5 composition. Their samples, however, were prepared at 900 ◦ C. From our study, it is
clear that the temperature window in which the x = 0.5 composition can be
prepared is quite narrow, and that this phase is metastable. Prolonged heating
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of our samples at 900 ◦ C results in phase separation.
The incorporation of Pd into YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 requires neutralization of the
sol pH, presumably to deprotonate the carboxylic acid groups of the citric acid
chelating agent for coordination to Pd2+ ions in solution. The crystallization of
PdO in samples prepared under acidic conditions indicates that pH adjustment
enables Pd to remain well dispersed during pyrolysis to form of the amorphous
precursor. The absence of detectable PdO in samples prepared from a sol at pH
∼ 7 is consistent with isolated ions embedded in the oxide. The argument that
small PdO clusters – smaller than can be detected by XRD – are present, is inconsistent with preparation at 800 ◦ C, at which temperature such clusters would
readily ripen. Interestingly though, we see no direct evidence from the synchrotron diffraction studies that Pd incorporates on the B-site of YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 ,
in contrast to YFe1−x Pdx O3 for which the Pd occupancy was stably refined from
both laboratory X-ray and neutron powder diffraction data.[153] The absence
of long-range correlations in the FT-EXAFS spectrum of YMn0.5 Fe0.45 Pd0.05 O3−δ
suggests that Pd does not occupy a well-defined site, but rather is disordered
throughout the lattice, or occupies a distribution of coordination sites. No Xray absorption studies have been reported on YFe1−x Pdx O3−δ for comparison. In
contrast to the perovskite structure, YMnO3 and YFeO3 are not close packed, and
there may be sufficient space to accommodate a square planar PdO4 unit – the
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most common geometry for d8 cations – in a defect or interstitial site, despite
such a site being difficult to envision geometrically. Ab initio modeling of Pd in
YMnO3 and YFeO3 could provide insight into how the hexagonal structures incorporate Pd, and whether the lower symmetry of YMnO3 influences the dopant
geometry. A recent theoretical investigation of Pd and Pt substitution in CeO2
demonstrates that these divalent dopants prefer to sit off the ideal Ce lattice site
in a position that enables square planar coordination to prevail, a consequence
of the large crystal field stabilization energy.[136]
A number of X-ray absorption studies have been reported for Pd-substituted
perovskites,[27, 143, 268, 269, 303–305] including in-situ observations of the
egress/ingress process in PGM-substituted perovskite hosts.[142, 306, 307] In a
recent XAS study by Eyssler et al., the XANES spectra of LaFe1−x Pdx O3 , LaFeO3
prepared in the presence of excess Pd, and a Pd-impregnated sample of LaFeO3
were compared.[269] Evidence of Pd substitution was present in all samples,
though less-so in the impregnated sample, identified by distinct XANES edge
features consistent with distorted octahedral geometry around Pd. It is interesting to note that the FT-EXAFS spectrum reported for LaFe1−x Pdx O3 does not contain intense higher shell features. For comparison, LaCo1−x Pdx O3 has prominent
Pd-La contributions in its FT-EXAFS spectrum.[268] The FT-EXAFS spectrum of
BaCe1−x Pdx O3 also displays well defined higher order correlations.[140]
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Redox driven movement of Pd

Compared with bulk and supported PdO,

YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 stabilizes the Pd2+ oxidation state to higher temperatures, demonstrated by the persistence of Pd2+ in samples reduced at temperatures up to
450 ◦ C. This is attributed to the presence of electropositive cations in the host,
and serves as evidence that Pd is dispersed in the oxide, rather than present as
PdO on the surface of as-prepared samples. PdO deposited on CeO2 is fully
reduced below 100 ◦ C in 5 % H2 .[105] While the host offers stability to the
substituent, the driving force to reincorporate as ions after being expelled as
Pd0 nanoparticles appears to be rather low. YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 is notably less effective at reincorporating Pd2+ than hexagonal YFeO3 .[153] Reoxidation of Pd in
YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 requires rather high temperatures and does not lead to complete
re-dispersion of Pd ions, while in the case of YFeO3 reoxidation at 500 ◦ C is
sufficient to fully reincorporate Pd ions in the host.
Though many questions about the specifics of the YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ system remain to be addressed in future work, the present study raises some important questions apropos the preparation of new and improved PGM-substituted
complex oxide host materials. It is clear that not all hosts are good hosts. Thus,
we are led to ask: what are the crystal chemical conditions that facilitate reversible extrusion and reincorporation of PGM ions in complex oxides? Certainly
a host consisting of highly electropositive cations is an important requisite, pro-
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viding the driving force to stabilize PGM ions in oxide environments. In addition
to stabilization, however, a good host must also present a sufficient driving force
for PGM metal to reincorporate as ions. The factors that influence this ability
are by no means fully elucidated, but one must infer that there is something
distinctly different about YFe1−x Pdx O3 as compared to YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3 that
accounts for their different abilities to reintegrate palladium into the respective
hosts.

Catalytic oxidation of CO As-prepared YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ samples show
similar light-off temperatures irrespective of the level of Pd substitution, as
does YFe1−x Pdx O3 .[153] This is contrasted with perovskite BaCe1−x Pdx O3 , for
which the light-off temperature decreases significantly as a function of Pd
concentration.[152] Whereas one oxygen vacancy is formed for every two Pd
atoms substituted into the hexagonal hosts, a vacancy is formed for each Pd
atom in BaCeO3 , confirmed by neutron diffraction.[145] It was shown through a
combination of density functional modeling and neutron pair distribution function analysis,[145, 152] and more recently using EXAFS,[140] that the vacancy
sits adjacent to Pd in the BaCeO3 lattice, leaving Pd square planar next to a five
coordinate square pyramidal Ce. The uncertainty about the local Pd environment in YFeO3 and YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 prevents a direct comparison with BaCeO3 .
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However, the extent to which the differing polyhedral connectivities of the hosts
promote oxygen mobility may explain the difference in activities as a function of
substitution level. Oxide ion conduction occurs in both oxygen deficient layered
perovskites[308] as well as those containing excess oxygen in interstitials,[309]
suggesting that the lowered dimensionality of the layered hexagonal materials is not responsible for the low mobility. To our knowledge there are no reports in the literature of high oxygen mobility (oxide ion conductivity) in oxides
that adopt the Be3 N2 or related structures containing corner connected trigonal
bipyramids. This is consistent with the hypothesis that YFeO3 and YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3
do not promote catalytic oxidation of CO by substituted Pd. Detailed mechanistic studies of the activity under a range of conditions are necessary to determine
whether or not the hexagonal hosts mobilize oxygen.

4.5

Conclusions

A sol-gel route was developed for the preparation of YMnO3 -type
YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 and YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ . YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 accommodates the substitution of Pd2+ , however, the location of Pd in the host lattice is poorly defined: X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Pd K-edge suggest a symmetric 4coordinate Pd-species whose local environment resembles PdO. While the re-
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lated compound YFeO3 has been shown to serve as a reversible redox host for
Pd2+ , YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ is much less capable of supporting this behavior. Repeated redox cycling of the substituted materials leads to the formation of PdO,
which becomes readily evident by diffraction. As a catalyst for the oxidation of
CO, YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ is effectively indistinguishable from YFe1−x Pdx O3−δ ,
both of which perform similarly to PdO/Al2 O3 . This finding demonstrates that
some host lattices are ineffective at enhancing catalytic activities, and may serve
effectively as inert supports. We hypothesize that the hexagonal hosts, consisting
of layers of corner connected trigonal bipyramids, do not present labile oxygen;
i.e., that the polyhedral connectivity does not accommodate transportation of
oxide ions through the lattice.
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Chapter 5
Electronic structural trends in
extended gold compounds:
Implications for gold as a catalyst
First principles electronic structure calculations are presented on a variety
of Au compounds and species, encompassing a wide range of formal oxidation
states, coordination geometries, and chemical environments, in order to understand potentially systematic behavior in the nature and energetics of d states
that are implicated in catalytic activity. In particular, we monitor the position
1

The density functional calculations presented in this chapter were performed by Dr. MaoSheng Miao.
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of the d-band center, which has been suggested to signal catalytic activity for
reactions such as CO oxidation. We find a surprising absence of any kind of correlation between the formal oxidation state of Au and the position of the d-band
center. Instead, we find that the center of the d band displays a nearly linear
dependence with the degree of its filling, and this is a general relationship for
Au irrespective of the chemistry or the geometry of the particular Au compound.
Across the compounds examined, we find that even small calculated changes in
the d-band filling result in a relatively large effect on the position of the d-band
center. The results presented here have some important implications for the
question of the catalytic activity of Au, and indicate that formal oxidation state
is not a determining factor. Our studies also point out some known gold compounds with d-band centers that are positioned similarly to the d-band centers of
hypothetical, low-coordinate gold species such as Au-chains and Au-graphene,
which are used here as surrogate systems for gold nanoparticles.

5.1

Introduction

Gold, that most noble of metals, is perforce not catalytically active in the
bulk. However, even in the early 1800’s Dulong and Thénard employed gold to
catalyze the reaction of hydrogen and oxygen,[310] and the decomposition of
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ammonia.[219] The new era in catalysis by gold, jump-started by Haruta,[216]
has given rise to extensive ongoing research, with a key goal being to address
the origin of the catalytic activity of nanoscopic gold and the nature of the active
species. Many different factors have been suggested to be responsible for the
exceptional change in chemical behavior that occurs in reducing the particle size
of gold to the nanoscale, such as quantum size effects,[311] onset of the metalto-insulator transition,[312] interactions at metal-support interfaces,[313] and
the participation of charged gold species.[314] The possible role of oxidized or
reduced gold species and the oxidation state of such species has been a widely
debated topic: for reactions such as the oxidation of CO [156, 160–163, 165,
243, 244, 314, 315] and water-gas-shift,[157, 245–248] there remains little
consensus on whether cationic, anionic, metallic gold, or mixtures thereof, are
responsible for the observed activity.
Certainly, there is compelling evidence for the participation of undercoordinated atoms on the surfaces of clusters and nanoparticles,[316–321] a
concept with historic roots dating back to the non-uniform catalyst surface envisioned by Taylor.[322] The appreciable activity of unsupported nanoporous gold
for the oxidation of CO [164] supports the notion that the presence of charged
species is not a requisite for gold to behave catalytically.
The nobleness of bulk gold is attributed to relatively low lying 5d
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states, and consequently, the filling of adsorbate–metal d antibonding states
when molecules interact with its surface, thereby preventing adsorption.[323]
Nanoscopic gold contains a large proportion of under-coordinated surface
atoms, and for these atoms the center of the d band is believed to be nearer to
the Fermi energy.[317, 318, 321] This can push the antibonding adsorbate states
above EF and stabilize chemisorption. Hammer and Nørskov, among numerous
co-workers, have developed an extensive body of work on how the energy of
transition metal d states influences adsorbate-substrate interactions, commonly
known as the d-band model.[324–328] The d-band model provides a qualitative and quantitative framework in which to evaluate and predict trends in the
catalytic activity of transition metal and alloy surfaces. In general, the closer
the d states are to the Fermi energy, the stronger an adsorbate will bind to a
surface since the antibonding states of the adsorbate will be less filled. Nørskov
and co-workers have shown that because activation energies are related to the
stability of intermediates, there is a universal (reactant independent) correlation between adsorption energies and catalytic activity.[329] Thus, adsorption
behavior and therefore catalytic activity can be tuned by manipulating the position of transition metal d bands with respect to the Fermi energy. The often
encountered volcano relations are easily understood in this context: a catalyst
must not bind an adsorbate too strongly or the surface will become poisoned;
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on the other hand, if the adsorbate does not bind strongly enough then the low
surface coverages that result preclude high turnover rates. Numerous successes
in the understanding and design of catalytic materials have been demonstrated
based around these and related principles.[330–332]
In light of the importance of the nature of d states in catalysis, it is of interest
to consider the situation in gold and its compounds. It has been known that even
in bulk gold – which has a nominally filled d shell – the d band is not occupied
by an integer number of electrons.[333] Hybridization between the s, p and d
states lead to a redistribution of some d-band population into the conduction
band. The degree to which gold undergoes sp-d hybridization results from the
strong relativistic stabilization and contraction of the 6s (and 6p1/2 ) orbitals and
consequent destabilization and expansion of the 5d (and 5f) orbitals.[54, 55]
Gold’s 6s and 5d states are closer to each other in energy than the corresponding
5s/4d and 4s/3d states in Ag and Cu, and this has profound implications in
the chemistry of Au, enabling a larger range of oxidation states to be accessed
than in its lighter congeners. The electron affinity of gold is comparable to
that of iodine,[55, 57] and gold admits of halogen-like chemistry in forming
(stoichiometric) ionic compounds with the alkali metals Rb and Cs, containing
the formally 1− auride anion. In alloys of gold, the strong tendency to undergo
sp-d hybridization plays a crucial role in determining the average energy of the
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Au d band.
Experimentally, changes in the number of unoccupied d-states are readily
probed with X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the transition metal L edge, and
numerous studies have demonstrated significant modifications to occur in the
occupation of the Au d band, relative to bulk gold, upon alloying. The literature is rich with XANES studies of the d-band population in random alloys
and ordered intermetallics of gold with alkali,[334] main group,[335–339] and
early[340, 341] and late transition metals.[342–345] Despite being commonly
regarded as the most electronegative transition metal, the number of unoccupied d states on Au always increases, relative to bulk gold, upon alloying. The
depletion of the d band is accompanied by a concurrent increase in the population of the itinerant states, referred to as sp-d charge redistribution. In this
regard, it is perhaps more fitting to describe gold as being s-electronegative but
d-electropositive. Alternate electronegativity scales, such as the one described
by Watson and Bennett[346] that was derived based on the propensity of the
elements to give up or receive d band electrons, are in line with this thinking.
In the case of gold nanoparticles, Coulthard et al. found that Au NPs supported on porous silica displayed a decreased XANES whiteline intensity, relative to bulk gold, indicating a greater filling of the Au d states.[347] More
recently, Miller and van Bokhoven reported an extensive L3 edge XANES and
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EXAFS study of Au NPs ranging in size from about 1 nm to 5 nm and deposited
on a variety of different supports.[321] They showed that the filling of the Au
d band as interpreted from XANES white-line intensity, increases in smaller particles, and that the d-band population is independent of the support on which
the particles are dispersed. This finding was further borne out in the same study
by quantum chemical calculations for Au clusters, which indicated a greater degree of filling in the Au d band and a concurrent shift of the d-band centroid
towards the Fermi energy for smaller particles and for surface atoms relative to
coordinatively saturated atoms. Enrichment of the d-band population in undercoordinated atoms is consistent with Au 4f XPS studies of the surface contribution in bulk gold, which was found to shift to lower binding energy relative to
the bulk value.[348]
The direction of XPS binding energy shifts are frequently interpreted to indicate a net positive or negative charge polarization. This interpretation, while
sometimes coincidentally correct, is an oversimplification. There are many instances of transition metal alloy phases for which core level binding energy shifts
occur in the same direction for both constituent metals.[349] Clearly, these observations cannot be rationalized from the perspective that positive (negative)
BE shifts correspond to positive (negative) charge polarization. One explanation
that has been offered centers around the observation of s-d charge redistribu-
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tion. Because shielding by the valence s-states (and p-states) is less effective
than by the valence d-states, the core levels appear to be more tightly bound,
despite a net enrichment of charge as would be predicted from electronegativity differences. For this reason, it has been suggested that the binding energies
observed by XPS for transition metals are a better measure of the depletion or
enrichment of the d-band population, rather than an indication of cationic or anionic character,[333, 349, 350] consistent with the shift to lower binding energy
observed for the surface states in bulk gold.
The increased filling of the d-states in gold NPs indicated by X-ray absorption spectroscopy is not easily reconciled with XPS studies in which core level
shifts to higher binding energies are typically observed.[333] Indeed, this was
noted in the study by Coulthard et al.,[347] who suggested that final-state effects resulting from poor screening of the core-hole may explain the apparent
discrepancy. However, there are a number of studies which suggest that finalstate effects alone do not sufficiently explain the magnitude of observed cove
level shifts.[351, 352] Attempts to rationalize XPS studies of gold nanoparticle
systems are numerous, and we direct the interested reader to a review article by
Meyer et al.[353] (see section 5.2 and references therein) where the many different observations, calculations, and conclusions have been discussed in detail.
In short, we note that there remains little consensus as to whether core level
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shifts to higher binding energy in gold nanoparticles result from initial or final
state effects.
As a strategy for addressing questions surrounding the possible catalytic
role of ionic gold and platinum group species, we have looked to well defined
model compounds, and recently reported a comparison of two highly stable oxides containing square planar and isoelectronic Au3+ and Pd2+ , La4 LiAuO8 and
La2 BaPdO5 .[149] Given that Pd2+ and Pt2+ in the solid state are well known
to catalyze a variety of reactions,[133] a natural question is whether Au3+ can
behave similarly. While La4 LiAuO8 is a very poor catalyst for the oxidation of CO
to CO2 , La2 BaPdO5 is quite a good catalyst for this reaction, despite being tested
as a low surface area bulk powder. Electronic structure calculations reveal distinct differences in the average energy of the Pd 4d and Au 5d states – the Au
d states are held deep below the Fermi energy with the centroid positioned at
approximately −5.0 eV. The Pd d states of La2 BaPdO5 , on the other hand, are
only about 2.5 eV below EF . In the context of the d-band model, the distinct
behaviors of these isoelectronic model compounds can be interpreted in terms
of the differing abilities to interact with adsorbates: the d states of La4 LiAuO8
are not accessible, while the d states of La2 BaPdO5 are. Thus, we were led to
the question: If the d states of cationic Au3+ are too stabilized to be of interest
for catalysis, where are the d states located in compounds containing formally or
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partially anionic gold?
Although a number of compounds of Au− are known (see Jansen, reference
58) none of them are sufficiently stable to warrant catalytic testing as many of
them are air-sensitive; for example, dealloying of alkali-Au films exposed to O2
has been found to occur near room temperature.[354, 355] Auδ− species, however, which are encountered in polar intermetallics of Au with the early transition metals, are comparatively quite stable. As we began to study ordered gold
alloys, however, similarities in the electronic structure of gold compounds containing Au in vastly different formal oxidation states quickly became apparent.
It became clear, as we shall demonstrate here, that thinking about the formal
oxidation state of Au was uninformative about the electronic structure features
that dictate catalytic activity.
Here we present first principles bulk electronic structure calculations on a
variety of Au compounds and species, encompassing a wide spectrum of formal oxidation states, coordination geometries, and chemical environments, and
demonstrate that the center of the d band is linearly dependent on the degree of
d-band filling. This is a general relationship for Au irrespective of its surroundings. Although changes in the d-band filling are small, the population of the d
shell has a significant effect on the energy of the Au d states. By probing the
electronic structure of well defined gold compounds, this work emphasizes the
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somewhat unique electronic structural features encountered in nanoparticulate
gold.

5.2

Computational Details

The electronic structures of various Au, and Ag compounds were studied
by the density functional method. Calculations were performed in the Vienna
ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP),[255, 356] using the projector augmented
wave (PAW) method[256, 357] and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximated (GGA) exchange correlation functional.[257] The
GGA+U method was also employed in order to take into account the orbital
dependent Coulomb and exchange interactions. Geometric parameters including the lattice constants and internal atomic coordinates were optimized in all
of the calculations, initialized with the structural parameters listed in the Inorganic Crystal Structures Database (ICSD).[358] In order to ensure convergence
of the total energy, forces and stresses, a high cut-off energy of 550 eV was used
in all of the calculations. The k-mesh grid employed varied across the different
compounds but was in all cases tested for convergence. All calculations were
performed at the scalar relativistic level, which is important for gold. The spinorbit coupling was not taken into account, although it is believed to be important
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in low-dimensional gold species, such as gold chains.[359]
The charges on Au were determined by the Bader method with aid of
the Bader analysis program,[259] based on the atoms in molecules (AIM)
theory.[262] Filling of the d states was calculated by integrating the d-projected
density of states (pDOS) up to the Fermi energy or the top of the valence band
in the case of insulating compounds. The center of the d band is taken as the
energy point at which the integrated pDOS is half-filled relative to the nominal band filling, e.g. for Au, the energy point at which the integrated pDOS is
5 states eV−1 Au−1 .
In view of the fact that the pDOS is calculated within a finite sphere enclosing
Au or Ag, not all the charges are counted. However, because of the localization
of the d orbitals, the majority of the d charges have been included, except for a
small portion (∼10 %) that always spills out of the sphere. This leads to an error
in the position of the d-band center since the point at which the d bands are half
filled should no longer be exactly half the nominal filling. However, this error is
systematic and is similar in all of the compounds. On the other hand, the Bader
charges of Au atoms in the various compounds are independent of the choice of
the sphere.
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5.3

Results and Discussion

Structures and Densities of States.

Structural depictions of subsets of the

neutral (pure) Au, intermetallic, cationic, and anionic compounds and species
investigated are shown in Figure 5.1. As surrogates for the electronic structure of gold nanoparticles, we have elected to examine electronic structural
features of gold in simple periodic structures with reduced coordination number (CN) (for example, simple cubic or graphene) and as dimers and trimers
in periodic cells with large intercluster spacings. The CN is reduced from 12
in the face centered cubic structure (fcc), to 6 in simple cubic (sc), 3 in twodimensional graphene, and 2 in a one-dimensional chain. The series of ordered
intermetallics in the Ti–Au system were selected as a representative subset of
intermetallic Auδ− compounds, with inherent structural diversity and a variety
of Au environments. Ti3 Au adopts the Cr3 Si (A15) structure type, in which Au
resides in the center of a Ti icosahedron. TiAu crystallizes in the CsCl structure,
reducing the nearest neighbor (Au–Ti) coordination number to 8. There are no
nearest-neighbor Au–Au contacts in either Ti3 Au or TiAu. There are five nearestneighbor Au–Au contacts in TiAu2 (MoSi2 C11b structure), and the coordination
environment can be viewed as a capped cube, compressed along the long (vertical) axis. Au caps a face comprising 4 Ti, and Ti caps a face with 4 Au. In TiAu4 ,
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Figure 5.1: Structures and Au 5d projected densities of states (pDOS) for a variety
of compounds containing neutral, intermetallic, cationic, and anionic gold. Panels
a–d display the pDOS of (a) neutral Au compounds; (b) ordered intermetallics in the
binary Ti–Au system, structure types given in parenthesis: Ti3 Au (Cr3 Si, A-15), TiAu
(CsCl), TiAu2 (MoSi2 , C11-b), and TiAu4 (Ni4 Mo); (c) compounds containing cationic
Au: La4 LiAuO8 (ordered Nd2 CuO4 ), Au2 O (Cu2 O); and (d) compounds containing
the Au1− auride anion: BaAu2 (C32), K3 AuO (inverse perovskite), Cs3 AuO (inverse
CsNiCl3 ), CsAu (CsCl). Squares denote the position of the respective d-band centers.
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which has the Ni4 Mo structure, there are nine nearest-neighbor Au–Au contacts.
Both Ti and Au sit at the center of cuboctahedra, with Ti surrounded by only Au,
whereas three of the vertices of the cuboctahdron around Au are Ti atoms.
The Au3+ oxide La4 LiAuO8 crystallizes in an ordered variant of the Nd2 CuO4
structure, containing 2D sheets with square planes of AuO4 separated by
square planes of LiO4 .[168, 169] Highly electropositive La3+ and Li+ countercations destabilize the O 2p states and drive strongly covalent Au–O bonding in La4 LiAuO8 , revealed by maximum entropy restoration of the electron
density,[149, 265] rendering the compound exceptionally stable towards thermal decomposition and reduction – particularly given the oxophobicity of gold.
The Au1+ compounds AuCl, Au2 O, and AuCN all contain linearly coordinated
gold. AuCl contains zig-zagging chains of Au and Cl; Au2 O adopts the cuprite
structure, with Au forming a tetrahedron around O; and AuCN contains hexagonally close-packed sheets of Au, with the sheets separated by linear CN bridges.
Among the formally Au1− aurides, BaAu2 can be viewed as graphene sheets of Au
sandwiched between hcp sheets of Ba (AlB2 structure). In the inverse-perovskite
K3 AuO, Au resides on the perovskite A-site in cuboctahedral coordination by K.
Cs3 AuO adopts an inverted-CsNiCl3 structure in which Au is also 12-coordinate,
with six in-plane nearest neighbor Cs atoms plus three above and three below.
Perhaps the best known auride, CsAu, has the CsCl structure.
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The corresponding Au 5d projected densities of states (pDOS) are presented
in Figure 5.1(a) for the neutral species, 5.1(b) for the Ti–Au intermetallics,
5.1(c) for the cationic compounds, and 5.1(d) for the anionic compounds. In all
cases the DOS are normalized to a single Au atom, and referenced to the Fermi
energy or to the top of the valence band. Squares denote the position of the Au
5d-band center, determined in a manner described previously.
In the neutral compounds, the d states become more localized (narrow) and
the d-band center is shifted nearer to the Fermi energy as the Au coordination
number is decreased in going from fcc-Au to a chain of atoms. The effect of
altering the dimensionality is quite pronounced, and the 5d pDOS of Au in the
sc structure have a rather similar dispersion to fcc-Au, whereas the 2D graphene
sheet and 1D chain present much more localized d states.
The d-band center lies further from the Fermi energy in all of the Ti–Au
compounds than the d-center in bulk gold, and is pushed increasingly lower as
the amount of Ti increases. Due to the isolated nature of Au atoms in Ti3 Au
and TiAu, particularly narrow band dispersions are observed. As the number
of nearest-neighbor Au–Au contacts increases in going to TiAu2 and TiAu4 , the
5d band broadens significantly. The band dispersion in TiAu4 resembles that of
fcc-Au.
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Despite the overall dispersion being quite large in La4 LiAuO8 , it displays relatively localized d states, reflective of the isolation of AuO4 units in the structure,
exhibiting splitting consistent with a square planar crystal field. The experimentally determined band-gap which is near 3 eV[149] is under-estimated, as
is commonly encountered with DFT calculations. However, we believe that the
trends in the valence d states that we investigate here will not be strongly influenced by the underestimated band gaps in the insulating compounds included
in this study. In La4 LiAuO8 , the d-band center is positioned about 5 eV below
the Fermi energy. In the Au1+ compounds, the width and shape of the 5d states
are quite similar, though the center of the d band in AuCl is shifted closer to
the Fermi energy by about 1 eV relative to Au2 O and AuCN. The d states in the
anionic Au compounds in K3 AuO, Cs3 AuO and CsAu are very narrow due to
the absence of short Au–Au contacts. BaAu2 is the only anionic compound in
the group containing nearest-neighbor Au–Au interactions, and therefore has a
somewhat broader d band. However, for BaAu2 , the d-band center is the furthest
from the Fermi energy of the aurides shown here.

Trends in d-band positions in Au compounds. Figure 5.2 displays the Au
5d-band center as a function of the calculated Bader charge on Au for the compounds described above, and a few additional ones as well, characterized by
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Figure 5.2: The position of the Au 5d-band center, relative to the Fermi energy, plotted
as a function of the calculated Bader charge on Au for a wide range of gold species.
There is not a strong correlation between the charge on Au, nor its formal oxidation
state, and the average energy of its valence d states. Unrealistically negative Bader
charges on some of the intermetallic compounds presumably arise from difficulties
associated with charge density partitioning.
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their containing formally neutral, cationic, and anionic gold species. In addition
to the fcc, sc, graphene, and chain structures that we highlighted in the previous section, the neutral Au compounds and species include body-centered cubic
(bcc, CN = 8), a trimer, dimer, and an isolated Au atom. The intermetallic compounds include those between elements with unfilled d states (Mg), partially
filled d bands (Ti, V), and filled d bands (Zn). In addition to the cationic gold
3+
3+
3+
compounds described previously, Au1+
2 S, Au2 O3 , Li5 Au O4 , and LaAu O3 are

included in Figure 5.2. All of the anionic compounds that were calculated were
introduced above.
We find that for the compounds calculated, the Bader charges vary from
zero, as expected for the neutral species, to approximately −1 for the formally
anionic species such as CsAu, going to typically less than 0.5 for all the formally
monovalent, cationic compounds (Au2 S, AuCN, AuCl, and Au2 O) to a maximum
of a little over +1 for the formally trivalent compounds. This finding for the
cationic compounds is in line with the expectation that Au is rather electronegative and the cationic compounds are therefore quite covalent. This has been
specifically described earlier for trivalent La4 LiAuO8 , from both experiment and
theory.[265] The intermetallic compounds studied here display Bader charges
varying from −2.3 to −0.1 and the only apparent correlation is that the charges
become more negative in the more Au-poor compounds.
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It is clear that there is no obvious correlation between the center of the Au d
states and the calculated Bader charges for the different systems examined here,
and indeed, between the the Au d states and the formal oxidation states. What is
in fact striking is that even for all the neutral species, although the Bader charge
is zero as expected, the center of the d band tends to shift up, by almost 2.5 eV
towards the Fermi energy in going from 12-coordinate fcc-Au to a free Au atom,
ie. with decreasing coordination number. If the low-coordination species and Au
dimers, trimers etc. can be considered as surrogates for the electronic structures
of Au nanoparticles and clusters, we see that indeed, their d-band centers are
significantly closer to the Fermi energy than the d-band center of fcc Au, as has
been pointed out before from calculations on Au clusters.[321] We additionally
see that the d-band centers of most of the other systems examined here, with
the exception of perhaps, AuCl, are not in this same regime of d-band center
energy as Au clusters.
The absence of any simple correlation between the position of the Au dband center and the Bader charge is a consequence of relativistic effects which
stabilize Au s states and destabilize Au d states.[54, 55] The ready formation
of Au1− in compounds such as CsAu arises from Au possessing relatively lowlying s states, which also manifests as a relatively large Pauling electronegativity
(for a metal) of 2.54. However, the destabilization of d states results in Au
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Figure 5.3: The position of the Au 5d-band center, relative to the Fermi energy,
plotted as a function of the Au 5d-band population. Despite rather modest changes in
the degree of filling, < 0.6 e difference between Ti3 Au and a free Au atom, the effect
on the average energy of the d states is surprisingly large. The dotted grey line is a
linear regression to the scatter and is shown to guide the eye.
readily forming compounds in the formal +3 oxidation state (exemplified by
La4 LiAuO8 ). This schizophrenic behavior – summarized as s-electronegative but
d-electropositive – is what results in the intermetallic compounds in Figure 5.2
displaying such a wide variation in the Au d-band center position, and indeed,
sharing the same range of d-band center positions as compounds of Au that are
formally 3+.
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When the center of the d states are plotted as a function of the d-band filling
instead of the Bader population, as shown in Figure 5.3, a nearly monotonic
linear dependence emerges with the center of the d band being pushed toward
the Fermi energy as the 5d filling increases. The d-filling was calculated as explained in the Methods section. We note that the values for the filling should
not be regarded as actual electron counts, since the band integration procedure
systematically omits some of the electron population. However, as this omitted
population is comparable across the different compounds, the trends reported
here should be robust. The scatter of the data points arises from additional
factors that influence the position of the d-band center, and in this regard it is
important to point out that our intention is not to suggest that the d-band filling
is the only determinant of the energy of the Au d states. However, it is quite
clear that the d-band filling is strongly correlated with the position of the dband center across the wide range of chemical environments probed here. This
is particularly notable given the widely varying position and width of the d band
in the many compounds studied here; in this regard, the strong dependence between the d-band center and d-band filling is not a trivial relationship. Indeed,
for two equal-shaped and rigid bands with distinct electron filling, the center of
the filled portion of the band should actually be lower in the system with higher
filling, and the trend observed here is precisely the converse.
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In the study of late transition metal surfaces it is commonly approximated
that the filling of the d band remains constant for a given metal upon alloying with other transition metals.[325, 326, 360–362] This is often a reasonable
assumption, as calculated changes in absolute charge are typically on the order of 0.1 e for many alloys, consistent with the restrictions of electroneutrality.
Assuming constant band filling enables changes in the d-band centroid to be
readily evaluated within the context of a rectangular band model. In such a
picture, because the d electrons are “pinned” at the Fermi energy, changes in the
position of the centroid can be interpreted as resulting from alterations in the
dispersion of the d band. For the case of a band that is more than half filled,
broadening, such as will occur when the coordination number is increased or
due to increased orbital overlap under compressive strain, results in a lowering
of the d-band center. Reducing an atom’s coordination number or imposing tensile strain through heteroepitaxy leads to a narrowing of the d states, pushing
the centroid closer to the Fermi energy. As it pertains to the gold compounds
studied here, a constant filling model guided by differences in band-width cannot be used to reconcile variations in the Au 5d-band center. One such example
is the Ti–Au series shown in Figure 5.1(b): the d-band center moves away from
the Fermi energy as the Au 5d-bandwidth decreases.
Comparing K3 AuO, Cs3 AuO, and CsAu, there are only small changes in the
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d-band filling, but possibly significant differences in the position of the d-band
center. The centroid of CsAu lies about 1 eV closer to the Fermi level than that
of K3 AuO, and about 0.75 eV closer to EF than the d-band center in Cs3 AuO.
The difference can be understood in terms of the increasing interaction between
Au and the highly electropositive K and Cs cations that is screened by the oxide
anion, and is strongest in CsAu. As a cautionary note in interpreting the trend of
the d-band position in these three compounds, the valence band in K3 AuO and
Cs3 AuO derive mostly from O p states, unlike the case of CsAu, where the valence band is purely Au-derived. This difference can result in differing reference
Fermi energies that would influence the trend.
We attribute the strong d center–charge dependence to arise from Coulomb
repulsion of d electrons. Because of the increased electron repulsion, greater
filling destabilizes the d states pushing the d-band center nearer to the Fermi energy. In order to understand the cause of the strong center–charge dependence
and to examine the applicability to other transition metals, we have calculated
the d-band center and d-band filling for compounds and species of Ag. As shown
in Figure 5.4, Ag compounds show a similar dependence for the d-band center
and filling. However, the slope is smaller than for the Au compounds, i.e. the
Ag 4d-band center does not change as dramatically as a function of the d-band
filling, relative to Au. One suggestion for the weaker dependence of the d-band
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Figure 5.4: The position of the Ag 4d-band center, relative to the Fermi energy, as
a function of the Ag 4d-band population for a variety of neutral, intermetallic, and
cationic Ag compounds and species.
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center on the d-band population for the Ag compounds is that the d bands in Ag
compounds are stabilized in contrast to the d bands in Au compounds which are
subject to relativistic destabilization.[54, 55] It is evident from a consideration
of the d-band centers of the gold compounds and species in Figure 5.3 with the
d-band centers of the Ag compounds and species in Figure 5.4, that only for the
Au case is the d band is found within −1 eV and −3 eV of the Fermi energy. This
supports the finding that Ag compounds and species, including nanoparticles,
are not commonly used as CO oxidation catalysts.
The electron–electron interaction is only treated in a mean-field fashion in
DFT-GGA calculations. Since we have suggested that the strong d-center – dfilling dependence is likely Coulombic in origin, it is germane to consider how
robust this dependence is when Coulomb correlations are included more explicitly via the Hubbard U . As shown in Figure 5.5, Au shows a strong d-center –
d-filling dependence with a Hubbard U of 3 eV. The trend for Au is very similar
to that obtained without a Hubbard U , except for a downward shift of the band
centers and increased d-band filling caused by U .
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5.4

Conclusions

First principles electronic structure calculations carried out on a variety of
Au compounds and species suggest the complete (and suprising) absence of any
correlation between the d-band center and the formal oxidation state or Bader
charge on Au. The results also suggest that very few Au compounds have d-band
centers in the region of energy that seem to be implicated in the catalytic activity
of Au nanoparticles. We find a strong dependence between the position of the
Au d-band center and the degree of its filling. This holds for Au irrespective of
the chemistry or the geometry of the particular Au compound, and even small
calculated changes in the d-band filling result in a relatively large effect on the
position of the d-band center.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
This dissertation has examined a variety of aspects of platinum group and
noble metal crystal chemistry, with the aim of informing an understanding of
materials characteristics relevant to heterogeneous catalysis. An integral compositional criterion for stabilizing precious metal ions in oxide environments
is the presence of highly electropositive counter-cations, which promote covalent bonding between oxygen and precious metals. This has been exemplified
through studies of the Au3+ and Pd2+ oxides La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 . These
compounds also serve as models for catalysis by isolated Au3+ and Pd2+ ions.
One of the most hotly debated questions surrounding catalysis by gold is the
possible role of Au ions. Pronounced differences in the catalytic behavior of
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La4 LiAuO8 and La2 BaPdO5 are believed to arise from differences in the energetics of the precious metal d states. This motivated us to perform a comprehensive
computational examination of extended solids containing gold in a range of oxidation states, to assess possibly systematic behavior in the Au 5d energetics as
a function of Au oxidation state. Our results indicate that the formal oxidation
state and Bader charge on Au are not informative about the electronic structural features implicated in catalysis, specifically the position of the Au 5d-band
center. The d-band center instead shows a dependence on the filling of the Au
5d band that is independent of the chemical state of Au. This work emphasizes
the unique electronic structural features associated with under-coordinated gold
(i.e. at the surface of nanoparticles), that are encountered in few compounds of
Au.
Elucidating the crystal chemical factors that impede or enhance the efficacy of PGM redox cycling in complex oxide hosts remains an area of active
investigation. YMn0.5 Fe0.5−x Pdx O3−δ is an interesting case in that although the
hexagonal YMnO3 -type structure is stabilized by the substitution of Pd, redox
cycling favors the formation of palladium oxide (PdO) rather than the reincorporation of Pd2+ ions in the host lattice. This behavior is distinct from
the reversibility observed in Pd-substituted YFeO3 .[153] Factors distinguishing
YFeO3 from YMn0.5 Fe0.5 O3 are not yet clear, but recent experimental [146] and
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computational [363] studies of the LaFeO3 perovskite host point to the importance of oxygen vacancies and other defects in mediating the reintegration of PGM ions. An understanding of this process will be advanced by addressing systems in which the host’s defect concentration can be systematically varied. While non-perovskite structure-types that accommodate a considerable degree of nonstoichiometry should be particularly interesting materials to probe, few (if any) structural families rival the tolerance of perovskite
to the presence of point defects. Clarifying the possible role of oxygen vacancies in promoting PGM redox cycling will benefit from comparative studies of
PGM-substituted complex oxide hosts that are intrinsically oxygen deficient (e.g.
La1−x Srx AlO3−x/2 , CaTi1−x Alx O3−x/2 or Sr1−x Kx TiO3−x/2 ), with hosts comprising
transition metal cations that can compensate for aliovalent substitutions (and/or
cation non-stoichiometry) without necessitating the removal of lattice oxygen
(e.g. La1−x Srx MnO3−δ or La1−x Cax FeO3−δ ).
Despite the fundamental intrigue of the crystal chemistry of PGM redox cycling, Katz et al. have found that a strong interaction between Pd (or PdO)
particles on the surface of LaFeO3 is independent of the crystalline quality of the
perovskite, which suggests that the egress/ingress process may not be integral
to suppressing particle agglomeration and prolonging catalyst longevity.[146]
Indeed, we have encountered an example of exceptionally well-stabilized Pd
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nanoparticles in the work presented here: even after extensive treatment of
La2 BaPdO5 under harsh conditions (5 % H2 at 1000 ◦ C for 10 h), an XPS signal in
the Pd 3d region consistent with sub 2 nm nanoparticles [207] was observed in
addition to a signal from bulk Pd0 . These results suggest that the compositional
criterion for stabilizing PGM ions is also germane to the stabilization of PGM
nanoparticles. An important question to be addressed is whether Au nanoparticles can be similarly stabilized – improving the thermal stability of Au catalysts
represents a primary challenge to overcome in the commercialization of goldbased catalyst technologies.[364, 365] Recent work indicates that structural defects may play an important role in stabilizing Au;[366] given the paucity of
studies in which oxygen-deficient complex oxides have been employed as supports for Au, there are many promising avenues to explore.
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Appendix A
Hybrid functional electronic
structure of PbPdO2, a small-gap
semiconductor
PbPdO2 , a ternary compound containing the lone-pair active ion Pb2+ and
the square-planar d8 Pd2+ ion, has attracted recent interest because of the suggestion that its electronic structure, calculated within density functional theory
using either the local density or the generalized gradient approximations, displays zero-gap behavior. In light of the potential ease of doping magnetic ions in
this structure, it has been suggested that the introduction of spin, in conjunction
with zero band gap, can result in unusual magnetic ground states and unusual
magnetotransport. It is known that most electronic structure calculations do
not properly obtain a band gap even for the simple oxide PdO, and instead ob1

This chapter has been reproduced with permission from: J. A. Kurzman, M.-S. Miao, and R.
Seshadri, J. Phys. Condens. Matter 23 (2011) 465501(1–7), c 2011 Institute of Physics.
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tain a metal or a zero-gap semiconductor. Here we present density functional
calculations employing a screened hybrid functional (HSE) which correctly obtain a band gap for the electronic structure of PdO. When employed to calculate
the electronic ground state of PbPdO2 , a band gap is again obtained, which
is consistent both with the experimental data on this compound, as well as a
consideration of valence states and of metal-oxygen connectivity in the crystal
structure. We also present comparisons of the absolute positions (relative to the
vacuum level) of the conduction band minima and the valence band maxima in
α-PbO, PdO and PbPdO2 , which suggest ease of p-type doping in PbPdO2 that
has been observed even in nominally pure materials.

Introduction
Both lead and palladium – in their own right – present an array of fascinating
phenomena in the oxide solid state, and find use in a host of important applications. The stereochemically active lone pair of Pb2+ is associated with numerous
electronic effects observed in complex oxides, such as the ferroelectric polarization of PbTiO3 , and the high piezoelectric response of PbZr1−x Tix O3 (PZT).[1]
Palladium is ubiquitously employed in both heterogeneous and homogeneous
catalysis, and is a critical component in catalytic converters for automotive ex-
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haust purification. The catalytic action of Pd2+ ions in oxides has been a topic
of much interest recently, addressed for example, by Hegde and co-workers.[2]
Given the diversity of properties associated with Pb2+ and Pd2+ cations in oxides, it is of interest to examine how they behave together in a complex oxide.
Litharge, the tetragonal form of PbO (α-PbO, P 4/nmm #129), is a red compound with a bandgap of about 1.9 eV.[3] Its crystal structure, depicted in Figure A.1(a), is layered, with each layer comprising a square lattice of O that is
alternately (up and down) capped by Pb. The layers eclipse one-another when
projected down the long (c) axis of the structure.
Palladium oxide crystallizes in the tetragonal cooperite structure,[4] (space
group P 42 /mmc #131), and consists of edge-sharing chains of PdO4 planes that
run perpendicular along the a axis and the b axis of the structure, and these
chains corner-share along the c axis [Figure A.1(b)]. All of the Pd–O bonds are
equidistant, but the PdO4 units are not perfect squares and instead are rectangular, with a slight compression leading to shorter nearest-neighbor O–O distances
along c than in the a direction. Oxygen is tetrahedrally coordinated by four Pd
atoms in the structure. The nearest-neighbor Pd–Pd distance of slightly over 3 Å
(the a axis length) is relatively short. These short contacts occur in two dimensions in PdO, within and between the chains, and should give rise to disperse
bands derived from the Pd d orbitals.
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Rogers et al. reported that single crystals of PdO are dark green,[5] but
the presence of impurities prevented the reliable determination of the band
gap. PdO displays p-type semi-conductivity, and it has been suggested that the
hole population arises from extrinsic defects, in particular the presence of unintentional dopants.[5] Indeed, widely varying estimates of the PdO band gap
have been reported: Hulliger found an optical band gap of 0.6 eV from diffusereflectance measurements on a polycrystalline powder.[6] Okamoto and Aso
estimated the band gap to be 1.5 eV from conductance measurements of PdO
films,[7] in agreement with the gap reported by Pillo et al. from photoemission
studies.[8] Nilsson and Shivaraman found a 0.8 eV gap from optical transmittance measurements of PdO films,[9] while a study of PdO films by Rey et al.
yielded an optical gap of about 2.1 eV.[10]
PbPdO2 is the only ternary oxide of Pb and Pd reported in the Inorganic
Crystal Structures Database.[11] Single crystals of PbPdO2 were prepared by
Meyer and Müller-Buschbaum, which they observed to be black.[12] Locally,
the Pb-capped planes in α-PbO and roughly square planar coordination of Pd
in PdO are preserved in orthorhombic PbPdO2 , which was determined to crystallize in the Imma #74 space group. However, the relationship between the
structural units is very distinct in this ternary phase [Figure A.1(c)]. PbPdO2 can
be viewed as a layered structure containing zig-zagging sheets of corner-sharing
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Figure A.1: Unit cell depictions, drawn to scale, of (a) α-PbO (P 4/nmm #129)
(b) PdO (P 42 /mmc #131) and (c) PbPdO2 (Imma #74). O atoms are orange,
Pb atoms grey, and Pd atoms blue. PdO4 square planes are shown in polyhedral
rendering. (d) Electron localization function (ELF) isosurface projected within the
unit cell of PbPdO2 for an ELF value of 0.75.
PdO4 planes, interleaved by layers of Pb. Oxygen is tetrahedrally coordinated
to two Pd within the sheets and two Pd between the sheets. Between the Pd
layers, edge-sharing PbO4 units form 1D chains running parallel to b with Pb on
alternating sides of the chain, and the chains are eclipsed with respect to one
another along the c axis.
While an understanding of the PbPdO2 structure is facilitated by describing
it as a layered material, it is important to point out that chemically it should be
regarded as a three-dimensional extended solid. The Pd–O and Pb–O bonds in
the simple oxides of Pd and Pb are quite covalent, and PbPdO2 contains an extended network of –Pd–O–Pb–O–Pd– connectivities. There are two points that
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we emphasize here about the structure of PbPdO2 : First, the dimensionality
of the PdO4 –PdO4 and PbO4 –PbO4 connectivities are reduced in PbPdO2 , relative to those in the oxides PdO and α-PbO. Second, there are no edge-sharing
PdO4 units present in PbPdO2 or any short Pd–Pd distances, as encountered in
PdO, nor are there any in-plane Pd–O–Pd connectivities. Qualitatively, considering the structural arrangement and electronic configurations of the cations,
one would expect PbPdO2 to not be any closer to metallic behavior than the two
binary compounds that it is derived from.
Our interest in PbPdO2 stems from prior and ongoing efforts to understand
relationships between the electronic structural features of platinum group and
noble metal ions, and the catalytic activity of the oxides they form. We recently
reported an experimental and computational comparison of the complex oxides of isoelectronic Pd2+ and Au3+ , La2 BaPdO5 and La4 LiAuO8 , both of which
contain isolated PdO4 and AuO4 square planes, respectively.[13] Density functional calculations within the local density approximation (LDA) yielded sizeable
(though underestimated) band gaps for both compounds, consistent with their
yellow colors and optical absorption spectra. That LDA was a sufficient level
at which to study these compounds is related to the isolated nature of the Pd
and Au coordination environments. In contrast, although PdO is a well known
semiconductor, LDA calculations often predict it to be metallic.[14]
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The electronic structure of PdO has been previously studied by a variety
of ab-initio methods. Hass et al. reported the first computational investigation of PdO, in which an augmented-spherical-wave approach within the local
density approximation was employed.[15] PdO was correctly predicted to be a
semiconductor, with a direct gap at the M point, although the size of the gap
was severely underestimated. A subsequent study reported by Park et al., using full-potential approaches with linearized augmented-plane-waves (LAPW)
and linear-muffin-tin-orbitals (LMTO) within the LDA, was unable to predict a
gap in PdO,[14] though a small gap was reported to open through the use of
LMTO in the atomic-sphere-approximation.[16] Uddin et al. reported a study
of density functional predictions for the electronic structure of PtO,[17] which
is isostructural with PdO. Using Gaussian-type orbitals, the Heyd, Scuseria, and
Ernzerhof (HSE) screened hybrid functional[18] correctly predicted PtO to be
a semiconductor, whereas calculations within the local spin-density approximation (LSDA), Perdew Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA), and with a meta-GGA functional, all led to the prediction of
(poor) metallicity. Recently, a HSE band gap of 0.9 eV in PdO has been reported
by Seriani et al.,[19] and Bruska et al. determined an HSE band gap of 0.8 eV
that could be extended to 1.5 eV by increasing the amount of Fock exact exchange to 39 %.[20]
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On the basis of LDA calculations, Wang suggested that PbPdO2 is a zero-gap
oxide semiconductor,[21] with potentially very interesting electronic structural
signatures when the compound is subject to partial substitution by magnetic
ions. Chen et al. reported a combined experimental and computational study
of PbPdO2 , employing the PBE functional with the addition of a 2 eV Hubbard
U term on Pd to account for on-site Coulomb repulsion.[22] Their GGA+U calculations did not result in the opening of a band gap. However, Bennett et
al. recently noted that an exceedingly large U value of 8 eV, using the LDA+U
method, was needed to reproduce the experimental gap of PdO.[23]
Electrical transport properties of polycrystalline PbPdO2 were reported by
Ozawa et al.,[24] and Seebeck and Hall effect measurements indicated p-type
conductivity. It was suggested from a change in the temperature coefficient of
resistance that PbPdO2 undergoes a metal-to-insulator transition at about 90 K,
and that the ground state is an insulator, not a metal. However, the minimum
resistivity of a little over 0.4 Ωcm is more consistent with semiconducting behavior than it is with the resistivity of a metal, which is expected to be of the order
of 10−2 Ωcm or less. Additionally, the reported change in resistivity between the
“insulating” and “metallic” states is less than a factor of 2, whereas typical metalto-insulator transitions span two or more orders of magnitude. For comparison,
Uriu et al. studied the effect of Li-substitution in PdO (Pd1−x Lix O1−δ ), and found
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that the resistivity at 273 K decreased from 3 Ωcm in the unsubstituted material,
to 2.2 × 10−2 Ωcm with 1 mol% Li, to 4.4 × 10−3 Ωcm with 8 mol% Li.[25]
Reports of chemical substitution in PbPdO2 – with the intent of introducing
electrical carriers and/or magnetic ions – are few. Ozawa et al. studied the substitution of Cu for Pd, which increases the resistivity.[26] Magnetism and transport have been examined in Co and Mn substituted PbPdO2 by Lee et al.[27, 28]
Both Co and Mn lower the resistivity, but the minima are pushed to higher and
lower temperatures, respectively, relative to unsubstituted PbPdO2 . The resistivity of PbPd0.9 Co0.1 O2 is larger than 0.1 Ωcm at 150 K, while for PbPd0.9 Mn0.1 O2
the resistivity is 0.08 Ωcm at 70 K.[28] Large electroresistance and magnetoresistance in PbPd0.75 Co0.25 O2 films have been reported by Wang et al.,[29] and
quite recently, magnetism and transport properties of a PbPd0.81 Co0.19 O2 film
were studied by Su et al.[30]
In the light of the electronic properties that would be expected for PbPdO2 on
the basis of its structural attributes and electron count, we report density functional electronic structure calculations for PbPdO2 employing a screened hybrid
functional (HSE06). Inclusion of exact exchange to the description of the shortrange Coulomb potential has been shown to significantly enhance the accuracy
of density functional calculations in periodic systems.[31–34] To complement
these results, we also present the HSE electronic structure of PdO. Additionally,
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by comparing the absolute positions, relative to the vacuum level, of the conduction band minima and the valence band maxima in α-PbO, PdO and PbPdO2 ,
we find that facile electron transfer from PbPdO2 to, for example, residual PdO
left from the preparation, may account for the p-type conductivity observed in
nominally pure materials. The HSE calculations suggest surprisingly linear dispersions of the valence and conduction bands across the direct ≈ 1.1 eV band
gap of this compound.

Computational methods
Density functional electronic structure calculations were performed in the
Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).[35, 36] Interaction between the
valence and core electrons was described using the projector augmented wave
(PAW) approach,[37, 38] with valence electrons described by plane-wave basis
sets. 14 valence electrons were included for Pb (5d10 6s2 6p2 ), 10 valence electrons for Pd (4d10 ), and 6 valence electrons for O (2s2 p4 ). Calculations were
performed at the scalar relativistic level, without the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling, using both the GGA of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE),[39] and the
hybrid functional described by Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06).[18, 40]
The screened hybrid functional introduces a percentage of exact nonlocal Fock
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exchange (25 %) to the PBE functional, and a screening of 0.2 Å−1 is applied to
partition the Coulomb potential into long-range and short-range terms. HartreeFock and PBE exchange mix in the short-range portion, with the long-range exchange represented by the PBE functional.
A cutoff energy of 520 eV was used in all calculations, as were Γ-centered
k-point grids. Relaxations were deemed to have converged when the forces on
all the atoms were less than 0.01 eV Å−1 . Geometry optimization of PbPdO2 was
performed in the primitive rhombohedral unit cell, using a 5 × 5 × 5 k-mesh.
The same grid was also used to calculate the HSE electronic density of states
(DOS). PBE calculations of the PbPdO2 DOS employed a 20 × 20 × 20 k-mesh.
Band structure calculations for PbPdO2 were performed using the conventional
orthorhombic unit cell. For PdO, a 6 × 6 × 4 k-mesh was used to relax the
structure with the HSE functional and to calculate the DOS. PBE relaxation and
DOS calculations for PdO employed 8 × 8 × 6 and 18 × 18 × 16 k-point meshes,
respectively. PBE band structures were calculated with 30-point interpolations
between each high symmetry k point. HSE band structure calculations are presented only along the dispersions in the region of the band gaps, Z to Γ to X for
PbPdO2 , and X to M to Γ for PdO, using 10-point interpolations between each
high symmetry k-point.
To investigate the doping tendencies of PbPdO2 , the positions of the valence
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band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM), relative to
vacuum, were studied. Slab models were constructed and atomic positions optimized using the PBE functional with fixed lattice parameters. Four Pb–O–Pd–O
bilayers were included in the PbPdO2 slab, eight Pd–O layers were used in the
PdO slab, and eight PbO layers were used for the PbO slab. The lengths of
the ideal slabs for the three compounds are 19.20 Å, 21.82 Å and 17.80 Å, respectively. Vacuum regions with the same length as the slab were included for
each compound. Because the local and semi-local PBE functional usually generates band gaps significantly smaller than the experimental values, the hybrid
HSE functional was employed for static calculations of the PBE relaxed slabs.
To obtain the positions of the VBM and CBM relative to the vacuum level, the
electrostatic potential in the center of the slabs (assuming it well represents the
bulk) were aligned with the center of the vacuum region.
Linear Muffin-Tin Orbital (LMTO) calculation,[41, 42] performed within the
atomic sphere approximation using version 47C of the Stuttgart TB-LMTO-ASA
program,[43] was used in the determination of the electron localization function (ELF) for PbPdO2 . Scalar-relativistic Kohn–Sham equations within the local
density approximation [44] were solved taking all relativistic effects into account except for the spin-orbit coupling. The calculation was performed on 527
irreducible k-points within the conventional orthorhombic cell. The ELF pro-
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Figure A.2: PdO electronic density of states, orbital projected density of states, and
band structure. (a) PBE total and projected DOS. (b) HSE total and projected DOS.
(c) PBE band structure, with HSE band structure overlaid in bold (orange) lines along
the X to M to Γ dispersion. The direct band gap occurs at the M point. In (a)
and (b) the Fermi energy is referenced to the top of the valence band, indicated with
vertical dashed lines. In (c), 0 eV represents the Fermi energy for the PBE calculation,
while for the HSE bands the Fermi energy has been adjusted to the absolute energy
of the PBE EF . As has been similarly noted by Uddin et al. for PtO,[17] the GGA
calculation does not predict PdO to be a semiconductor.
vides a measure of the local influence of the Pauli repulsion on the behavior of
electrons, enabling the real-space mapping of core, bonding, and non-bonding
regions in a crystal.[45, 46]

Results and disucssion
The total electronic and Pd-d and O-p orbital projected density of states for
PdO, calculated using the PBE and HSE functionals, are compared in panels (a)
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and (b) of Figure A.2. The PBE band-structure is shown in panel (c) in the
region of the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM), with bands from the HSE calculation overlaid in bold lines along the
dispersion from X to M to Γ. Structural parameters obtained for the PBE and
HSE relaxed structures are listed in Table A.1, along with experimentally determined values for comparison. Oxygen p-states lie predominantly between
−9 eV and −4 eV, with Pd d-states more densely populated between −4 eV and
the Fermi energy, referenced to the top of the valence band in the DOS plots
and denoted with dashed vertical lines. In the plot of the band structure, 0 eV
represents the Fermi energy for the PBE calculation. The Fermi energy of bands
calculated with HSE have been adjusted to the absolute energy of the PBE EF .
Stabilization of the VBM and destabilization of the CBM by HSE occur in almost
equal amounts. Note the wide energy dispersion of bands at the top of the valence band and bottom of the conduction band, derived from Pd dxy and dx2 −y2
orbitals, respectively.
The use of PBE leads to the prediction of poorly metallic character in PdO.
HSE, on the other hand, correctly predicts PdO to be a semiconductor. What
we emphasize here is not the magnitude of the gap predicted by HSE, which is
a little less than 1 eV, but rather that HSE affords a qualitative prediction that
agrees well with the known electronic structure of PdO. The size of the gap is
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Table A.1: Structural parameters for PBE and HSE relaxed PdO and PbPdO2 , compared with experimental values. The experimental parameters given are those determined by Rogers et al. for PdO,[5] and Ozawa et al. for PbPdO2 .[24] PbPdO2 , space
group Imma (#129, setting 1): Pb (4e) at 0, 1/4, z ; Pd (4c) at 1/4, 1/4, 1/4 ; O
(8f ) at x, 0, 0. PdO, space group P 42 /mmc (#131): Pd (2d) at 1/2, 0, 0 ; O (2e)
at 0, 0, 1/4.

a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
Pb z
Ox
Pd–O (Å)
Pb–O (Å)
O–Pd–O ∠ (◦ )

PBE

PdO
HSE

expt.

PBE

3.10

3.07

3.043

5.44

5.33

5.336

2.06

2.03

2.02

97.5

98.1

97.5

9.61
5.53
4.77
0.772
0.350
2.06
2.38
95.8

PbPdO2
HSE
expt.
9.46
5.45
4.77
0.764
0.350
2.04
2.34
96.2

9.455
5.460
4.660
0.774
0.345
2.01
2.37
94.3

of the right order, but given the disparities in the experimental gaps reported
for PdO we cannot comment on whether the prediction is an over- or underestimate.
Geometry-optimized structural parameters obtained with the PBE and HSE
functionals are given in Table A.1, and the total electronic and orbital projected
DOS of PbPdO2 are presented in Figure A.3. The shape and dispersion of the
orbital contributions obtained by the different methods are quite similar, with
the obvious difference being the presence of a ≈ 1.1 eV bandgap in the HSE
electronic structure. The upper panels display the total and Pd-d projected DOS,
which are shaded for clarity, and the lower panels show the O-p, Pb-p and Pb-s
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projected DOS. The bottom of the Pd-d band in PbPdO2 is somewhat destabilized
(closer in energy to EF ), relative to the dispersion of the d states in PdO, and
this is consistent with decreased overlap associated with the absence of short
Pd–Pd distances. Note the strong hybridization of O-p and Pb-s states between
−10 eV and −8 eV, and overlap of O-p and Pb-s and p states states near the Fermi
energy, features that are similarly encountered in the electronic structure of αPbO.[47, 48] In α-PbO, the highly stabilized Pb-s and O-p states held deep below
the EF are strongly bonding, while the states just below EF are of antibonding
character.[49] The mixing of Pb-s and O-p states near the Fermi energy has
been suggested to drive the localization of the Pb lone pair into lobe-shaped
structures.[47, 48] As can be seen in the electron localization function (ELF)
isosurface of PbPdO2 shown in panel (d) of Figure A.1, the Pb lone pair lobes
are localized apical to the base of the Pb-capped planes.
The PBE band structure of PbPdO2 in the vicinity of the Fermi energy is
shown in Figure A.4, with the HSE calculated bands overlaid in bold along the
Z to Γ to X dispersion. For the PBE calculation 0 eV is taken as the Fermi
energy, while for the HSE calculation the Fermi energy has been adjusted to
the absolute energy of the PBE EF . Band structure calculations were performed
using the Brillioun zone (BZ) for a conventional orthorhombic cell, and the BZ
is inset in Figure A.4 for convenience. The PBE calculated band structure shows
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Figure A.3: Electronic density of states and orbital projected density of states for
PbPdO2 . (a) PBE total and projected DOS. (b) HSE total and projected DOS. The
Fermi energy is referenced to the top of the valence band, denoted by dashed vertical
lines. The upper panels display the total and Pd-d projected DOS, which are shaded
for clarity, and the lower panels show the O-p, Pb-p and Pb-s projected DOS. The
band gap predicted by HSE is about 1.1 eV. Note the strong hybridization of O-p and
Pb-s states between −10 eV and −8 eV, and the presence of Pb-s and p states near
the Fermi energy.
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Figure A.4: PBE calculated band structure of PbPdO2 with the HSE band structure
overlaid in bold (orange) lines along the Z to Γ to X dispersion. The direct band
gap occurs at the Γ point. 0 eV references the Fermi energy obtained in the PBE
calculation; the HSE bands have been scaled to the same absolute reference energy.
Note that the HSE correction stabilizes (pushes down in energy) the top of the valence
band. The Brillioun zone of a primitive orthorhombic cell is inset in the figure.
a slight crossing of bands at the Γ point, where a zero-gap was predicted by
Wang.[21] A direct gap is clearly evident in the dispersion calculated with HSE.
It is important to note that the bands at the top of the valence band and at the
bottom of the conduction band do not show nearly as much energy dispersion as
the equivalent bands in PdO. Also noted is the surprising linearity of the valence
and conduction band dispersions near the direct band gap.
In Figure A.5 we present a schematic showing the calculated positions of the
valence band maxima (VBM) and conduction band minima (CBM) for PbPdO2 ,
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PdO, and α-PbO. The VBM and CBM positions of PbPdO2 are 4.78 eV and 3.84 eV
below vacuum, respectively, which are quite high. This indicates that the compound is prone to p-type doping by native defects and intentional substituents.
Conversely, the VBM and CBM of PdO are 6.42 eV and 5.53 eV below the vacuum, indicating that PdO is, in comparison with PbPdO2 , more prone to being
n-doped. More importantly, the CBM of PdO is lower in energy than the VBM
of PbPdO2 . Thus, the presence of PdO in a sample of PbPdO2 can lead to holedoping of PbPdO2 by facile electron transfer from its valence band to the conduction band of PdO. Even small amounts of PdO would lead to the generation
of a large quantity of holes in the valence band of PbPdO2 , which may explain
the p-type conductivity observed for samples of PbPdO2 .
On the other hand, the VBM and CBM for α-PbO are located at 5.09 eV and
2.85 eV below vacuum, respectively. Because PbO is more ionic, it has a larger
gap, and its VBM is lower than the VBM of PbPdO2 while the CBM of PbO is
higher than the CBM of PbPdO2 . Therefore, the presence of unreacted PbO in
samples of PbPdO2 are not likely to significantly affect its electronic properties,
such as the density of charge carriers. Given the volatility of PbO, PdO is much
more likely to persist in samples of PbPdO2 .
Our calculations only address alignment of the energy levels of the starting materials typically used in the preparation of PbPdO2 , relative to the target
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Figure A.5: Schematic representation of the positions of valence band maxima (VBM)
and conduction band minima (CBM) in PbPdO2 , PdO, and α-PbO, referenced to the
vacuum level. Because the CBM of PdO lies below the VBM of PbPdO2 , PbPdO2
will be readily hole-dopeable in the presence of even small amounts of residual PdO.
phase. A complete discussion of the source of hole conductivity requires a comprehensive study of the defect and impurity properties of the system – as they
may contribute greatly to the source of the p-type doping – which is beyond the
scope of the present work. However, our results reveal that PbPdO2 is susceptible to p-type doping, and emphasizes the importance of preparing high purity
materials as small amounts of residual starting material, PdO in particular, may
greatly influence the physical properties observed in this system.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, electronic structure calculations carried out on PbPdO2 at the
hybrid HSE level suggest that the ground state of PbPdO2 is actually that of
a small band gap semiconductor. Slab calculations to obtain the locations of
the valence and conduction bands with respect to the vacuum level suggest
that PbPdO2 can be easily hole-doped. Both these observations are consistent
with experimental observations on the system. The valence band dispersion
in this easily hole-doped material is surprisingly linear, potentially suggesting
interesting low-temperature physics in this compound.
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